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I. INTRODUCTION 
9.1. The idea developed in this paper flows from three different sources. 
1.1.1. Several years ago, we considered with 
possibility of finding a suitable generalization of Br 
Theorem (cf. [a]) which should involve Brauer 
subgroups rather than for the cyclic ones. 
eorem in [5] supplied a thin support to our g 
p-subgroups. But we were unable to give a coherent meaning to our vague 
intuition. 
1.12. When some years ago Benson and Parker commenced the study 
of all the ring homomorphisms from the Green ring to the field sf corn 
numbers, in order to extend the notion of er character (cf. [I ] ), the 
existence of a suitable statement analogous uer’s theorem concernin 
such ring homomorphisms became evident to us, as also the interest of 
* This work has been partially supported by Centre de Recerca Matematica de 1’Institut 
d’Estudis Catalans. 
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such a statement, namely the possibility of computing such ring 
homomorphisms block by block (we discuss this possibility in Remark 9.23 
below). 
1.1.3. Our generalization of Brauer’s theorem to any interior G-algebra 
in [: 1 1 ] provides the main support to the present work. When proving this 
result we were aware that most of the arguments remain true if we replace 
the cyclic subgroup (US) by any subgroup isomorphic to a direct product 
P x K, where P is a p-group and K a p’-group. Yet we were unable to 
understand the meaning of this remark until Benson and Parker’s work 
focused our attention on the canonical decomposition of the Green ring 
over Q (see Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 below), which was however known 
from Conlon’s work in [4]. 
1.2. Let us recall our approach to Brauer’s theorem in [ll]. In the 
sequel we will freely use terminology and notation introduced in Section 2 
below, assuming that the characteristic of 8 is zero. Let G be a finite group, 
A an interior G-algebra, M an A-module, and x the character of M (i.e., the 
&valued function on A mapping UEA on the trace of the action of a on 
A!). For any pointed group H, on A, denote by xp the character of the OH- 
module i. M, where i E ,!I and, if K,, is a pointed subgroup of HB, denote by 
I$ the Brauer character of the kc,(K)-module s,(i) A(K,) s&j) wherejE y. 
In [l 11 we prove the equalities (cf. [ 1 I], Corollary 4.4) 
where CI is a point of G on A, u is a p-element of G, s is a p’-element of 
C,(U), and E runs over the set of local points of (u) on A such that 
(u),c G, (at any rate, if (u), ti G, then @(s)=O).” In particular, for 
any local pointed group Qs on A such that Q, c G,, we get 
1.2.2 
where u E Q, rnf = qz( 1) and E runs over the set of local points of (U > on A 
such that (u), c Q,. Conversely, we prove that (cf. [ll, Theorem 5.21). 
1.2.3. if for any local pointed subgroup $9, of G, we choose a virtual 
character As of Q in such a way that equalities 1.2.2 hold, then equalities 
1.2.1 define a virtual character of G. 
Our main purpose here is to prove analogous statements replacing the 
’ In Brauer’s approach, A = (iiG and equalities 1.2.1 are the definition of the algebraic 
numbers x”(nr). his theorem stating that E runs only oyer the set of local points of <u> on A 
such that (u}. c G,. 
ring of -valued central functions on G by the reen ring of C over 
virtual ~hara~ters by virtual modules, and values of ~~~t~a~ e 
residues of virtual modules (see 3.1 below) on e subgroups 
that ~j~~(~) is cyclic (see Propositions 3.4 a 3.5 below), 
1.3. The main difficulty in carrying out our purpose comes from the 
fact that the canonical decomposition of the 
e subgroups H of G such that H/Q,(H) is cyclic; that is, tbe 
of G isomorphic to semidirect products P >a K, 
a cyclic p’-group. When K centralizes P we m 
’ the proof of 1.2.1 in [I. 11 to show tha 
to Ohi decomposes in a direct sum of 
proper subgroups or isomorphic to tens 
over the set of local points of P on A, 
rnod~~e im(P,) s,(j) where j E E, and M, i 
it follows easily that the residue on H of the e~erne~t of the Green :Sng 
determined by M (see 3.1 below) fulfills an eq~a~~,ty a~a~~go~s to 1.21 (see 
Theorem 8.4 below). 
Y 1. ut K does not necessarily centralize 
af P on A fixed by K, we no longer have 
A(P,)* but only one from K to Aut(A(P,)). 
pie, we can always lift this homo 
o A(P,)*. However, on one hand 
r hand, in order to construct virtu 
the Green ring inside the canonical decom~os~t 
consider all the subgroups H of G sue 
rauer’s sense (see Corollary 3.10 
~~ft~~g in that case. So, we will take systernat~~a~~~ into a~eou~t 
extensions of K by A* associated with the action of X on 
algebras A(P,) where E is a K-fixed point of P on A (see 6.2 below), whit 
demands sophisticated arguments. 
This paper is divided in 15 seetions. Se ns 1 to 5 are ~~t~o~~~t~~~ 
character; notation, terminoiogy, and quot results are listed in Se&ion 
in Section 3 we introduce the residual reen 
canonical decomposition of the Green r-i over 
giving complete proofs; in Section 4 we collect so 
facts &an group extensions that we nee in Sections 7 and 8; as we say 
‘Note that all the statements in I.2 involve only C-valued functions p on G (or cm 8& 
groups olG) ful~lli~~ p(x”)= a(x)” for any XEG and any ~~~ut~~~ where .X”E (s) is 
defined by c&x”) = q(x)” for some faithful linear character q of (x>~ Lt is clear that the ring of 
such f~~~ti~~§ is a Q-vector space co~taiRin~ thering of characters of G as a lattice. 
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above, we must deal throughout the paper with central extensions by I*, 
named P-groups, and we state in Section 5 all the constructions and 
general results we need involving d*-groups.‘ 
Section 6 introduces the d*-groups announced in 1.4 above. In Sec- 
tions 7 and 8 we discuss the result analogous to Brauer’s Second Main 
Theorem; in Section 7 we introduce the decomposition modules whose 
residues replace the generalized decomposition numbers; in Section 8 we 
prove equalities analogous to 1.2.1 above. In Section 9 we study the struc- 
ture of the residual Green rings, especially from the additive point of view. 
Sections 10 to 13 are devoted to the construction of virtual modules; in 
Section 10 we state some relations between the I*-groups introduced in 
Section 6; in Section 11 we prove equalities analogous to 1.2.2 above; in 
Section 12 we prove equalities analogous to the multiplicity formulae in 
[ll] (cf. [ll, Definition 2.2, Lemma 5.41); in Section 13 we state and 
prove the construction criterion, analogous to 1.2.3 above. 
In Sections 14 and 15 we go back to the group algebra; in Section 14 we 
discuss a result analogous to the uniqueness of generalized decomposition 
numbers; in Section 15 we give a local formula for computing the usual 
bilinear form on the Green ring. 
A last remark. Let G be a finite group, let A be a G-algebra, and denote 
by AG the trivial crossed product, In [6] Dade makes the following 
comment: 
Puig’s pointed groups correspond one-to-one to the [isomorphism classes of] 
indecomposable AH-direct summands of A where H runs over all the subgroups of G. 
It follows that all his theory of such objects in [lo] and [ 111 can be deduced from 
the usual module theory. 
As we deal again with pointed groups, Dade’s remark applies and the 
reader will judge whether all the results in this paper (or the statements 
1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3 proved in [ll]) “can be deduced from the usual 
module theory.” 
2. GENERAL NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY, AND QUOTED RESULTS 
2.1. Throughout the paper p is a prime number, R an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p, and 0 a complete discrete valuation ring 
with residue field R (we do not exclude the possibility Co = A). 
2.2. All the o-algebras we consider here are associative with unity and 
Co-free of finite rank as O-modules. If A is an O-algebra we denote by A* 
the group of invertible elements of A, by ZA the center of A, by S(A) the 
set of A*-conjugacy classes of primitive idempotents of A, by Aut(A) the 
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group of automorphisms of A, by J(A) the Jacobson radical of A, and by 
A” the opposite O-algebra (i.e., the O-module A endowed with the opposite 
product). ffa~A, XcA, and IDEA* we set 
2.3. A homomorphism f: A + B between O-algebras is not 
to be unitary; however, f induces a group homomor 
mapping LPEA* onf(a*-l)+ 1, and 
2.3.1. for any a E A and any a* E A*, we haue j(a@) =f(a).‘*“*), 
In noncommutative algebra it is convenient to consider bomomo~~hisms 
up to inner automorphisms: an exomorphism (or exterior ~omomorp~ism),~ 
from A 20 B is the set of homomorphisms obtaine by composing a 
homomorphism j A + B with all the inner antomor~hisms of A and B; by 
, to obtain?it suffices to compose f with all the irmer a~torn~r~~~srn§ 
, and therefore 
2.3.2. exomorphisms of O-algebras can be composed. 
e denote by l?fom(A, B) the set of exomorphisms from A to 
that 7~ Aom(A, B) is an embedding if Ker( f) = (0 
f(l) Bf(l). It is easy to see that if 76 Aom(A, B), g E 
hD=807we have (cf. [12,1.5]). 
2.3.3. If g is an embedding then 7 is uniquely determined by h’ and is up? 
embedding if and only if z is so. 
oreover, it follows easily from the proof of Proposition 2.7 in [ 1 I ] that 
2.3.4. if7 is an embedding and IP( = IY(B)I then g is uniquely deter- 
mined by z and is an embedding zy and only if h is so. 
2.4. If A is an O-algebra all the A-modules we consider here are O-free 
of finite rank as O-modules. We denote by &(A) (~8’ for ‘“module”) t
“maximal” Z-module generated by the set of isomorphic classes of 
A-modules and endowed with the sum induced by the direct sum of 
A-modules (this makes sense by the Krull-Schmidt theorem); we name 
virtual A-modules the elements of J&‘(A) and we have3 
3 We will not identify any A-module N with its isomorphism class Y ia A’(A) whereas, if N 
is an indecomposable direct summand of an A-module M, we will often identify Y .with the 
element of ~Y(End,(M)) associated with N. 
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2.41. the set Ind(A) of isomorphic lasses of indecomposables A-modules 
is a Z-basis of &(A). 
For any CI E P(A) we denote by Y, the isomorphism class of the A-module 
AZ’ where i E CC, and it is clear that 
2.4.2. the set {Yx)aEPp(A, is a Z-basis of the Z-submodule of J%(A) 
generated by the isomorphism classes of projective A-modules. 
We denote by 9(R@. A) (9 for “length”) the Grothendieck group of the 
category of k 0, A-modules;4 that is, S’(~$O A) is the quotient of 
,&‘(K@, A) by the Z-submodule generated by all the differences 
Y - Y’ - Y“ where Y’, Y, and Y” are respectively the virtual modules deter- 
mined by the terms of a short exact sequence 0 + M’ + A4 -+ M” + 0 of 
R@, A-modules. If 3 A -+ B is an exomorphism of o-algebras, it is clear 
that restriction induces Z-linear maps 
2.4.3 res.7: &P(B) + &(A) and Resw By: =QW”oo B) -+-W!@,, A) 
(i.e., resr maps the isomorphism class of a B-module N on the isomorphism 
class of f( 1). N endowed with the A-module structure defined by a 0 n = 
f(a). YE for any a E A and any y1 ~f( 1) . N, and ResidB7 is the Z-linear map 
induced by residB7: A(408 B) --) &(A 0, A)). The homomorphism 
fun&or induces a Z-bilinear form 
2.4.4 horn,: &‘(A) x &‘(A) + Z 
mapping (Y, Y’) on rank,(Hom,(M, M’)) where Y and Y’ are respectively 
the isomorphism classes of the A-modules M and M’. If A and B are 
O-algebras, the tensor product induces a Z-bilinear map 
2.4.5 ten,,,: &‘(A) x &“(B) -+ .,&‘(A@, B). 
2.5. An Q-algebra isomorphic to a finite direct product of full matrix 
algebras over c” is called an ~-sernis~rn~~e alg bra. In Sections 8 and 12 we 
need the following result on ~-semisimple subalgebras (cf. [II, 
Corollary 2.41): 
2.5.1. If A is an O-algebra there is an @semisimple s&algebra S of A 
such that A = S + J(A), for any O-semisimple subalgebra T of A there is 
a E A * such that T c S”, and for any b E A * such that T c S6 there are c E A * 
4 In the literature there are several standard notations for the Green and Grothendieck 
groups; instead of choosing one of them, we suggest the letters 8 and A as coherent and 
meaningful choices. 
~e~tra~~z~~g T and s E S* such that b = sac; in. ~art~c~~ar, 1 + J(A) acts 
transitively by conjugation on the set of maximal ~-sem~s~rn~~e subaIgebra.s 
OfA. 
Note that all the results on lifting idempotents follow fro 
we will freely use them. Moreover, in Section 3 we need the fact that 
~-semisimple O-algebras always map onto ~~semisim~le ~~-a~geb~as~ 
~re~iseIy~ we have (cf. [ 11, Proposition 2.31). 
2.52. if A is an O-algebra, S an ~-se~~~s~rn~~e ~9-algebras nd$ S 4 A a~ 
O-algebra homomorphism, Im( f ) is O-semisimple. 
Similarly, an O-simple algebra is an O-algebra i§~l~orp~i~ to a full matrix 
algebra over 0; it follows easily from Proposition 2.3 in [ 111 that 
2.5.3. $f S and T are O-simpIe O-algebras ~kr that ran 
there is Q ~~~q~ge embedd~~g~om T to 5’; in part~~~~ar, A 
In ~e~t~on 5 we use the following fact on ~~-s~rn~l~ unita~~ suba~gebras (cf. 
2.54. If A is an O-algebra, S an O-simple s~~~l~@b~a o~tai~i~g the unity 
of A, i a primitive idempotent of S, and C the s~b~~gebr~ if akl the e~ern~~~~s 
of A centralizing S, 
(i) there are unique B-algebra isomor~h~s~~s A GE SE0 C and C z iAi 
maiming respectively s@ c E SOe C on SC and c E C OB ci; 
(ii) $ M is an ~-modules there is a ~~~~~~ ~-rnod~~e ~s~rn~r~~~srn 
M Z Si 0, i. M mapping s @ m E Si 0, i I Iw oFa s . m, where the ~-rnod~~~~ 
structure of Siam i. M comes from the isornor~~~~s~ A z SOF C above and 
,from the natural S-module structure of Si and C-module structure of t ’ M. 
n particular, it follows easily that 
2.55. ly S is an O-semisimple O-algebra and T afi ~-sem~s~rn~~e swb- 
algebra of S, the s~baIgebra C of aIf the e~~rne~~ts of S ce~tra~iz~~g T is 
~?-se~~is~rn~~e too. 
indeed, for any primitive idempoteut S of Z’T? by 2.5.3 we have ~S~EZ 
Tf@, GTsince Tf is B-simple and Cf is the subalge ra of all the elements of 
fSf centralizing TA and therefore, Cf is O-semisimple. 
2.5. Let G be a group. As usual we denote by Z(G) the center of G, by 
D(G) the commutator subgroup of G, by N&N) and C,(N) the normalizer 
and centralizer of a subgroup H of G, and by xy an 
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y - ‘xy and x ‘-‘y - ‘xy where x, y E G. As above an e~omor~hism @from G 
to a group H is the set of homomorphisms obtained by composing a 
homomorphism cp: G -+ H with all the inner automorphisms of G and H, 
actually, to obtain @ it suffices to compose cp with all the inner 
automorphisms of H, and therefore 
2.6.1. exomorphisms of groups can be composed. 
We denote by fiom(G, H) the set of exomorphisms from G to H. If M is an 
abelian group endowed with an action of G, we denote by H”(G, M) the 
nth cohomology group of G with coefficients in M. In Section 5 we employ 
the follo~ng de~n~tion of Schur’s multipliers: if G acts trivially on M, the 
functor Extj.(G/DfG), M) on M maps naturally into H’(G, M) as a functor 
on M (since any abelian extension of G/D(G) by M induces by pull-back 
an extension of G by M) and it is well known (cf. [3, pp. 8,601, where the 
proofs are not complete, or [9], where the naturalness is not discussed) 
that 
2.62. there is an abelian group Ski(G), unique up to unique isomor- 
phism, such that the fiimctors (on M), H*(G, Mj/Ext$(G/D(G), M) atid 
Hom(S~~G), W, are naturally isomorphic; moreover, if G is finite then 
S&f(G) is finite too. 
2.7. From now on G is a finite group. We denote by lG] the order of G, 
by 4(G) the Frattini subgroup, by O,(G) the maximal normal p-subgroup 
of G, and by O,,(G) the maximal normal subgroup of G of order prime to 
p. It is well known (cf. [3, p. 833) that 
2.7.1. for Amy n> I, /GI H”(G, M)= (0); in partic~Iar, if m.M= {O> 
for some m prime to [cl’/, we have H”(G, M) = {O}. 
We denote by OG the group algebra of G (over 61, we set 
3%d,(G) = 9Ad(OG), J4,dG) = J(@3, a&(G) = 9(/G) 
and we consider J&‘&G) endowed with the commutative product (cf. 2.4.3 
and 2.4.5) 
2.7.2 resao ten,,,,,: -&o(G) x J%(G) + J&(G), 
where d: 0G -+ OGOe BG is the diagonal homomorphism mapping x E G 
on x0x; hence J&&G) becomes a ~commutative) ring, usually named the 
Green ring of G, and the kernel of the canonical Z-linear map from d&(G) 
onto L&(G) becomes an ideal of &j(G); so L&(G) turns out to be a 
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quotient ring of J&~(G) named the Groth~nd~ec~ ring of G. If H is a sub- 
group of G we denote by 
resg: A!&(G) -+ JA’~(H) and 
2.7.3 
es:: 9,(G) 4 YJ 
indg: A&H) -+ J&(G) and 
-linear maps defined respectively by restriction and ind 
res3 and Resg== esido3 where j? GH-4 GG is the ex 
ted by the inclusion NC G; recall that resg a 
omorphisms, whereas Im(ind$) and ~rn(~~d~) are res 
-J&(G) and L?&(G). 
is an @G-module, MG denotes t e C!knbmodule of G-fixed 
; for any subgroup N of G, we denote by “a’~:: kP 4 MG the 
relalive trace map mapping m E MH 0 x run5 over a set of 
KepKese~tatives fo G/H in G, and by 
runs over the set of proper snbgroups of 6, an 
(G) (or BYE to avoid confusion) the camnical map; note that 
2.82. we have M(G) # (0) only if G is a p-group> 
and if P is a p-subgroup of G, M(P) has an evident structure of AT,(P)- 
module where IT,(P) = N,(P)/P; on the other ban , it is well known that 
2.83. $ G is a p’-group then MG = 
module W qf M, the canonical map @om 
~somo~p~~srn 
MG/NG z (MIN)G. 
e say that is a p-permutation ~G-rnod~~e if any p-~~~~~~~~ sf G 
stabilizes an O-basis of M; note that 
p-subgroup of G and a P-stable O-basis of 
n Wp onto a R-basis of M( 
irect sum and tensor product of two ~-~erml~tatio~ LOG 
OG-modules too, and we denote by FS$‘,( 
““trivial source”) the subring of k&(G) generates 
classes of p-permutation &G-modules; moreover, it follows easily from a 
well-known Green theorem (cf. [ 10, Corollary 21) that 
48i/l16/1-2 
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2.85 direct summands of p-permutation @G-modules are p-permutation 
CoG-modules too; in particular, the set To of isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable p-permutations LoG-modules i a Z-basis of YYe(G); moreover, if G 
is a p-group, the set of @G-modules Indg(B), where H runs over a set of 
representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, is a set of 
represen tat~ves for TG. 
2.9. A G-algebra A (over 6) is an O-algebra endowed with a group 
homomorphism c;n: G -+ Am(A); if there is no ambiguity on cp, we write ax 
instead of cp(x-“)(a) for any x E G and any a E A. In particular, A has an 
evident structure of OG-module and, for any subgroup H of G, the @sub- 
module AH is a unitary subalgebra of A whereas, for any subgroup K of H, 
A; is an ideal of AH. So, for any p-subgroup P of G, A(P) is a L-algebra 
and Br,: AP -+ A(P) an algebra homomorphism. Actually, A’ and A(P) 
have evident structures of R,(P)-algebras, where RJP) = N,(P)/P, com- 
patible with Br,; in particular, it follows easily from 2.8.4 that 
2.9.1. if A = End,(M), where M is a p-permutation @G-module, there is 
a unique X,(P)-algebra isomorphism A(P) z End,(M(P)) mapping &A,(a) 
on the endomorphis~n of M(P) which maps &y(m) on B$(a(m)), where 
aEAP andm~M~, 
and it is easily checked that 
2.9.2. if A = 6G there is a unique N,(P)-algebra isomorphism A(P) % 
RC,(P) mapping Brp(Cxeo A,x) on CxECG(rI X,x where Cx.o L,XE AP and 
for any x E G, /ix is the image of A, E k, in k. 
In Sections 8, 10, and 12 we need the following result, which is a slightly 
modified version of Corollary 1 in [ 101: 
2.9.3. For any p-subgroup P of G there is an O-semisimple commutative 
P-stable subalgebra S of A such that, ifj is a primitive idempotent of S and 
Q the stabilizer of ,j in P, then j is primitive in AQ and Bro( j) # 0; moreover, 
tf T is an O-semisimple commutative P-stable subalgebra of A, there is 
a E (AP)* such that Tc S”; in particular, the maximal O-semisimple com- 
mutative P-stable suba~gebras of A are (Ap)~-conjugate. 
It is not difficult to prove from 2.5.2 and 2.5.4 that if G is a p/-group and A 
is O-semisimple then AG is O-semisimple too; in Section 8 we employ the 
following consequence of 2.8.3 and this fact. 
2.9.4. For any p’-subgroup K of G the canonical map from A onto A/J(A) 
induces an algebra isomorphism AK/J(A)K g (AjJ(A)fK; in particular, we 
have J(A)“=J(AK). 
2.10. Let A be a G-algebra. A pointed group H, 012 A is a pair formed 
by a subgroup H of G and an element p of Y’(AN) (cf- [If, 
Definition 1.11); we say that p is a point of N on A and set PA(H) = 9(AN); 
the multiplicity algebra A(H,) of H, is the simple quotient of AH such t 
p d Ker(sp) where sp: AH-+A(H,) (or s$ to avoid confusion) is the 
canonical map; we set dim~(A(H~)~ =rns, saying that mg is the rn~~t~p~~~~ty 
of fi; we denote by N&H@) the stabilizer of fi in ~~~~~ 
~~~H~/~ acts naturally on A(Hp), and A~~~~ ~~~~~$ an 
(over k)~ If k;: is a pointed group on A, we write rCr, c HP, s 
contained in H,, if Kc H and for any iE p there is Jo y sue 
or equivalently s,(p) # {0} (cf. 111, Definition Ll]). 
on A is local if Br,(y) # (0) (forcing P to be a p-gro 
say that y is a local point of P on A and we denote by Z’pA(P) the set of 
such points; note that (cf. [ 11, Sect. l]) 
210.1. ify~P~(P), y is local ifand only ~~~~(~r~)~ and ~l-eitrn 
A(~~) is ~anon~~a~~y isomorphic to a simple allotment of A( 
JI maximal focal pointed group P, such that P, c H, is called a dejki 
pointed group of If, and by Theorem 1.2 in [II I], 
210.2. the group H acts transitively on the set @“defect pointed groups oj 
oreover, by Proposition 1.3 in [ 11 J and lifting i~emp~te~t rest&s, 
2.10.3. if P, is a local posited group on A s~~~~ that P c H7 we bake 
s,(AFj = A(P,);t-‘, where IV= ~*(P~)jP~ and .PY is a defeat pointed group of 
HP f,f and only if (0) # s#) c A(P,)f; irr partic~i~r~ s, i~d~~~~ a b~e~t~~~ 
between the set of /? F PA(H) such that P, is a defect pointed group of Ho iznd 
the set of P~$‘~(~,)(fl) such that (I),, where jY==s,(y), is a defect ~o~~te~ 
group of iVB, which preserves multiplicities. 
4 as s,(AF) = A(P,f, sY induces a L-algebra ~s~mor~hism 
(A; + (AN n Ker(s,)) + ~(A~~~/~~A~ n Ker~~~~~ c ~A~~~ 
z ~A(F~)~ + J(A(P,)“))/JfA(_da,)~). 
Note that, if R is a p-group, the action of ?? on A( 
~~~que homomorphism from @ to A(P,)* (~3. 2.5. 
Eemma 5.5 below); so, it follows from 2.4.2 and 2.10.3 that 
2.10.4. if G is a p-group, the unity is primitive in AC and P, is a m 
local pointed group on A, then there is an R-algebra ~somorphism A 
~~d~~~~~ where iJ- = N,( P,,)/P. 
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2.11. An interior G-algebra A (over 0) is an O-algebra endowed with a 
group homomorphism cp: G -+ A* (cf. [ll, Definition 3.11); if there is no 
ambiguity on q we write x . a -y instead of q(x) acp(y) for any X, y E G and 
any a E A; clearly A has a canonical structure of G-algebra given by ax = 
x-l . a. x for any x E G and any a E A, and the notation and all the results 
above apply (see [ 12, Sect. 1 ] for a discussion of the advantages of interior 
G-algebras with respect to G-algebras). If $: H-+ G is a group 
homomorphism, we denote by Res,(A) the interior H-algebra defined by 
the group homomorphism cp 0 $: H --+ A*; when H is a subgroup of G and 
$ the inclusion map, we set Res,(A)rResg(A). 
2.12. Let A and A’ be interior G-algebras; a homomorphism ffrom A to 
A’ is an Co-algebra homomorphism such that f(x . a. y) = x .f(a) . y for any 
X, y E G and a E A. As above, it is convenient to consider homomorphisms 
up to inner automorphisms: an exomorphism rfrom A to A’ is the set of 
homomorphisms obtained by composing a homomorphism f: A -+ A’ with 
all the inner automorphisms of A and A’; actually, to obtainTit suffices to 
compose f with all the inner automorphisms of A’ and therefore 
2.12.1. exomorphisms of interior G-algebras can be composed. 
We denote by Aom(A, A’) the set of exomorphisms from A to A’. If 
rl/: H-P G is a group homomorphism, we denote by Res,(T) the 
exomorphism from Res,,JA) to Resti containing?, as above, when H is 
a subgroup of G and $ the inclusion map, we set Resti = Resg(f); note 
that (cf. [ll, Lemma 3.71) 
2.12.2. 
f=g. 
ifx gE Aom(A, A’) we have Resti = Res,(g) if and only if 
An embedding 7 from A to A’ is an exomorphism of interior G-algebras 
such that ResF(r) is an embedding of O-algebras (cf. 2.3); note that (cf. 
IIR 1.71) 
2.12.3. $J A + A’ is an embedding, for any pointed group H, on A, f(b) 
is contained in a unique point j3’ of H on A’, we have j3 = f -‘(/I’), and 7 
induces an embedding T( HP): A( Ha) -+ A’(Hp,). 
Often we denote B and /I’ by the same letter. 
2.13. Let A be an interior G-algebra; an embedded algebra (B, g) 
associated with a pointed group H, on A is a pair formed by an interior 
H-algebra B and an embedding 2: B --t Resg(A) such that g(1) E B; it is 
known that (cf. [12, 1.61) 
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2.13.1. for any pointed group H, on A there is aR embe 
(B, g) associate with iy, ; ‘moreover, for any ernb~~~~~ 
associQted with B there is a unique e~~~som~~~h~srn g: 
j+g*K. 
UswIly we densre by (A,,&) an embedded atge ra a§sociatgd with kYfl 
chmen mce fm ever; it is not dif%ult to prove fcf- [ 12, 1.8, 1.91) 
2.132. for any pointed groups H, and KY ala A such that Kc we have 
KY c H, if and only if there is an exomorphism rf: A, -+ es$(Afi) slkck that 
xf = R~s~(~~) oyt, and then 7f is a uniquely dete~~~~e~ mbedding. 
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2.144. if A is an interior G-algebra, a a point of G on A, and P, a defect 
pointed group of G,, there is a unique embedding Bi: A, -+ Ind,G(A,) such 
that the diagram 
G -* 
Resg(A,) Resp(g6f Resz Indz(A,) 
commutes; in particular, restriction through f; induces an equivalence 
between the categories of A.-modules and A,-modules. 
2.15. Let A be an interior G-algebra and HB, KY pointed groups on A. 
A G-exomorphi~m @ from K,, to H, (cf. [ 12, De~nition 2.11) is a group 
exomorphism @ R + H fulfilling 
2.15.1. there is xe:G such that (KY)“cHp and cp(y)=yXfor any ygK. 
We denote by Eo(K,, ET,) the set of G-exomorphisms from K,, to HB and 
we set E,(HB) = E,(H,, HP). Note that 
since both members coincide with the set Eo(K, H) of all the group 
exomorphisms I$ K-+ H such that there is x E G fulfilling q(y) = yx for any 
y E K. An A-fusion @ from KY to HP (cf. [12, Definition 2.51) is a group 
exomorphism $: K-+ H such that cp is injective and there is an 
exomorphism T9: A,, + Res,(AB) fulfilling 
2s15.2 Resiic(jl)=Resr(~~b)aResfC(~~) 
or equivalently, choosing i E p and j E y there is a E A * ful~~ing (cf. [12, 
2.11, Proposition 2.121) 
2.15.3. for anyyEK, we have i(y.j)“=(p(y).j”=j”.(p(y)=(j.y)“i. 
Moreover, by 2.3.3 and 2.12.2 above (or [12, 2.81) 
2.154. the exomorphism & is a uniquely determined embedding. 
We denote by I;,(& H,J the set of A-fusions from k-,, to IS, and we set 
~~(H~)=~~(H~, HB). Note that (cf. 112, 2.10]) 
2.155. we have E&K,, HO)= Fa(K,,, HP) n E,(K, 
ere we are only interested in EG( ND) and FA( is a p-grou 
(with the exception of Remark 15.16 at the end), and it %iPtlows from [l2, 
2.2, 2.6, 2.3, 2.71 that 
2.156. the subsets E&H,) and F,(Ha) qf 
Actually, it is clear that E,(NB) is just the image of N,( 
that 
215.7. the act-ion of N,(Hp) on H induces ~~(~~~)~ 
Moreover, setting 
2.15.9. the uction of NAB(H) on the image of H in A$ ifiduces a group 
homomorp~~~sm FA( HO) --, N,,( H)/H . ( Af )* which is an isomor~~ism when 
H mups into A$. 
2.16. By Proposition 2.14 in [12], G-exomo hisms and A-fusions are 
both compatible with embeddings, namely 
2.16.1. $A ’ is an interior G-algebra, j? A -+ A’ is a~ embeddi~g~ and p’, y’ 
are the ~0i~t.s of H, R on A’ such that f(P) cp’ LX& f(y) c f, we ~~~~ 
E,b& ) = E&C;., HP’) and F,(lil,, Ha) = F&C+ HP,). 
In Section 9 we employ the following descri ) when 
A = End,(M), M being an OG-module (cf. [12, ~ro~osit~~~ 2,181). 
216.3. If A = 06, rhe pointed groups HP and R, are Eocra%, and there is a 
maximal local pointed group Q6 on A containirtg H, and Kyg thelz 
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3. ON THE RESIDUAL GREEN RING FAMILY 
3.1. Let G be a finite group. For any subgroup H of G, we consider the 
quotient ring 
3.1.1 L&&“(H) = A&(H) c Im(ind$), 
K 
where K runs over the set of proper subgroups of H, and denote by 
rd,: A&(G) -+ .%do(H) (or rdg to avoid confusion) the ring 
homomorphism mapping YE A&(G) on the image of resg(Y) in Gus; 
we name residue of Y on H the element rdN( Y) of L@A$(H), and residzlal 
Green ring of H the ring W&&(H). In general, if A is an interior G-algebra, 
we still denote by rd,: A(A) --f L?JQ~‘~(H) (or rdi to avoid confusion) the 
composition of the restriction map from A!(A) to A&(H) through the 
structural homomorphism with the canonical map from A&(H) onto 
~~~(H~. It can be deduced from Conlon’s work [4] that a virtual 
@G-module is determined by its residues on the subgroups H of G such 
that H/O,(H) is cyclic, and from Dress’ work [7] that YE Q Oz J&&G) is 
a virtual OG-module if and only if, for any subgroup H of G such that 
H/O,(H) is “hyperelementary” (i.e., isomorphic to a semidirect product 
C >Q  of a cyclic group C and a g-group Q for some prime q), 
(id @ resg)( Y) is a virtual OH-module. But some argument seems necessary 
to translate Conlon’s result into our language, and our hypothesis on R 
implies that “hyperelementary” can be replaced by “elementary p’-group” 
in Dress’ result. So, for the reader’s convenience, we give complete proofs of 
all the results on residues stated below. We will denote by Q( ) the fun&or 
Q@z( 1. 
3.2. To study the ring structure of QA$,(G) it is convenient o introduce 
a kind of dual of the residual Green ring of H, namely the ideal 
3.2.1 .9i?A&(H) = fl Ker(res,H), 
K 
where K runs over the set of proper subgroups of H. Let us announce at 
once that this “duality” is no longer true over Z; indeed, &?‘&&,,(H) is 
always torsion-free whereas we will prove in Section 9 that the additive 
group of WJ&(H) is a non-trivial torsion group whenever H/U,(H) is a 
non-cyclic eIementary group; consequently, we will forget &??“A$fHj soon. 
3.3. It is clear that G acts on the direct product of all the residual 
Green rings WMo(H), and the family of residue maps rd$ defines a ring 
homomorphism yG: A&(G) -+ (nH WJA$(N))~ where H runs over the set of 
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all the subgroups of G. Dually, G acts also on the direct sum 
OH I’“.& and the family of induction 
map iG: (0 N CPJ&(H))~ -+ A&(G) where H runs over the set of all 
ROPOSITION 3.4. With the notatiorz above, 
(b) For any subgroup H of G inclusion defines an ~somor~~ism 
Qd4’o(G) r Ker(QresC,) 0 Im(Qi~ 
(ii) The canonical homomorphism J&(G) + B’A$(G) induces an 
~sorn~~~~~srn Qc92”~8( 6) 2 QL&A’a( G). 
(iii) The maps iG and rG induce isomor~hisms 
( ) 
G 2 Q~hfo(G) r 1 
G 
Q Q9F’do(H) 
H / ’ 
where runs over the set of subgroups of G. 
Ptooj We argue by induction on 161. 
(i) We may assume that H# G; hence, by the ~~d~~tio~ 
iH induces (QK Q92’“~~(K))H E Q&O(H) where K runs over the set of al 
the subgroups of H, and therefore, for any YE o&‘&G), we ha 
Qresg( Y) = CK Qind$( Y,) where K again runs over the set of all the su 
s of H, Y, belongs to Q~‘“&,(K), and ( Y,J’ = YKx for a 
lar, for any subgroup K of H, we have 
“rdg( Y) = QrdF( Qresz( Y)) = 1 
and therefore, for any XE G such that 
(Qrd% YK)Y and so ( YK)X= Y, (since 
sequently, it is easily checked that 
ores$ (; i Qindg( Y,)) = C QindF( Y,) = Qresg( Y), 
K K 
where K runs over the set of subgroups of and nly is the number of x E G 
such that K” c H. It follows that 
oA$(G) = Ker(Qresg) + Im(~ind~). 
n the other hand, by the Frobenius formula, we have 
3.42 er(Qresg). Im(~i~d~~ = {O” I I 
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and by 3.4.1 (writing 1 = Y’ + Y”), we get also Ker( Qresg) n Im( Qindg) = 
(0); hence, the sum in 3.4.1 is direct. 
(ii) The product term by term of equalities 3.4.1 when H runs over 
the set of proper subgroups of G shows that 
3.4.3 QJG(G) = Q9’“Ao(G) + Ker( Qrcl,E); 
but by 3.4.2 we have Q&?‘“&0(G). Ker(Qrdg) = (0) and by 3.4.3 we get as 
above QW”&?‘0(G) n Ker( Qrdg) = (0); h ence, the sum in 3.4.3 is direct too. 
(iii) By 3.4.3 and the induction hypothesis, the Q-linear map Q(iG) is 
surjective. On the other hand it is easily checked that, if H and K are 
subgroups of G and YE QW”A$,,(K), we have 
3.4.4 Qrdg( Qind$( Y)) = INGW)IHI QrG( Yx) if H=K”,xEG o 
otherwise; 
it follows that Q(rG)o Q(iG) is an isomorphism and therefore, Q(iG) is 
injective. Hence Q(iG) and Q(rG) are both bijective. 
Actually, most of the factors in the canonical decomposition of the 
Green ring over Q, stated in Proposition 3.4, are zero; precisely, we have 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. (i) We have d&G) =&Im(indg), where H runs 
over the set of subgroups of G such that H/O,(H) is elementary (in Brauer’s 
sense). In particular, ifWAO(G) # {0}, the quotient G/O,(G) is elementary. 
(ii) If Q%?dt’O(G) # {0}, the quotient G/O,(G) is cyclic. 
Remark 3.6. If H/O,(H) is elementary then O,(H) is the unique Sylow 
p-subgroup of H. 
3.7. Let g be the set of virtual OG-modules in&$& pa) where P runs 
over the set of p;subgroups of G, tl runs over p(ONG(P)) setting m,(P) = 
N,(P)/P, and Y, denotes the image of Y, EA&(N,(P)) (cf. 2.4.2) in 
A$,(N,(P)) by the restriction map; to prove Proposition 3.5 above, we 
need the more or less known fact that c!V is a Z-basis of r9&(G) (cf. 2.8), 
and for the reader’s convenience, we give a short proof of that following an 
idea of J. Thevenaz. For any p-subgroup Q of G, consider the ring 
homomorphism Thg: ry,(G) --+ zd(ltiG(Q)) mapping the isomorphism 
class of a p-permutation BG-module M on the element of 6p,(m,( (2)) deter- 
mined by the ANG(Q)-module M(Q) (cf. 2.8.1) where m,(Q) = NG(Q)/Q; it 
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is clear that G acts on the direct product of all the rings Z#(m,( 
family of maps Th”, defines a ring homomorphism 
ThG: FL&(G) 4 c 
where runs over the set of p-subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 3.8. With the notation above, 
(i) The map ThG induces a ring isomorphism Qzwjj(G) Lz 
Q%(Wc(Q)))G where Q runs over the set oar-subgroups of G. 
(ii) The set ?Y is a Z-basis of FY&(G). 
Remark 3.9. It is not difficult to relate the maps T/rG an 
from Theorem 9.6 below. 
Prooj (i) Let A4 be an indecomposable ~-permutation ~G-rno~~~e 
and consider A = End,(M) as an interior G-algebra; if Py is a maximal 
local pointed group on A, it is clear that A, g 6, the trivial interior 
P-algebra, and by 2.9.1, 2.10.1, and 2.10.3, M(P) is an i~de~ornp~s~ble 
jective /R,(P)-module; in particular, there is OL EY(Om,(P)) such tha 
isomorphism class of M(P) is Y, (cf. 2.4.2) where Cn is the canonical image 
of a in AflJP). Hence, denoting by YCp,l) t 
Thz( Y,,,,) is the image of Y, in &(N,(P)) a 
2.10.1, and 2.102 that, for any p-subgroup Q 
only if there is x E G such that Q* c P. On t 
2.9.1, 2.10.1, and Lemma 9.9 below (or from Green’s corr 
for any p-subgroup P of G and any ~E~(OR,(P)), the 
posable p-permutation CoG-module such that its isomorphism class is Yfp,n)~ 
~o~se~~e~t~y~ the map Q(ThG) is an isomor~bism (cf. 28.5 and [k4, 
Sect. 16. P ] ). 
(ii) Let P and Q be p-subgroups of G and CI an 
Y(ON,(P)); by 2.14.3 we have Thg(Ind&& Yz)) # 0 only if t 
such that x~ P, and it is easily checked that Th~(~nd~~~~ 
image of Y, in Y,(N,(P)), so that we have 
Now an easy argument on triangular matrices shows t 
p-subgroup P of G and any c( E Y(Ofl,(P)), we get 
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where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P and /? over 
~(O%AQ)). 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. (i) By Lemma 3.8 the unity of J&(G) is 
contained in the sum CcP,a) Z . Ind &,(~J, where P runs over the set of 
p-subgroups of G and CI runs over S(O#,(P)). On the other hand, for any 
such pair (P, a), it is well known that 
3.5.1 Y, = 1 indFcP’( YF), 
R 
where i? runs over the set of elementary p’-subgroups of m,(P) and YF is a 
suitable element of AO(R) (see, for instance, [14, Sect. 17.21, where it 
suflices that R, rather than -X, is “large enough” and we may assume that 
the elementary subgroups involved in the equality concerning projective 
modules are p’-groups); hence, restricting 3.5.1 to N,(P), we get YE = 
CH in& Nc(P)( Y”) where H runs over the set of subgroups of N,(P) such 
that P c H a;d’ II/P is an elementary p’-group, and Yf is a suitable 
element of k&(H). Consequently, the unity of J&,(G) is contained in the 
ideal CH Im(indg) where H runs over the set of subgroups of G such that 
H/O,(H) is elementary. 
(ii) By statement (i) we may assume that G= G/O,(G) is an elemen- 
tary p’-group and therefore, we have J&,(G) g J&~(G) E y,,(G); now 
statement (ii) follows from Artin’s induction theorem (cf. [14, Sect. 9.21). 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let Y be an element of QA$(G). 
(i) We have Y = 0 if and only if, for any subgroup H of G such that 
H/O,(H) is cyclic, we have Qrdg( Y) = 0. 
(ii) We have YE 10 J&(G) if and only iJI for any subgroup H of G 
such that H/O,(H) is elementary, we have Qresg( Y) E 1 Q J&(H). 
ProoJ: It follows easily from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. 
3.11. By Proposition 3.5, in order to study the residual Green ring 
.6%&&(G) we may assume that G/O,(G) is elementary; our following result 
shows that we may also assume that O,(G) is central in G. Remark first 
that, if G’ is a finite group and cp: G -+ G’ is a group homomorphism, the 
restriction map res,: J%‘~(G’) -+ J&(G) is not necessarily compatible with 
taking residues; however, when cp is surjective, restriction induces a com- 
mutative diagram 
where res, is deady injective and &es, may not be ir$xtive. 
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is surjective, and therefore Im(indg) is the ideal generated by indg(1). It 
follows that the image of Im(indg) in Z[X]/(;r?- 1) is the ideal 
(C$:i x”“)/(X” - 1) where m = IHl. Consequently, 9&A&(G) r Z[X]/ 
Cq(+q(r’q)), where q runs over the set of prime numbers dividing n and, 
for any q, 4,(X) is the qth cyclotomic polynomial; but it is not difficult to 
see that Cq(4qW’q)) = bb&O) w ere h Q,(X) is the nth cyclotomic 
polynomial and q runs over the set of prime divisors of IZ. 
3.14. Finally, we compute the Z-bilinear form horn,, (cf. 2.4.4) in terms 
of residues. It is clear that horn,, can be extended to a Q-bilinear form 
3.14.1 Q~o(G) x Q~oW -+ Q 
and we simply denote by (Y, Y’), the image of (Y, Y’), where Y, Y’ E 
QJ&,(G). Then, for any subgroup H of G (such that H/O,(H) is cyclic) we 
consider the bilinear form 
3.14.2 Q~AO(H) x QWA’0(H) + Q 
induced by the canonical isomorphism Q92’“A!!0(H) z QWAO(H) (cf. 
Proposition 3.4) and 3.14.1 applied to H; again, we denote by 
(rd(X), rd(X’)), the image of (rd(X), rd(X’)) where X, FE&$,(H) and 
vd(X), vd(X’) are the residues. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. For any Y, Y’ E Q~O(G) we have 
where H runs over the set of subgroups of G such that HjO,(H) is cyclic. 
Remark 3.16. In Section 15 we show a “local version” of this formula. 
Moreover, here and there, it is possible to prove an analogous formula for 
the other Z-bilinear form on the Green ring considered in Cl] when 0 = A. 
ProojI For any YE QA$(G) and any subgroup H of G, denote by 
Y, the element of QB?‘“AO(H) such that Qrdg( fH)= Qrdz( Y) (cf. 
Proposition 3.4); by Proposition 3.4 and 3.4.4 we have 
3.151 
where H runs over the set of subgroups of G (such that H/O,(H) is cyclic 
by Proposition 3.5). Hence, for any Y, Y’ E Q&O(G) we get 
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that 
H’ run over the set of subgroups of G; but it is easily checked 
( 8,, resG,(ind$( PHC))), = 
i 
ING(H)IHI(~H> J%N if EB’ = N”, x E G o otherwise; 
consequently, (Y, Y’)c = &,( l/[G/H!)( f,, p,), where H runs over t 
of subgroups of G such that H/O,(H) is cyclic (cf. Proposition 3.5). 
4. AUXILIARY RESULTS ON CROUP EXTENSIONS 
4.1. Let G and H be groups; as usual an extension 
X endowed with two homomorphisms a: X + G an 
sequence 
l-HP-X-G-1 
is exact. Let G’ and H’ be groups and X’, endowed with a’: X’ -+ G’ an 
,iP: If’ -+ X’, an extension of G’ by H’; we say that q E om(X, X’) is com- 
patible with q~ E Hom(G, G’) and $ E Hom(H, H’) if the diagram 
commutes. 
4.2. It is clear that any extension X of G by term&es a group 
homomorphism z: G -+ .&ut(H) (cf. 2.6); although the converse is definitely 
not true, we are interested here only in the simple situation where G is a 
finite @-group and H a finite p-group; in this case any group 
homomorphism from G to aut(H) comes from an extension of G by 
unique up to a unique group exoisomorphism. First we prove the existe 
statement. 
b4WOSITIQN 4.3. Let K be a finite p’-group, P a $nite p-group, and 
p: K-+ ut(P) a group homomorphism. There is an exte~~i~~ X of K by 
which determines p. 
vooJ: By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, it is clear that ant 
complement in the inverse image of Im(p) in Am(P) and therefore p lifts to 
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a group homomorphism ii: K -+ Am(P); then, it suffices to consider the 
semidirect product P >a K of K and P associated with 0. 
The uniqueness of the group X, up to a unique exoisomorphism, follows 
from the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let K be a group, L a finite p’-grogp, P and Q 
p-groups, X an extension qf K by P, and Y an extension of L by Q, and 
respectively denote by p: K+ .&ut(P) and (r: L -+ xut(Q) the group 
homomorphisms determined by X and Y. Then, if q: L -+ K and $1 Q + P are 
group homomorphisms such that 
$Poc$ Since we may replace K by Im(cp) and X by the inverse image of 
Ina in X, it suffices to prove the proposition when 50 is surjective and, in 
particular, K is a finite p’-group. 
We prove first that there are liftings p’: K+ Gut(P) of p and 6: L -+ 
Am(Q) of G such that 
4.42 for any t E L, 6(cp(t))“ri/ = $“ci(t)* 
Set ~~~(~~=~ and Ker(~~ = S’, and respectively denote by Aut(P), and 
Aut(Q)s the stabilizers of R in Aut(P) and S in Aut(Q); then there are 
evident group homomorphisms from Aut(P), and Aut(QJs to Aut(R). On 
the other hand, respectively denote by H and I the inverse images of Im(p) 
in Am(P), and Im(o) in Aut(Q),; note that 1 contains Int(Q) and that H 
and 1 have a normal Sylow p-subgroup; moreover, it is easily checked from 
44.1 that H and I respectively map onto Im(p) and Im(o), and that the 
image of N in Aut(R) contains the image of I (i.e., for any t E L, if we 
choose a representative CT, of oft), we may always end from 4.4.1 a 
re~rese~tative pt of p(~(t)~ such that p,o$ = $oo~, and both pt and G, 
induce the same automorp~ism of R). Let A& be a Hall p’-subgroup of the 
image of 1 in Ant(K); since v, is surjective, M is still a Hall p’-subgroup of 
the image of H in Aut(R) (i.e., with the notation above, for any represen- 
tative p: of cp(p(t)) in Am(P),, p:oplp’ is an interior automorphism of P 
and therefore, induces a p-automorphism of R). Let R and L’ be Hall 
p’-subgroups of the inverse images of M in H and I, respectively; it is easy 
to see that K’ and L’ are still Hall p’-subgroups of H and I, respectively. 
~o~sequent~y~ the canonical maps (from H onto Im(p) and from I onto 
Im(o)) respectively induce isomorphisms K’ z Im(pf and L’ g Im(cr), and 
therefore we get liftings ,& K-+ Aut(P) of p and 6: L -+ Aut(Q) of o, 
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fulfilling 4.4.2 since, for any t E I,, the automorphisms p( q(r)) and 8(t) have 
the same image in M (the difference of their images being a ~-e~~rne~t). 
Now, let R’ and L” be Hall p’-subgroups of the inverse images of R in X 
and L’ in Y by the evident homomorphisms X-+ Ant and I’-, Aut( 
then _K” and L” are res~ctively Hall ~‘-subgroups of X and Y and there- 
mine sections y: K-+ X and V: L -+ Y such that, i 
eir images in X and Y, respect~~c~y, we have 
44.3 up(s) = p(+)(u) and 21”(‘) = ca’(t-l)(u) 
for any u E P, any v E Q, any s E K, and any t E &; hence, it is easily checked 
from 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 that the correspondence q: Y-+ X map 
I ~(~(t))? where v E Q and f E L, is a group b~rn~rno~~h~s 
with q and $. 
~~~al~y~ assume that 9’: Y-+X is a ~0~~ ~~rn~~o~~h~srn camp 
with cp and $; we will prove that @’ = 8. Since q is §~~j~ct~ve ‘(~~~) is 
Hall @-subgroup of X and therefore, there is u E P such t 
which implies that 
4.44 for any t EL, YI’(v(t)) = Adf)Y 
(since q’ is compatible with cp); but as y and q’ are both com~at~b~c wit
they coincide over Q and we get from 44.4 
I ~(~(~))” ;: ~~(v~(~)) = ~(v~(r)) = ~(v)~~(~(f)) 
for any o E Q, which implies that p(K)” c C,( ) . pi(K); c~~se~~e~t~y,  
is z E G,(R) such that ,u(K)” = p(K)“, which implies 
44.5 for any s E K, p(sy = p(sy. 
Now, it foollows from 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 that 
4.5. Let P be a finite p-group and K a finite $-group en 
morphism p: It; --+ &t(P); usually we denote by P 0 K an exten- 
P which determines p (i.e., the semidirect product of K and P 
ith a lifting p: K-t Am(P) of p) chosen once for ever, and 
~~e~t~f~ P with its image in PO K and K with the 
In the remainder of this section we discuss 
criteria that we respcctivel~ need in sections 7 a 
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known but we do not know precise references; at any rate, it will be 
convenient for the reader to give complete proofs of them. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let X be a group, K a finite p’-group, and 7t: X--t K a 
surjective group homomorphism. Set Ker(n) = Y and assume that Y has an 
X-stable filtration { Y,}, a 1 such that Y = t&( Y/Y,,) and YJY,,, 1 is an 
abelian group of exponent a power of p for any n > 1. Then there is a unique 
group exomorphism i? K + X such that E o 5 = zydK. 
Remark 4.7. The group homomorphism n being surjective, 6 has a 
representative (T such that rroa =id,. Moreover, if 0 and 0’ are represen- 
tatives of 5 such that rr 0 c = rr 0 o’, there is y E Y such that o’(s) = a(s)’ for 
any SE K. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 4.9 below, we have X= /&(X/Y,); consequently, the 
existence of a group homomorphism cr: K + X such that rc 0 0 = id, follows 
from the existence of group homomorphisms 0,: K-r X/Y, such that 
% 0 a, = id,, where rc,,: X/Y, + K is the group homomorphism defined by 
rc, and such that cm is the composition of cr,, + r with the canonical group 
homomorphism X/Y, + i -+ X/Y,,, for any n 3 1. We argue by induction on 
n; it is clear that n, is a group isomorphism and we set pi = (ni)-‘. Assume 
that we have already proved the existence of cr,: K+ X/Y,; then, rs, being 
injective, the inverse image of o,(K) in X/Y,+ i is an extension of K by 
ynIy~+l~ by 2.7.1 we have H2(K, Y,/Y,+ i) = (0) and therefore this exten- 
sion splits; it follows easily that there is a group homomorphism 
on+,: K+X/Yn+, fulfilling the conditions above. 
Assume that 6’: K + X is a group homomorphism such that rr 0 U’ = id,, 
and denote by 0:: K--f X/Y, the composition of cr’ with the canonical 
group homomorphism X -+ X/Y,, for any n 3 1. Arguing by induction on n, 
we will first prove the existence of elements X,E X/Y, such that C&(S) = 
~,Js)~” for any s E K, and such that x, + i maps on x, through the canonical 
group homomorphism X/Y, + i +X/Y,foranyn>l.Ifn=l wehavea;= 
(rci)-l = cri and it suffices to choose x1 = 1. Assume that we have already 
proved the existence of x, E X/Y, and choose xk + r E X/Y, + i lifting x,; then 
oL+~(K) and on+ ,W) i+l are complements of Y,IY,+ i in the inverse image 
of a;(K) in X/Y,+, and therefore, there is y,, i E Y,/Y,+ i such that 
~:,+l(K)=a,+l(K)x;l+lY”+’ (since Hi(K, Y,/Y,+i)= (0) by 2.7.1); hence, 
setting x,+ i = xl+ i yn+ i, the element x,, i also lifts x, and we have 
d+l(s)=~n+l (s)++’ for any SEK (since ~,+,(x,+~)=rr,(x,)= 1). 
Now, as XZ T$%(X/Y,), there is x E X mapping on x, through the 
canonical group homomorphism X -+ X/Y, for any n B 1; then, for any 
SE K, we get o;(s) = cr,(~)~ for any n 3 1, and therefore, we have a’(s) = 
cr(sy. 
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~OROLEARY 4.8. Let Y be a group, K a finite @-group acting on Y, X the 
semidirect product of Y and K, E a non-empty set endowed with an action of 
X, and Y, the stabilizer of e E E in Y. Assume that Y is transitive on E 
and that Y has an X-stable filtration (Y,),, 1 such that Yr&&Y/Yn), 
Ye z l&d Ye/( Y, n Ye)), and Y,,IY, + 1 is an abelian group of exponent a 
power ofp for any n 3 1. Then K fixes at least one element of E and C,( 
is transitive on the set of K-fixed elements of E. 
ProoJ Let X, be the stabilizer of e E E in X; it is clear 
and therefore the canonical group homomorphism rr from 
Xe onto K too; then it follows from Proposition 4.6 (appli 
that there is a group homomorphism ce: K-+ 
any s E K; but, as X, c X, it follows again fro 
Kc X and 6,: K+ X) that there is y E Y such that B,(S) = s-’ for any s E K; 
consequently, K fixes y . e. 
e now that K fixes e, e’ E E, and denote by Ye,,, the set of y E Y 
such that y . e’ = e. It is easily checked that the 
where y E Ye’,, s E K, and y’ E Y,,,,, defines an ac 
that Y, acts regularly on Y,,,,; hence, if y’ E YeI,.,,, th 
Ye . M is a complement of Y, ; but K is also a camp 
consequently, it follows once again from Proposition 4.6 that there is y E 
such that K’ = K*’ and therefore, K centralizes yy’ E Y,.,,. 
henever we apply Proposition 4.6 or Corollary 4.8 above, we s 
the hypothesis from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let X and Y be groups, ( Y,>,, I a filtration of Y> and 
40: Y 3 3 a group homomorphism. Assume that, for any n 2 1, rC, = q( Yn/,) tr 
normal in X and Y,, is normal in Y. If Y s &&( Y/Yn) and 
then XZ 8&(X/X,). 
ProoJ: Let x be an element of n, a i X,,; the finite 
the existence of m such that Y, n Ker(cp) = (11 
n>m ere is a unique y E Y, such that cp( y) = x; t 
x= 1. et hAa be a sequence of elements o 
mod X,; in particular, we have XF’X, E X, = Im(q) an 
y:; Y such that I =x;rx, for any n 3 1; moreover, as xFix, = 
Xl x, + 1 mod X,, we can make an inductive choice of yn i 
y,= yn+, mod Y,, for any n2 1. Then, if Yr&&(Y/Y”) t 
that y = y, mod Y, and therefore we get x, q(y) =x, mod X,, for any n >, 1. 
EMMA 4.10. Let A be an O-algebra, B an ~-s~~modM~e of A, and Y the 
subgroup of y E 1+ J(A) such that BY = B; set Yn = Yn (1 t-J(A)“) for any 
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n > 1. Then Y normalizes Y,, Y,l Y,, + 1 is abelian of exponent p or 1 for any 
n>l, and we have Yr/&(Y/Y,). 
ProoJ: It is clear that the group 1 +J(A) normalizes 1 +J(A)” and that 
(1 + J(A)“)/( 1 + J(A)“+“) is an abelian group of exponent p or 1, for any 
n > 1, which proves the first and second statements. Moreover, if 
YEL-L,l K then y-Levi,,, J(A)“= (0); finally, let {~,}~~r be a 
sequence of elements of Y such that y, = yn+ I mod Y, for any n > 1; so, 
Y n+l E (1 +J(A)“) y, and therefore, we have y,,, - yn EJ(A)” for any 
~13 1; consequently, there is y E A such that y - yn E J(A)” or equivalently, 
y E (1 + J(A)“) yn for any n > 1; on the other hand, for any b E B and any 
n>l, we have bYnEB and bY-byn=(b-bYnv~‘)y~J(A)n, and therefore, B 
being complete, it follows that by E B; hence, y E Y and y E yn mod Y, for 
any na 1. 
5. GENERALITIES ON /*-GROUPS 
5.1. As we said in 1.4 above, throughout this paper we will 
systematically consider central extensions of (finite) groups by A*, named 
&*-groups (see 5.2 below); actually they will often replace the groups them- 
selves and therefore we must extend many definitions and statements on 
groups to /*-groups; we concentrate all these generalizations in this sec- 
tion. Moreover, Proposition 5.22 below is a specific result on &*-groups 
(i.e., it is not a generalization of some result on groups) and it can be seen 
as the main reason to consider /*-groups. A key fact for our purpose when 
0 #R is the well-known existence of a unique group isomorphism 
5.1.1 O*rA* x (1 +J(Q)) 
compatible with the inclusion 1 + J(0) c 0* and the canonical group 
homomorphism Lo* -+ 1* (cf. [ 13, II, Proposition 81); we denote by 1 the 
image of 1~&* in Lo* by 51.1. 
5.2. A k*-group is a group G endowed with an injective group 
homomorphism 8: R* + Z(G), and we say that G/Irn(e) is the k*-quotient 
of 6; if there is no ambiguity on 8, we write 2. C? instead of e(L) 2 for any 
2 E 6 and any L EL*. Moreover, if we consider the group 6 endowed with 
the opposite product, 8 is still a group homomorphism and we denote by 
e0 the corresponding &*-group; then the &*-quotients of G and 6“ are 
opposite groups, and we identify them by the group isomorphism mapping 
each element on its inverse. On the other hand, note that the correspon- 
dence mapping Z? E 6 on C 1 is an isomorphism between 6’ and the 
.&*-group defined by the group G endowe 
8”: A* -+ 6 mapping .AE R* on Q(A)-‘. 
Remark 5.3. By 51.1, 8* has a natural A*-group structure and 
therefore, for any B-algebra A, we consider A * as a k *-group. 
remark 5.4. Any central extension of a group G by L* has an ev~~~~~ 
&*-group structure. Conversely, any ,&*-group 6 is a Contras extensors of 
its ~*-quotient G by i&*; in particular, G determines an ~~erne~~ h of 
‘(G, A”); but it would be misreading to replace 6 by the pair 
non-triviaf elements of Hom(G, R*) define non-trivial a~tomor 
which are the identity on (G, h). 
Most of the arguments about k*-groups with finite k*-quotient can be 
to arguments on finite groups by the following lemma.5 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 6 be a R*-quotient of e and 2? the image of&* in c?. If 
G is fkite, there is a j&&e subg$o~~ G’ of & such that 
5.5.1 G=tZ.GG’ and 
1~ ~a~~~c~~~r, if P is a p-subgroup of G there is a unique lifting from P to d. 
ProoJ: y 2.6.2 the element h of H2(G, J*) d 
emark 5.4) determines a group homomorphism 9: S 
mduces the commutative diagram 




.+fGPB) I”)> s~(G~~ -+ o ~O~(~~(G),~) 
O-, Ext~(G/~(~), R*) -+ H’(G, J*) -+ 
mapping idSMcG) on cp; but k* being a divisible grou 
(G), R*) = (0); consequently, an element e E M2(G, 
SM(Gj necessarily maps on h. Hence: if E is a central extens 
6) associated with e, there is a group ~omomo~bism E: E -+ G 
compatible with id, and y3 (cf. 4.1.1). Moreover, we claim t 
of ~~(G~ in E/D(E) is trivial; indeed, again by 2.6.2 we have the corn- 
mutative diagram 
), .94(G)) + H2(G, S&f(G)) -+ 
I 
~rn(S~(G)~ S~(G~~ -4 0 
I 
Ext.$(G/D(G), I) + H*(G, 1) -+ 
5 This statement is well known, but we give a proof for the reader’s convenience. 
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and clearly the image of e in H2(G, I) comes from an element of 
ExtB(G/D(G), I) (the element associated with E/D(E)); hence, the image of 
e in Hom(SM(G), I) is both zero and the image of idSMcGj, which implies 
Z= (0). Now, it follows easily that Im(s) is a finite subgroup of G which 
fulfills 5.5.1. In particular, if P is a p-subgroup of G and f the inverse image 
of P in @, there is a unique /*-group isomorphism p g d* x P since 
H2(P, k’*) = (0) = H’(P, k*) (cf. 2.7.1). 
5.6. Let G be a A*-group; a /*-subgroup of G is a subgroup containing 
the image of R*, endowed with the restricted group homomorphism from 
A *. A &*-group homomorphism @: fi -+ G from a &*-group fi to G is a 
group homomorphism such that @(A. 9) = A. e(j) for any A E R* and any 
j E H, the R *-group exomorphism 6 associated with 4 is, as usual, the set 
of A*-group homomorphisms obtained by composing $J with all the inner 
automorphisms of G (and fi); note that any inner group automorphism is 
a /*-group automorphism. We denote by Hom,,(fi, G) the set of 
/*-group homomorphisms from Z? to G (whereas Hom(Z?, G) denotes the 
set of group homomorphisms from the group Z? to the group G), and by 
I?lom,,(.& G) the set of associated I&*-group exomorphisms; note that 
Aom,,(fi, G) c Aom(ri, G). 
5.7. A /*-group homomorphism 4: Z? --f G determines an evident group 
homomorphism cp: H-+ G where G and H are respectively the 4*-quotients 
of G and fi. Conversely, if G is a d*-group, G the A*-quotient of G, and 
cp: H-t G a group homomorphism, the &*-group Res,(G) is the group 
G xG H of pairs (2, y) E G x H such that rp(v) is the image of 2 in G 
endowed with the group homomorphism 4* t G xG H such that 
A.(i,y)=(A.i,y) for any AER* and any (a, y) E @ xG H. Then, the 
group homomorphism G x G H --) H mapping (R, y) E G x,~ H on y deter- 
mines an isomorphism between the &*-quotient of Res,(G) and H, and we 
identify them through this isomorphism; moreover, we have a I*-group 
homomorphism 4: Res,(G) + G mapping (a, y) E Res,(G) on 3 and 
therefore, lifting cp. We write Res,(G) instead of Res,(G) when the choice 
of q is evident from the context. We will especially apply this notation 
when H acts on a simple I-algebra S (see 5.21 below); indeed, in such a 
situation we have an evident group homomorphism from H to S*/l* (cf. 
2.5.3) and by Remark 5.3, it makes sense to write Res,(S*). 
5.8. If G and G’ are A*-groups, we denote by G Q G’ the &*-group 
defined by the central product of G and G’ over the images of &*,6 and 
6 This notation is coherent with the tensor product of interior & and &-algebras defined 
below. 
identify its 6*-quotient with G x G’ where G and G’ are res~ect~vc~y t 
A*-quotients of G and G’; that is, 6 @ 6’ is a L *-group endowed wi 
4 *-group homomorphisms 4: G + 6 @ G’ and $3’: 6 -+ 6 @ @I sue 
their images centralize each other, and for any pair of k*-group 
bomQ~Q~pbisrns 4: G -+ fi and $‘: 6’ 3 A suckl. that their images centralize 
each other, there is a unique J *-group hom~~or~~isrn $6 0 6’ -+ SUCh 
that 4 0 I$ = $ and 6 Q 4’ = $‘. It is clear that, if 6, 0, and 6’ are /*-groups, 
there is a R*-group isomorphism 
5.9. Bf ^ G and GA are A*-groups having the same ~~-quotient G, we 
denote by *G * G* the inverse image in ^G @ G* of the dia 
of G x G, which is clearly a &*-subgroup of “GO G*, a 
A*-quotient of “G * GA with G. Note that, as a central ex 
Remark 5.4), “G * G* is just the “sum” of the central extensions of 
G-. It is clear that, if ^G, G, and GA are *-groups having the same 
tient G, the isomorphism 5.8.1 defines y restriction a ,J*-grou 
isomorp~ism 
5.9.1 
entify both members writing &G * 6 * GA. moreover, the 
uct 4’* x G has an evident I*-group structure and we 
~ot~~~t with G; then, we have two canonical d**-group iso 
5.9.2 eEG* (aPxG) and CXGZ&GO, 
mapping respectively .? E G on 2 0 (1, x) and (A, x)! E I* x n ,2.2@2-’ 
where x is the image of f in 6. Finally, assume that G = 8 G”; then ii 
follows from 59.1 and 5.9.2 that we have 
5.9.3 *4;2:.* (f.Y)” and GA z (“G)O * f-2 
mapping “XE*G on ^x@x”@(x^)-’ and x^EG^ on (*xl-‘@“x@.C 
where ^ x and xA have the same image in G; in particular, we get from 59.2 
and 59.3 the following commutative diagram of A*-group isomorp 
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5.10. If e is a /*-group, an interior e-algebra A (over 6) is an 
O-algebra endowed with a &*-group homomorphism $I: G --f A* (cf. 
Remark 5.3),7 and usually we write 2 .a. $ instead of $~(a) a@(j) for any 
n ^ i’, y E G and any a E A; then, as in 2.11, A has a canonical structure of 
G-algebra, where G is the #!*-quotient of @, and the opposite O-algebra A” 
becomes evidently an interior GO-algebra; moreover, if 4: I%+ G is a 
{*-group homomorphism from a R*-group fi to 6, Res$(A) (which can be 
defined as in 2.11) is clearly an interior B-algebra; similarly, if l? is a 
&*-subgroup of G such that G/g is finite and B an interior &algebra, 
Ind$(B) (which can be defined as in 2.14) is an interior G-algebra. If G is a 
(finite) group, any interior G-algebra has an evident structure of interior 
(A* x G)-algebra where R* x G is considered as a R *-group, and any simple 
G-algebra S has a canonical structure of interior Res,(S*)-algebra (cf. 5.7). 
If A and B are respectively interior G- and a-algebras, where 6 and fi are 
&*-groups, the tensor product A@, B becomes evidently an interior 
G @ B-algebra; however, if A’ and A” are respectively interior ^G- and 
G”-algebras, where “G and G# are A*-groups having the same &*-quotient 
G, we still denote by A’@, A” the restricted interior ( AG * G-)-algebra; 
similarly, setting G = “G * G”, if A is an interior G-algebra we respectively 
consider A 0, (A”)” and (A’)“@, A as interior -G- and G*-algebras 
through 5.9.3 above. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let ^G and G1 be &*-groups having the same 
&*-quotient G, A an interior -G-algebra, Ha subgroup of G such that G/H is 
finite, ^H and H* the respective &*-subgroups of *G and GA mapping onto 
H, and B an interior HI-algebra. Set G= ^G * G* and denote by I? the 
6*-subgroup of 6 mapping onto H (i.e., fi = *H * HA)). Then there is an 
interior G-algebra isomorphism 
5.11.1 A am Ind$(B) g Ind$(Res:z(A) Qm B) 
mapping a@(x”@b@y”) on ao((“x)-l.a.(-y)~‘Ob)09 where aEA, 
bEB, x~, y%G*, ^ *x,“y~ G, $=“x@x^, p=*y@y*, and the images of 
x 1 and y ^ in G are respectively equal to the images of ^x and “y. 
Prooj Clearly the element .? @ (( ^ x) -I . a . (“y) - ’ 0 b) 0 j does not 
depend on the choice of the pair (^x, “y), and there is indeed an O-linear 
map from A O0 Ind$(B) to Indz(Res:z(A) O0 B); this map is evidently 
surjective and therefore, bijective (since both members have the same 
O-rank); then it is easily checked that it is an interior G-algebra 
isomorphism. 
‘Actually all the interior algebras with respect to a group 6 endowed with a I&*-group 
structure that we consider here are interior e-algebras in that sense. 
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5.12. From now on G is a R*-group with finite ~*-~~~tie~t 6. The 
~*~~r~~~ ~~~~~~~ of G is the interior G-algebra deans by the ~~Qtie~t 
~-a~~~b~a (O-free of O-rank jG/)’ 
5.12.1 
where I and et respectively run over &* and G, endowed with the &“-group 
~Qrn~~~r~~isrn mapping i E G on its class in 0, G. Et is clear t 
unique interior G-algebra isomorphism 
5.12.2 8&f* x 6) z OG, 
where I * x G is considered as a A*-group, and we identify bot 
oreover, if A is an interior G-algebra, there is a unique unitary ~~te~~~r 
G-algebra homomorphism 
5.13. As in 2.7 we set 
&&Jd,(C;‘) = ~~~~(~* G), d&(G) = ~(~*~), 2&(G) = ~(~*~)~ 
note that, if @ z? R” x G, there is no reasonable pro 
however, if ^C and G* are I*-groups with the same 1*-q 
from 2.4.5, frdm the isomorphism (O* -G)OO (O*G*) 2 
the inclusion ^ G * G^ c ^C 0 GA an evident 
5.13.1 A%?‘~( -6) x A&‘&G”) + J&(*G * CA) 
and we denote by Y’Q Y” the image of (Y’, y) where Y’ E J&( “G) an 
Y” E .MO(G ); moreover, if YE J&(G), it follows from 5.9.1 that 
5.13.2 (YQY)QY”=Y’Q(YQY”). 
As in 2.7.3, if l? is a &*-subgroup of G‘, we 
5.13.3 
resz: d&(G) --f 4$(A), 
Res$: 9?(G) + LfLfA), 
the -linear maps induced by 
* Called twisted group algebra in the literature. 
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notation of Proposition 5.11, it follows easily from this proposition that for 
any YE J&(-G) and any ZE &$,(H-) 
513.4 Y@ind$(Z)=ind${res:$(Y)@Z). 
5.14. As in 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 we set 
514.1 LJU&(G) = J&(G) i%?“d4&(G) = () Ker(res$), 
f? 
where i’? runs over the set of proper X*-subgroups of 6. By 5.13.4 the map 
513.1 induces a Z-bilinear map 
5.142 &?A,( AG) x L&A!o{G^) -+ Bcs&& ‘-G * 6) 
and rd( Y’) @ rd(Y“) still denotes the image of (rd( Y’), rdj Y”)), where 
rd( Y’) and vd( Y”) denote the residues of Y’ and Y”. In particular, with 
similar notation we get 
5.14.3 rd(Y@ Y”)=rd(Y’)Ord(r’) 
and by 5.13.2 
5.14.4 (rd(Y’)~rd(Y))~rd~~)=rd(~)~(rd(Y)~rd(~)). 
PROPOSITION 5.15. Let G’ be a jinite subgroup of G such thut 
6’ = 1* . G’, and denote by z’ the set of z E G’ which are the image of an 
element 1, of A?*, by e’ the central idempotent (l/lZ’l) CzeZ’ l,z-’ of OG’, 
and by E’: J&(G’) + A$(G’) the idempotent map induced by multiplication 
by e’. 
(i) The inclusion G’c G induces an interior G’-algebra isomorphism 
e’OG’ g @+ 6. In particular, if p does not divide /G/, the @-algebra 0*?G is 
~-sem~simple. 
(ii) The in&lusio~ G’ c: G induces a Z-linear map F’: J&(G) -+ ~~~G’~ 
such that Ker(F’) = (01 atad Im(F’) = Im(E’). h parti~~lar, F’ induces an 
isomorphism J&,(G) r ImfE’). 
(iii) The map F’ induces a Z-linear map RF’: &L&$(G) -+ WA$(G’). 
(iv) Ij’z c D(G’), we have Ker(RF’) = {O}, E’ induces an id-empotent 
map RE’: 9d0(G’) -+ 9L&‘0(G’), and Im(RF’) = Im(RE’). In particular, 
RF’ induces an isomorphism BA$,(G) E Im(RE’). 
Remark 5.16. Note that Z’ is a cyclic p’-group and e’ the primitive 
idempotent of LOZ’ associated with a faithful linear representation of 2’. 
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Proof (i) Clearly 6’ c G induces a surjective interior G-algebra 
homomorphism 06’ --f I”*G which maps e’ on the unity; co~seq~e~tIy, the 
restriction of this homomorphism to e’0G’ is surjective too a 
is an isomorphism since (cf. Remark 5.16) rank,(e’@G’) = /G 
rank,,(O, 6). 
(ii) AS the homomorphism OG’ + 0* G Is surjective, the hG3P 
map F’: J&(G) -+ Ji$(G’) induced by restri on is injective; moreover9 as 
E’(F’( Y)) = F’(Y) for any YE J&(G), we ve Im(F’) cIm(E’) and the 
converse inclusion follows from the isomor 
(iii) If fi is a &*-subgroup of G of A* 
and therefore 
5.15.1 for any YE J&(A), F’(ind$( Y)) = ~~d~,(~‘( Y)), 
where H’ = fin G’ and FL: AD(&) -+ J&(N’) is 
by restriction; moreover, fi# G is equivalent to 
induces a Z-linear map RF’: SJLZ&( 6’) 4 9%!&$( G’j. 
-linear map induce 
‘; consequently, F’ 
(iv) Assume that 2’ c D(G’); then a maximal subgroup 
contains Z’ (since G’ = H’ . Z’ implies that is normal in 6’ and 
abelian, so that D(G’) c H’); hence, for any 0 
e’.Ind~,(N’)~I~nd~,(e’.N’) (since 6G’e’@o,,iVz0G’@aH,e’ .i~‘) 
therefore 
5.452 for any Y’ c J&(H), E’(indg( Y’)) = ~~d~,(~~( Y’)), 
where H is the image of H’ in G and E’ 
potent map induced by multiplication b 
idempotent map RE ‘: WA@( G’) + 9i? 
Im(RF’) since Im(E’) = Im(F’). MO 
H i~d~,(~~) where H’ runs over the 
the image of M’ in G and Yl, E &$(H’), by 5.152 we have 
5.15.3 F’(Y) = E’(F’( Y)) = 1 indg,(E’,( y’,)), 
H 
where b-I’ runs over the same set; but for any such ‘) setting A= ff* . 
we have E’( Yg) = Fh( Y,) for some Y, E J&(@) since Im(Fh) = Im(Ei,); 
consequently, by 5.151 and 5.15.3 we get 
F’( Y) = c ind$(Fk( Y,)) = F’ irldS( Y,) 
H’ 
and therefore, as Ker(F’) = {0), we get Y = CH’ indz( Y,), ’ again 
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runs over the set of maximal subgroups of G’. It follows that 
Ker(RF’) = (0). 
527. As in 3.11, if 6’ is a /*-group with finite A*-quotient and 
4: G ,+ 6’ a &*-group homomorphism, the rest~ction map res,: A@(&“) -+ 
J&?~(G) is not necessarily compatible with taking residues; however, when C$ 
is surjective, restriction induces a commutative diagram 
where res, is clearly injective and Rres,, may not be injective. Note that if 
kr is a normal subgroup of 6 having a trivial intersection with the image of 
1&*, G/K has an evident /*-group structure. As in 3.1, we denote by p( ) 
the functor Q@, ( ). 
COROLLARY 5.18. Denote by O,,(e) the inverse image of O,,(G) in G 
and by i the image of &*. 
(i) lf K is a normal @-subgroup of 6 such that pn K= { 1) and 
IS c D(e), restriction induces an ~njective homomorphism ~~~( t$K) -+ 
&A$(@ which is an ~somorphis~l when KC EC?, O,,(G)]. 
(ii) If &L%$,(G)# (01, the quotient G/O,(G) is elementary and we 
have zn [e, O,,(e) J = { 1 f. In particular, restriction induces an iso- 
morphism Bk0(6/[e!, O,.(6)]) z 9L&0(~) and ifmoreover G is a p’-group, 
we have i‘~d*xG. 
(iii) If QLJEA’O(e) # (01, the quotient G/O,(G) is cyclic. 
ProoJ By Lemma 5.5 there is a finite subgroup G’ of 6 such that 
G = 2. G’ and 2’ = 2 n G’ c D(G’); then, by Proposition 5.15 we have 
WA!&@ ST Im(RE’); hence, if U&?&D(6) # (0) we have Q9~&G’) # {O> 
too and therefore the quotient G’/O,(G’) is cyclic (cf. Proposition 3.5). 
Similarly, if &Y&‘&C?) # (0) the quotient G’/O,(G’) is eIementary (cf. 
Proposition 3.5) and moreover, as restriction induces an isomorphism 
WJZ’~(G’/[G’, O,(G’)]) r9?~&(G’) (cf. Proposition 3.12), we have 2’ R 
CG’, O,W)l= (1) ( since Im(RE’) # (0)); but, as G,,(G) = 2. OJG’) (cf. 
Remark 5.16), we have 
5.18.1 [G’, O,e(G’)] = [G, O,r(&J, 
On the other hand, let K be a normal p’-subgroup of & such that 
2n K= (11 and KcD(G); as [G, G] = [G’, G’], we have Kc 
therefore, restriction induces an injective homomorphism B 
BOO which is an isomorphism when Kc [C’, O,,( 
(cf. Proposition 3.12 and 5.18.1); moreover, as (2. K) n 
with evident notation we get from Proposition 5.15 th 
diagram 
where Ker(RF’) = {S> = Ker(RF’) and Im(@‘) = Im(RE’), Im( 
Im(RE’); consequently, &L&O(G/K) -+ W&(G) is lnjective and is bijective 
when K is contained in [G, G,,(G)]. 
5.19. So, to study ~~~(~) when G is a ~~-~ro~~, we may assume that 
G z k* x 6. On the other hand, note that G cyclic 
Assume now that indeed GE R* x G, or eq~~va~~~t~y 
considering the evident injective map 
5.19.1 Hom,,(G, &*) -+ A&(G) 
we denote by Z,EJ&(G) the image of p E ~rn~*(G, R*); rn~re~ve~~ we
have Homq*(Go, R*)= Hom,,(G, R*) and we denote by Z;EA$(G~) the 
image of p by 519.1; then, identifying Ae(Go * G) with A&(G) t~ro~~~ 
5.9.2 and 5.122, we get from 513.1 a ~-bilinear map ~~~(~~) x ~~(~~ -+ 
J&(G) such that 2; @ ZP is the unity of ~~(~) for any p E 
~irni~ar~y, we get also from 5.13.1 a ~-bi~i~~a~ map J&(G) 
A%!‘~(@ which induces a regular action of Wom(G, R*)> en 
evident group structure, on Hom,,(G, F$*) such that Z, @!a, = Z, .p for 
any p EHom(G, &*) and any p EHom,,(G, d*), where (cp .p)(Z)= 
q(x) p(g) for any 2 E 6, x denoting the image of R in 6; so, A&(G) be~~~~s 
an A?O(G)-module which is clearly free of rank one, an am-basis being 
{Z,] for any p~Hom,,(G, &*), and by 5.14.1 this statement r~rna~~s true 
taking residues everywhere. 
5.20. If A is an interior G-algebra and 
denote by 
520.1 res;: AqA) -+ .Mo(ri) and 
(or resti and rdp if there is no ambiguity on A) the Z-linear m 
by restriction and by the canonical map A?&fi) -+ ~~~(~); as En 3.1, we 
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name residue of YE k?(A) OIZ fi the element rdn( Y) of %Q&,(fi). Similarly, 
we denote by 
520.2 Resi: T1(R@, A) -+ &(a) 
(or Rese if there is no ambiguity on A) the Z-linear map induced by 
restriction. 
5.21. The main reason for conside~ng R*-groups comes from the 
following situation, which appears in Sections 8 and 12. Assume that G has 
a normal Sylow p-subgroup P; let A be an interior G-algebra and S a 
G-stable O-semisimple subalgebra of AP containing the unity of A; denote 
by C the subalgebra of all the elements a E A such that as = sa for any s E S, 
by E the set of primitive idempotents of ZS, and by EG the set of G-fixed 
elements of E. For any e E E, Se is an O-simple algebra and we set 
d%x!(Se) = (Z,) ( since j&zd(Se)l = 1 by 2.5.4); in particular, all the 
primitive idempotents i, of Se are (Se)*-conjugate and we denote by 
the Z-linear map induced by restriction through the O-algebra 
homomorphism Ce -+ A mapping c E Ce on ci,. If e E EG, G acts on Se, 
hence on ROo Se, and we set (cf. 5.7 and 5.9) 
& = Res,( (4 QO Se)*) and e& = 6 * (@y; 
finally, we identify 6 with % * & through the canonical isomorphism (cf. 
5.9.3) and P with its canonical images in & and % (cf. Lemma 5.5). 
PROPOSITION 5.22. Assume that G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P and 
keep the notation above. 
(i) For any eE EG there is a unique R*-group homomorphism 
z^“: Ge -+ (Se)* lifting both the action of G on Se and the canonical &*-group 
homomorphism 6’ -+ (Rim0 Se)*, and mapping P onto {e>. 
(ii) For any e E EG there is a unique i&*-group homomorphism 
U:%-+(Ce)* mapping ?@(.T-‘E~? on 3~f?(Zi-“)-’ where ace and 
P E & (and they have the same image in G). 
(iii) For any YE,,&‘(A) we have 
5.22.1 rd$( Y) = C rdg(Z,) 0 rd$(d,( Y)), 
eeEG 
where for any e E EG we consider Se endowed with z^’ as an interior &- 
algebra and Ce endowed with ‘Q as an interior “G-algebra. 
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Remark 5.23. Note that’if G 2 R* x G then pd$( Y) = rd$( Y) in actor 
ante with the identification through 512.2. 
ProojI (i) Set G = G/P; clearly G acts on Se and we 
subgroup of ((&)*/(A* .e)) x G formed by the pairs (3, i) such that es = i” 
for any TV se, and by rc,: X, -+ G the group homomor 
(S, 2) E X, on X, where SE (Sk)*, XE G, and s, espectively the images 
of s in (se)*/(&* .e) and of x in G. Sin 
Im(71,) = G (cf. 2.5.3), it follows from Lemma 4 
the hypothesis of Proposition 4.6 and therefore, there is a gro 
homomorphism CT~: G -+ X, such that P c Mer(o’) and ~,(a’(x)) = .? for a 
x E G; that is, there is a group homomorphism T’: G + (&~)*/(k* . e) su 
that P c Ker(z’) and &(x) = (z’(x), X) for any XE 6, an erefore, a 
d*-group homomorphism z^‘: Res,((Se)*) + (Se)* (cf. 5.7) hfting re and 
mapping the canonical lifting of P on (e}. Now, the canonlcat 
homomorphism Se + /@, Se induces a /*-group iss 
es,((Se)*) z (3 compatible with the canonical hftings of 
emma 5.5), showing the existence part. Moreover, two such 
homomorphisms differ by a group homom ism from G to % + J(O), 
which is certainly trivial (since G is a p’-gro 
(ii) First of all note that, for any e E E”, Ce is the centralizer of Se in 
eAe; on the other hand, if T? E G and R” E & have the same image m G, it 
follows from (i) that 2. T(?)l centrahzes Se; therefore, 2. ?(.F’~ 1 
belongs to (Ce)* and the statement follows. 
(iii) We may assume that Y is the isomorphism class of an A-mo 
hf. Then Mz@etE e . A4 is a G-stable decom ^ 
restriction of A4 to CI*G is a direct sum 
Ind$e . M), where G, is the stabilizer of e 
denoting by Y, the isomorphism class of the e 
where, for any e E EG, we consider eAe endowed with the &*-grou 
homomorphism G + (eAe)* mapping 2 E G on 1. e. So, it suffices to prove 
the foollowing lemma. 
EBMMA 5.24. With the notation above, for any e E EG we have 
Y, = resg(Z,) 0 res$(&( Y)). 
Prooj As i, E eAe, we may assume that E = { I} and we set Z, = Z, 
d, = d, i, = i, 6’ = G*, ‘G = *G, ?’ = z “, and ‘z^ = “z. Then, 25.4 applies and 
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the lemma follows from 2.5.4 together with the commutativity of the 
diagram 
Ar SOC 
where z^: G + A is the structural map, and from the fact that 2 and a’(Y) 
are respectively the isomorphism classes of the S-module Si and the 
C-module i. M. 
5.25. Set rdslrd = rds; as in 3.3, the family of residue maps rdz and the 
family of induction maps inds define Z-linear maps 
/:&O(d)-+(~L%&‘O(li))o and i”:(f ~VJY~(~~))O-+J&(G), 
where fi runs over the set of &*-subgroups of G. The following proposition 
generalizes Proposition 3.4 to d*-groups. As in 3.1, we denote by Q( ) the 
functor Q Oz ( ). 
PROPOSITION 5.26. With the notation above 
(i) For any R*-subgroup fi of 6, inclusion defines an isomorphism 
Q~0( G) r Ker( Qresz) @ Im( Qindz). 
(ii) The canonical map k&(e) + .!J%?J?~(~) induces an isomorphism 
QB'"d@(G) z Q&c%Lt%?@(G). 
(iii) The maps i” and rd dejke isomorphisms 
( 
@ QiiJs?'"A@(A) L Q&to(G) 2 n QwAo(A) G, 
A > ( A > 
where I? runs over the set of R*-subgroups of e. 
ProoJ (i) With the notation of Proposition 5.15, set H’ = G’ n I?; it is 
still true that A= d* . H’ and e’ is also a central idempotent of OH’; 
moreover the idempotent maps defined by e’ on &$(H’) and d&G’) com- 
mute with res$ and ind$. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.4 we have 
Q~O(G’) E Ker( Qres$) 0 Im( Qindg,). 
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Consequently, it follows from Proposition 5.15 that oE’ maps this 
isomor~~ism on the announced one. 
(ii) Arguing as in 3.43 we get easily 
Q~o(G’) E n Ker(ores$) 01 Irn(~ind~,~, 
H’ H’ 
where 86’ runs over the set of proper subgroups of 4;’ containing Z’; then, 
again by Proposition 5.15, oE’ maps this isomorphism on t 
5.26.1 Q&(G) E7 QPJz&) 0 Ker(Q~~~)~ 
rguing by induction on 1 G/, 5.261 shows t 
ective. On the other hand, it is easily ch 
analogous to 3.4.4 are still true; it follows that 
. ~or~~isrn and in particular, Q(iG) is injective; hex 
th bijective. 
6. THE &*-GROUPS ASSOCIATED WITH POIKJTED ~-GROUPS 
6.1. Eet G be a finite group, A an interior G-algebra, I” a ~-s~~gro~~ of 
G, and y a point of P on A. In this section we define two ,&*-groups g&P;,) 
and pA(Py) associated with P,, which respectively have E&P,) and FA(P,) 
as k*-quotients (df. 2.15 and 5.2), and we show that the inclusion EG(PT) c 
<,(P,) (cf. 2.155) lifts to a canonical &*-group 
?)‘--f p’,(P,).’ As the definitions of jA(P,) 
omomor~bism i,(P,): 
and iA depend on t 
choice of an embedded algebra associated with B, (cf. 2.13), we show 
two different choices correspond to each other through a unique I”-gr 
isomorphism. oreover, we prove that kG(Py), p:k(Py), and iA are 
compatible with embeddings (i.e., compatible with the identi~~atiQ~ 
suggested by 2.12.3 ). 
6.2. The natural action of N,(P?) on A( ) (cf. 2.10) defines a group 
homomorphism from N,(P,) to the &*-quo nt of A(PJ* (cf. 25.3, 5.2, 
5.3) mapping P onto { 11, and we set (cf. 5.7) 
fiG( Py ) = Res NG(PJAW*)~ 
that is, the elements of G&P,) are the pairs (S?(Q), x) where x is an element 
9 ActuaZy, i,(P,) being injective, it would suffke to define gA(PI) but kG(Py) seems easier 
to understand. 
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of N&P,,) and a an element of (AP)* such that s&b”) =s,(b”) for any 
b E AP (i.e., acting as x on A(P,)), and we have /z. (s,(a), x) = (s,(Xa), x) for 
any 2 E R *. We will often modify the choice of a according to the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. If aE A* and i is an idempotent of AP such that i”E AP and 
s&(F) = s,(i) for any 6 E Y&(P), there is b E (A ‘)” such that iab = iai = abi 
and s,(b) = 1 fop. aply 6 E 9”(P). 
Proof Set b = i”i + (1 - i”)( 1 - i); it is clear that b E AP and s,(b) = 1 for 
any 6 E PA(P); consequently, b E (AP)* and it is easily checked that iab = 
iai = abi. 
6.4. Actually, setting w&P,) =N,(P,)/P, we may also consider the 
/*-group (cf. 5.7) 
and it is ciear that there is a canonical &*-group isomorphism fic(Py) z 
Res NG(p.,)(&;TG( a,,)).Now A( Py ) endowed with the A *-group homomorphism 
6.4.1 fi&‘J --+ AU’,)*, 
mapping (s,(a), 2) E- gG(Py) on s,(a), becomes an interior i&P,)-algebra 
over A (cf. 5.10), and setting A(P,)rE V, becomes a R,8&PY)- 
module (cf. 5.121 and 5.123) named multiplicity module of P,. By 210.3, s, 
induces a bijection, which preserves multiplicities (cf. 2.10), between the set 
of asps such that P, is a pointed defect group of G, and the set of 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective &,@,(P,)-modules 
which are direct summands of I’,. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. There is a unique group homomorphism tp: P 1 C,(P) 
+ 8&P?) mapping uz on (s&z. 1 ), uz) where u E P and z E C,(P), we have 
Ker(q) = {l 1, and Im(cp) is a normal subgroup of gG(Py) intersecting 
trivially the image of k’*. 
Proox Since s&Z(P) - 1) c ZA( P,)* Z %*, we get sy(z I 1) = 1 for any 
z E P n C,(P) and therefore (s&z ’ 1 ), uz) only depends on UZ. Clearly, 
(Qz- l), uz) belongs to fiG(Py) and cp is an injective group homo- 
morphism. On the other hand, if (s,,(a), x)E.@&P~) where aE (AP)* we 
have 
(s,(z . l), UZ)@Y(a)~*)= (sy((z. l)“), (Uz)x) = (sy(zX. l), U”Z”) 
and therefore Im(q) is a normal subgroup of fi,(P,). ~i~aIly, if 
(sy(z I I), zcz) belongs to the image of 4* we have uz = 4 and therefore 
(s&z 1 I), uz) = (1, 1). 
6.6. ~~tb the notation of Proposition 6.5 above, we i 
with ~rn~~~ and set 
~~~d~~ed with the A*-group strueture coming from 
identify the i&*-quotient of &,(P,) with EG(P7) an 
~a~oni~aI map from ~~~(P~) onto &‘&IT,) induces a ~~“g~o~~ isomor~bism 
6.7. Let g: B -+ Ret+?(A) be an embedded a~~~b~a associated with P, (cf, 
2.13); the action of N,(P) (cf. 2.158) on the age of P in P induces a 
group homomorphism F,(P,) -+ N,(P)/P . (63 (cf. 2.159); moreover, the 
unity being primitive in BP, we have BqiJ(BP)$z ius and therefore the 
quotient N,(P)/P . (1-b J(B’)) has a natural A”-grou 
d*-quotient NB( P)/P - (BP)*. Then we set (cf. 5.7) 
that is, t&e eIements of FB are the pairs (& $5) where it f: ~~(~~~ 6 is the 
image of b in NB(P)/P I f 1 + J(F)), @ f %;a(P,), and b. ~4 = &u) = b for any 
EB EP+ and we have I. ii”;9 4) = (%, I$) for any A E A*. Note that the 
~*-gro~p P, only depends on the choice of B, since t 
homomorphism FA( PJ -+ N,(P)/P . (BP)* does net deemed on the choice 
of g. 
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R*-group automorphism of pB inducing the identity map on FJP,); that 
is, there is 0 E Hom(F,(P,), 4”) such that &((b, @)) = f3(@). (b, @) for any 
(6, 4) 6pB. Then it is easily checked that the correspondence mapping 
h”~ Aut(B) on 8 E Hom(F,(P,), R*) is a group homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let g: B-t ResF(A) be an embedded algebra 
associated with P,. If (s,(a), x) E fio(P,) where a E (AP)*, the element b E B 
such that g(b) = g( 1) . x . a - ‘g( 1) belongs to NB( P) and u . b = b . uX for any 
UE P. In particular, denoting respectively by 6 and 2 the images of b in 
N,(P)/P. (1 + J(BP)) and of x in E&P,), the pair (6,:) belongs to fiB. -- 
Moreover, (6,f) only depends on the image (~~(a), x) of (s,(a), x) in $,(PY). 
ProoJ: Set i = g( 1); by Lemma 6.3 (applied to x . a- ’ and i), we may 
assume that i” = i” after a suitable modification of the choice of a. Since 2 is 
an embedding (cf. 2.3), there is indeed a unique bE B such that g(b) = 
i.x.a-‘j; as (x.a-‘i)(ia.x-‘)=i=(ia.x-‘)(x.a-’i) and g(u.b)= 
ux.a-‘i=g(b).u”=g(b-u”), we get bEN,(P) and u-b=b.u” for any 
UE P; in particular, b and x have the same action on the image of P in B* 
and thecefore, b and 2 have the same image in M,(P)/P . (BP)*, so that 
(6,Z) E F,. 
Note first that 6 does not depend on the choice of g in 2. Indeed, if g’ E S 
there is a’ E (A ‘)* such that g’(b’) = g( b’)a’ for any b’ E B; hence, if b’ E B is 
such that g’(b’) = g’( 1) . x . a- ‘g’( 1 ), we get 
g(b’)=ia’.x.a-‘(a’)-’ i=i.x.a-li(a’)x’a~‘(ar)’ i; 
and therefore, b’= bb” where g(b”) = i(a’)x’“-‘(a’)-l i; but, as b and b’ 
have the same action as x on the image of P in B*, b” belongs to BP, and 
its image in BP/J(BP) is the unity element (since (ar)x.am’ belongs to (AP)* 
and s,((~‘)~.“-‘) = ~,(a’)); consequently, d = 6’. 
Second, for any a’ E (AP)* such that sY(a’) =,~,(a), the element b’E B 
such that g(b’) = i-x. (a’)-’ i has the same image as b in N,(P)/P- 
(1 + J(BP)); indeed, we get 
g(bK’b’)=(ia.x-’ )(i. x. (a’)-’ i) = ia(a i 
and therefore, b-lb’ belongs to BP and its image in BP/J(BP) is the unity 
element (since a(a’)-’ E AP and s,(a(a’)-‘) = 1); consequently 6 = b’. 
Finally, if (+,(a’), x’) E #o(Py) has the same image as (s,(a), x) in B&P,,), 
there are u E P and z E C,(P) such that s&a’) = s&a. z) and x’ = XUZ; by the 
statement above we may assume that a’ = a. z; then, if b’ E B is such that 
g(b’) = i. x. (a’) PI i we get g(b’) = i . xu . a-‘i = g(b . U) and therefore, 
b’ = b . u so that 6’ = 6. On the other hand, clearly X’ = 2. 
6.11. With the notation of Proposition 6.10 above, we denote by 
1 
i$ E,(P,)” -+ .& 
the correspondence mapping (s,(a), x) E I?,(i”,) on (6, a)-*. 
Prao3r: Choose g = g’ 0 h and let (s,(a), x) E ,fi,(,P,), b E 
such that a~ (AP)*, g(b) = g(l).x .a-$#) ,nCg g’(b’) = g’(1) ..~.a-~g’(l); 
as h(f ) = 1, it follows that h(b) = b’; thenA 2, and ig map (~~(a), x) on 
(6, .q- i 2nd (6’, 52-l. respectively, and S;;; maps (5: 2) on (b’, 2) (cf. 
~~~~ositi~~s 6.8and 6.11). 
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We will show now that I?JPy), pA(Py), and iA are compatible with 
embeddings. Let A’ be an interior G-algebra, J A --f A’ an embedding of 
interior G-algebras, and y’ the point of P on A’ such that f(y) c y’ (cf. 
2.12.3). 
PROPOSITION 6.15. If (+(a’), x) belongs to &o(PyS) where a’ E (YI’~)* 
and ~~,(a’) E ZA’(P,.) for any 6’ E PA,(P) - (y’), the element a E A such that 
f(a)=f(l)alf(l) belongs to (AP)* andfuljXs s,(b”)=s,(b”)for any beAP 
(and ss(u)~ZA(P5) for any C~EY~(P)- (7)). In particular, (s,(u),x) 
belongs to fio(P,) and moreover only depends on (+(a’), x). 
Remark 6.16. Of course, if (+(a’), x)~flo(P~,) where a’E (A’P)*, we 
may always assume that ~~,(a’) = 1 for any 6’ E L&(P) - {y’}, and then it is 
easily checked that a and f( 1) fulfill the hypothesis of Lemma 6.3 (since 
f(l)“=f(l)); h owever, we allow s,(a) to be in ZA’(P,,) to discuss the 
/*-group structure. 
ProoJ: Set i’ = f( 1); by Lemma 6.3, we may assume that (i’)“’ = i’ after a 
suitable modification of the choice of a’. Since yis an embedding, there is 
indeed a unique a E A such that f(u) = i’a’ = a’2 and therefore, a E (AP)* 
(since u-l = (a’) ~ ’ i’ = i’(u’) - ’ ); moreover, as 7 induces an embedding 
?V’,): W’,) -+ A’(P,,) w h ere 6’ is the point of P on A’ such that f(s) c 6’ 
(cf. 2.12.3), it is easily checked that s,(a) E ZA(P,) for any 6 E PA(P) - (y}, 
and s,(b”) = s,(b”) for any b E A’. 
Note that s,(a) does not depend on the choice off in x indeed, if f’ ~7 
there is b’ E (A’G)* such that f’(b) =f(b)b’ for any b E A; hence, if b E A is 
such that f’(b) =f’( 1) uy’(l), we get 
f(b) = j’b’a’(b’)-’ i’= (i’a’)(i’(b’)“‘(b’)-’ i’) 
and therefore b = ac where f(c) = i’(b’)“‘(b’) ~ ’ i’; but c belongs to AP and 
its image in A(P,) is the unity element, since (b’)“’ E (II’~)* and s,.((b’)“‘) = 
s,(b’); consequently, s,(b) = s,(u). Finally, if +(a’) = s,(b’) where 
b’ E (A’P)* and b EA is such that f(b) = i’b’i’, it is easily checked that 
f(b) =f(u) ?(a’)-’ b’i’ and therefore b = uc where f(c) = i’(u’)-’ b’i’; 
consequently, c E AP and sY(c) = 1, so that s,(b) = s,(u). 
6.17. With the notation of Proposition 6.15 above, we denote by 
the correspondence mapping (+(a’), x) on (s,(u), x). 
PROPOSITION 6.18. The map fiy(P,): fiTG(Py8) --f fiG(Py) is a R*-group 
isomorphism inducing the identity map on the I*-quotient NG(Py) 
PXW$ It is clear that liif(P,) induces the i~~~t~t~ map o 
) as a subgroup of HG(Pyr) and ti&P”,) (cf. 6.4), a 
that it maps (s,JJa’), x) on (s,(h), x) fsr any J. f 8* 
to prove that #i(P,) is a group homomorphisms with the n 
let (s,,(W), yj E &G(Pya) and h E A be such that h’ E (A’“)* a 
then f(d) = i’a’i’b’i’ = i’a’b’i’ (since (2)” = i’) and therefore, 
(s,@‘b’), xy) on (s,,(ab), xy). 
maps 
6.20. With the rotation of Fropos~t~o~ 6.18 above, (A,, 
clearly an embedded algebra associated with P,,; then, if z: 
unique interior P-afgehra e~oisomo~h~sm s&h that ,T;>. 3 
(cf. 2.13.1 f, we set Pz = F,7fP,). 
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wheref,(b) =f,( 1) .x .a-‘&(l) (cf. 6.11); similarly, P,(P,,) maps (+(a’), x) 
on (b’, a)-’ where f;,(F) =fk,( 1) .x. (a’))rfb( 1). It follows that 
and therefore, h(b) = b’, so that [7(Py) maps (6, 2) on (6’, X). 
Remark 6.22. Often we denote y and y’ by the same letter; in that case 
we identify gG(Py) with gG(Py,) through &(P,), and we choose 
(A;,, ?:,I = (A,, Res3?)~?y:,)7 so that pA(Py) = F,(P,,) and Fy(P,) = id; 
then, by Proposition 6.21, the /*-group homomorphisms Z,(P,) and 
iA(Py,) become equal. 
7. THE DECOMPOSITION MODULES 
7.1. Let G be a finite group, A an interior G-algebra, P a p-subgroup of 
G, and y a point of P on A; by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 we must deal with 
subgroups H of G having P as a normal Sylow p-subgroup; in that case, H 
acts on PA(P) and, if H fixes y, conjugation induces a homomorphism from 
H to EG(Py) (cf. 2.15.7); but, as E&P,,) c F,JPy) (cf. 2.15.5), we may con- 
sider the corresponding homomorphism from H to FA(Py) and therefore, 
study this situation independently of G as we do here (the interest of this 
approach can be understood, for instance, in 9.4 or in Section 11; see also 
Remark 15.16 at the end of this paper). If K is a group endowed with a 
group homomorphism p: K-t FA(Py) we set (cf. 5.7, 6.7, and 6.14) 
I@ = ResK(fA(Py)) 
and identify I? with Res,(N,JP)/P. (1 + J(A,P))); that is, the elements of 
J? are the pairs (6, x) where x is an element of K, if p(x) = @ then b is an 
element of N,?(P) such that b. u = q(u). b for any u E P, and & is the image 
of b in N,?(P)/P . (1 + J(A,P)). We set also I@“ = (e)“. 
7.2. Note that, if Z? is a &*-group of &*-quotient H having P as a nor- ” 
ma1 p-subgroup and v: H + AZ a I*-group homomorphism extending the 
structural homomorphism P + AT, v induces first a group homomorphism 
H+FA(P,) (cf. 2.15.3) and then a &*-group isomorphism fir&‘. 
Moreover, we have z)y=pA(PY) and the A*-group homomorphism 
i,(P,): i?&Py)” +pA(PB) (cf. 6.11 and 6.14) induces a /*-group 
isomorphism 
7.2.1 I?,( PJ” z Ez)” 
mapping (s,(a), x) E &(Py) on (6, a)-’ E E?), whtre x is an ejement of 
N&P,), a an element of (AP)* such that q(P) = s7,(cx) for any CEA~ (i.e., 
acting as x on A(P,)), b the element of N,;,(P) such t~at~~(~)=~~(~~ .x I 
a-‘&(l) (cf. Proposition &lo), 6 the image of h in N,~,(P)/ 
and X the image of x in EG(PY) (see 6.2, 6.6, and !&o&&i 
7.3. If L is a group and qx L + K a group horn0 
c~n~ider L endowed with the group horn~rno~~~~~ 9 0 p: L + F,.+(Py)p it is 
clear that q determines a /*-group horno~o~p~~~rn 4’: iY + I@ 
(6, x)EL~ on (6, ~(x))E J@y; note that, if L is a ~~~~r~~~ of K a 
inclusion map, we have LY c I@ and 4’ is again the 
oreover, if M is a group and $: AI-+ L a group homom 
In ~art~c~~ar, if R is a finite p’-group, the ~a~~~~ca~ ~ rn~rn~r~~~§~ 
P0M-p (cf. 4.5) determines a surjective R: ~-gr~~~ ~~~~rnor~~~s~ lo 
PD I?? --t 1%‘ which has a kernel that we identify with P (CL 
s~rni~ar~~, we identify P 0 &/P with &. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the followin 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let K be a finite p’-group endowed with Q group 
~o~~~o~p~i~~ p: K -+ FA(P,). There is a unique k *-group ~xo~~~p~~~~ 
7.4.2 k-9 -9 NAy(P)/P~ (1 + +I,‘)) and dP.41 iJ(‘q)B 
happing respectively (8, s) E &? on 15, and u E P on u s 1. 
Remark 7.5. If v and v’ are representatives of C; which in 
homomorphisms from PO I@ to NAY(P) co~~at~~~~ wit
homomorphisms 7.4.2, there is b E f + J(A,P) such that V’(X) = V(X)” for any 
x E F 0 I@. Indeed, in any event there is such an e~~rne~t b in A:; then, fofor 
any u EP we have b . u = u. b and therefore, b ~~~o~gs to (A;)* = 0” I 
(1 -t- Jcq). 
lo As (a)Y can be considered as an extension of the group & by P (cf. Lemma 5.51, there 
is no confusion in writing PO &? instead of (%jY. 
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Remark 7.6. If v: PO& + N,?(P) is a group homomorphism com- 
patible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2, v is a I*-group 
homomorphism too. Indeed, by 7.4.2, v maps the image of A E R* in P 0 l@ 
on U. x(1 + b) E N,?(P) for some u E P and b.E.J(A,P); but for any ~12 0 
there is p E A * such that A = pp”; consequently, if v maps the image of p in 
P~@onz~~fi(l+c)~N~~(P)wherev~Pandc~J(A~), weget 
it follows easily that M = 1 and b = 0. 
7.7. With the notation of Proposition 7.4 above, we are especially 
interested in the Z-linear map res,,,et from A(A,) to A$(Po fi) (cf. 2.4.3 
and 5.13) induced by restriction through the /*-group exomorphism 7.4.1. 
Precisely, we denote by 
7.7.1 d&Aq4)+~0(P&) 
the composition of restriction from A(A) to A(A,) through the 
embedding y?: A, + Resz(A) with restriction from A!(A,) to A?&,(PoI?) 
through the o-algebra exomorphism C&(Po &‘) + A, induced by the 
A *-group exomorphism v”k above (i.e., d& maps the isomorphism class of an 
A-module M on the isomorphism class of A!( 1). A4 endowed with the 
0.+(P 0 &)-module structure defined by 2 0 m = f,(v(Z)) . m where 2 E P 0 @‘, 
m EJ$ 1) . A4, and v is a representative of v”;), and by 
7.7.2 rddi: A(A) + ~UT’~(P&) 
the composition of dg with the canonical map from JZ&,(PO&‘) to 
s%A$(Po@) (cf. 514.1). Now, for any virtual A-module Y, we say that 
d$( Y) is the decomposition (virtual) module of Y associated with P, and K; 
similarly, we say that rddi( Y) is a residual decomposition (virtual) module of 
K actually, we will prove later (cf. Lemma 8.10 or Theorem 11.5) that 
rdd&( Y) = 0 unless y is local. To justify this terminology, let us remark that 
when A = OG, K= {l}, P= (u), and y is local, the traces of u acting on 
A-modules give a map from BTA’O(P 0 &) to 0 mapping rddi( Y) on the 
generalized ecomposition number of Y (in Brauer’s sense) associated with 
uy (cf. 1.2.1). Finally note that, if L is a finite p’-group, cp: L + K is a group 
homomorphism, and we consider L endowed with the group 
homomorphism cp 0 p: L --+ F,(P,), we get 
7.7.3 resQyodZ;=d;. 
Proof of Proposition 7.4. Set i?= N,?(P) (cf. 2.158) as a /*-group (cf. 
Remark 5.3) and denote by N the l*-quotient of A (cf. 5.2) and by N the 
quotient of lV by the image of P; note that fi‘r ~es~(~~~(~?/~ + 
(I +J(A.$))). Denote by X the subgroup of Rx K of all pairs (a, s) where te 
is the image of a E A in Is, s belongs to K, and their images in N,JP)/P. 
(A:)* coincide (i.e., the exterior actions of a and p(s) on the image of $ in 
AT arc equal); clearly the map n: X+ K m ing (a, f) E w 052 s is a surjec- 
tive group homomorphism and Ker(x) = ( 1>> n E , + JcA;) ; mQreover~ the 
group homomorphism from I+ J(Ae) to Kerjn) mapping CE I+ J(AF) on 
(a, 1) has a finite kernel (since this kernel is the center of the image of P in 
AT). NOW, it follows from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.80 that X, r”c, and 7T fulfih 
the hypothesis of Proposition 4.6 and therefore there is a group 
homomorphism U: M -+X such that rzoo=id; t at is, CT maps SE pil on 
(z(s), S) where z is a group homomorphism fro g the 
canonical group homomorphism from K to iV,::( COlTI- 
position of p with the canonical group homomorphism 2.159 j. 
dering N as an extension of IV by the image of P in IV, it follows 
oposit~on 4.4 that there is a groin homomo~ hism v: P4C-+N 
compatible with z: K -+ R and with the ca~o~~ca~ group ~ornornorp~~s~ 
from P onto its image in N (mapping u E P on the image of u ‘1 in N); con- 
sequently, v is still compatible with the canonical group ~ornorno~~h~s~s 
from K to N,I(P)JP. (A,“)* and from P to the image of P ~ 
Then it is clear that PO l8’ z Res,(fi) (since fir 
(I+~(~~)))) and therefore there is a ~~~gro~~ 
v”: PO fi’ -+ fi lifting v (cf. 5.7) which is ~om~atib~c with the ca~o~~ca~ 
bomomorp~isms 7.4.2. This proves the existence of 74.2. 
Assume that 8’: P 0 if? + A,* is a A *-group ~ornornor~~is~ which induces 
a group homomorphism PO & -+ N,,(P) compatible with the cano~~ca~ 
~omomorp~~sms 7.4.2. Since Im(v^‘) &V,,(P), we may consider i’ as a 
~*-group homomorphism from PO I? to fi; then $’ induces a grou 
homomorphism v’: P 0 K -+ N which itself induces a group ~~rnQrn~r~~~s~ 
T’: Z lifting the canonical group homomorphism from 
lt’.4 B* (A;)*. Consequently the map ET’: K-+ % 
(z’(s), s) is a group homomorphism such that aoc’= id, and by 
Proposition 4.6 and Remark 4.7 there is h E 1 + A;) such that T’(S) = r(s)’ 
for any s 6 AT, where 5 is the image of b in r;;i. ewe we may assume that 
Y = T after a suitable modification of the choice of the representative in the 
/*-group exomorphism of v^‘. Then vi: $0 K-+ N is corn 
z: dy--+ N and with the canonical group ~omomor~bism from $ to its image 
in N; consequently, by Proposition 4.4 we get F’= v” and tber~~orc~ G’
delves the same &*-group exomorph~sm as G. 
7.8. A last remark. If we modify the choice of the embedded afgebra 
associated with P,, we know that the &*-group 6 0 I@ is replace 
~sorno~~~~c one with a canonical isomorphism (cf. Proposition 6.8, 6.14, 
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and 7.1). It is easily checked that, if we identify the new &*-group with 
PO @’ through this canonical isomorphism, the new &*-group 
exomorphism 7.4.1 is the composition of v”$ with the unique 
exoisomorphism from (A,, Tyr;> to the new embedded algebra (cf. 213.1). 
8. GENERALIZATION OF BRAUER’S SECOND 
MAIN THEOREM TO VIRTUAL MODULES 
8.1. Let G be a finite group, A an interior G-algebra, and H a subgroup 
of G having a normal Sylow p-subgroup P; set if= H/P and denote by K 
the image of R in &t(P); clearly Kr H/P. O,(H) = H/P I C,(P) and 
therefore K acts on gA(P) stabilizing S?SfA(P); denote by YA(PJR and 
~c?~~(P)” the corresponding sets of K-fixed points. In this section, for any 
virtual it-modufe Y, we will compute the residue rc2,( Y) (cf. 3.1) in terms 
of the residues rd&( Y) (cf. 7.7.2) of the decomposition virtual modules 
d;(Y) (cf. 7.7.1) where y runs over the set ~~A(PfK (and therefore Kc 
EG(Py) c FA(Py) by 2.155 and 2.15.7). 
8.2. For any y E~~(P)~, setting $,JPy) = N,(P,)/P, the multiplicity ^ 
algebra A(P,) (cf. 2.10) has a canonical structure of interior NJ<,)-algebra 
(cf. 6.4); but the R*-group homomorphism i,(P,): ~,(P,)“--+FA(P,) (cf. 
6:’ 1 and 6.14) induces a R*-group isomorphism (cf. 6.6 as:.l) 
rn,(P,) z RG(P,)yo; consequently, A ( Py ) becomes an interior Nc( Py)yo- 
algebra; then, since I?c ili,(Py), we have Z-linear maps induced by restric- 
tion (cf. 5.20.1) 
8.2.1 res,+o: k+‘(A(P,)) -+ Al(&) and rd+o: dZ(A(P,)) -+ ~~~(~~. 
But on one hand, A( Py ) is a simple R-algebra and therefore ~~~(~(~~~) = 
(Z,,> and d(A(P,)) = Z + Z, (cf. 24.1); on the other hand, w is a p’-group 
and therefore the functor A@, ( ) induces a Z-module isomorphism (cf. 
Proposition 5.15) 
and we identify each with the other through this isomorphism. So, we get a 
particular element of &‘J&(~~~), namely the residue rd,+o(Z,) (cf. 520.1); 
note that rd,.+(Z,) # 0 only if A is elementary and I?“’ 2 &‘* x I? (cf. 
Corollary 5.18). 
8.3. As @ and PO & are respectively isomorphic to quotients of I$@ 
and I? (since PO Kr H/U,.(H) by Proposition 4.4), composing the map 
with the Z-bilinear map J&(P) x J&( 
tensor product (cf. 5.13.1), and identifying 
we get a Z-bilinear map 
8.3.1 &&i&q x “4&(P&) -+ %44&( 
we still denote by ZQ Y the image of (Z9 Y) where ZE 
0 I@‘); similarly, it follows from 5.9.2, 5.142, 5.14.3, 
ces a Z-bilinear map 
and we denote again by rd(Z) @ rd( Y) the image of (&(Z), rd( Y))y so t 
8.3.3 rd( z Q Y) = rd( z y Q rd( rg, 
w~~~~~ rd( Y), rd(Z), and rd(Z@ Y) are respectively the residues of Y? Z, 
and Z@ Y. In particular, for any YE .&(A), ~~~;o(~~,)~r~~~~ Y) is an 
element sf %&(W). 
e may now state the main result of this section. 
~~~~~~ 8.5. Note that the left-hand member of 8.4.1 only depends on 
the ornate of Y in JHO(H) by the restriction map whereas the right-~a~ 
member depends on the interior H-algebra structure of A. ~oreove~~ i 
each term of the right-hand member, the l~ft-~a~~ factor does 
on Y but only on A. 
~e~~~~ 8.6. Actually Theorem 8.4 has a natural generalization to 
k*-group 6 and an interior &algebra. To state it we should just replace 
by fi and kyo by 16 * kYo in 8.4.1, where I? is a d*-subgroup of C? with 
A*-quotient H having a normal Sylow ~-s~~~~~u~ P; R is the quotient 
P and, identifying P with its unique lifting to & (cf. Lemma 5.5), 
soup e/P. To prove it we could employ either Lemmas 8.8 and 8.9 
~~~~os~tio~ 5.22, or Theorem 8.4 applied to a suitable finite subgr 
6’ of G (cf. Lemma 5.5) as we do in the proof of ~~eo~ern Il.5 below. 
omit this point of view for the sake of s~rn~~~c~t~. 
a& 8.7. Equalities 1.2.1 follow easily from equalities 8.4.1 above 
assume that A=A, and H=(M); then P=(u), K=(lj, and 
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there are canonical isomorphisms i7 2 (3) and 3 z R * x W for any 
y E TPA( (u)); hence, by 8.3.3 and 8.4.1 we have 
In particular, with evident notation, we get 
but it is clear that tr,(Z,) = q,(s), where ‘py is the Brauer character of the 
AC,(u)-module A((u),)s,(j) for any J’EY, it is easily checked that 
tr*(d~~~(Y)) = x.%4, and we have tr,( Y)=x(us), where x is the ordinary 
character of Y. 
First of all we will prove the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let L be a finite PI-group and B an L-algebra. 
(i) There is a maximal ~-semisimple subalgebra S of B ~~~hich s 
L-stable. 
(ii) If s’ is an L-stable LO-semisimple subalgebra of B, there is 
b E 1 + .I(BL) such that S’ c Sb. 
ProoJ: Let X be the semidirect product of 1-t J(B) and L, and E the set 
of maximal O-semisimple subalgebras of B. By 25.1 and Lemma 4.10, the 
groups 1+ J(B), L and X, and the set E fulfill the hypothesis of 
Corollary 4.8; hence statement (i) and statement (ii) assuming that s’ is 
maximal follow from Corollary 4.8 (since J(B)L = J(BL) by 2.9.4). If s’ is 
not (necessarily) maximal, B’= S-!-J(B) is an L-stable subalgebra of B 
such that J(B’) = J(B), s’ is clearly a maximal @semisimple subalgebra of 
B’, and there is b’E 1 + J(B) such that s’ c Sb’ (cf. 2.5.1), so that A” is a 
maximal 6%semisimple subalgebra of Sb’ n B’ too; hence, any maximal 
@semisimple subalgebra of Sn B’ is still maximal in B’ and the lemma 
follows from the argument above successively applied to Sn B’ and B’. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let I be a finite group having a normal Sylow p-subgroup Q, 
and B an I-algebra such thaw the unity is primitive in BQ. 
(i) There is a maximal Q-stable O-semisimple commutative subalgebra 
T of B which is I-stable. 
(ii) If T’ is a maximal Q-stable O-semisimple commutative subalgebra 
of B which is I-stable, there is b E 1+ f(B’) such that T’ = Tb. 
Proof: Set L = I/Q; let X be the semidirect product of 1 + .I(Bo) and L, 
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and E the set of maximal Q-stable O-semisimple commutative subalgebras 
of B. By 2.9.3 and Lemma 4.10, the groups I+ J(BQ), k, an 
.E fulfill the hypothesis of Corollary 4.8 (since (&Q)* = 
hence, as J(BQ)L = J(B’) (cf. 2.9.4), the lemma follows fr 
PuooJ of Theorem 8.4. By Lemma 8.8 (applied to B and A’ considered 
as an R-algebra) there is a maximal O-semisimple ubalgebra S of AP 
which is R-stable. Now H (or the I*-group R* x H), 
the hypothesis of Proposition 5.22 and therefore, wit 
proposition (replacing @ by /* x H), that we will freely use in the sequel of 
this proof, we have 
.4.2 rd$ Y) = 1 rd$,(Z,) 0 rd,$(d,( Y)). 
CEEH 
But the canonical homomorphism A y ~ “pAcpj A(P,) induces an 
-algebra isomorphism lBa Sr rl[.,EYApR(p and therefore, a bijection 
between YA(P) and the set E of primitive ide 
(P)” onto EH. Moreover, if y E PA(P)” m 
-algebra homomorphism 48, Se ?z A(P,) 
homomorphisms iA( EG(Py)’ --+FA(PY) (cf. 6.11 and 6.14) and 
fiG(Py) iz Res NCcP;,,(&(Py)) (cf. 6.6) induce a 
.& ET i?” mapping .?-’ E I? on (6, x) ~ ’ where x is 
the element of A, such that 
8.4.3 f,(h) =.L,( 1) .x .,e(,e)-’ f,(l), 
and 6 the image of b in N,?(P)/P. (1 + J(AF)) (cf. 5.22 and 7.2). 
Then, on one hand, it is easily checked that restriction through t 
corresponding A *-group homomorphism I? --+ fi’ 
J&~,,(~~~) on resg,(Z,) E A$(&) and therefore, rd,;o( 
rdg(Z<,) E .m&(fF) (cf. 5.20). 
0n the other hand, we may assume that f,( 1) = i, ; in that case, as 
(&‘)O z fiY (cf. 5.9.2) and A, z Ce by 2.5.4 applied to eAe, Se, t,, an 
“Q induces a &*-group homomorphism Y: y -+ AJ! and it follows 
.4 and 8.4.3 above that v maps (6, X) E I? on b E A,* (since ‘E maps 
(i;, x) on x T(F) 1 E Ce, which maps on b E AT 2.5.4 and 84.3). 
oreover, for any x E O,.(H) we have (I, X) E Ker(v); 
an G-semisimple algebra, the image of 00 
O-semisimple subalgebra (cf. 2.5.2) and there 
Lemma 8.8); consequently, (10 (x . e), x) belongs 
es,((AOO Se)*)) and is mapped on x .e by i’ 
-element in (Se)* lifting l@(x.e)); then, as i,.~~(x. 
follows again from 8.4.3 that the &*-group ~somo~phis~ 
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(l@(x.e),x))‘EeI? on (1,x)~k’ and therefore that v((l,x))=l. 
Finally, as H/O,.(H) r P 0 K (cf. Proposition 4.4), v factorizes through a 
i&*-group homomorphism PO l@’ -+ A$ which induces a group 
homomorphism P 0 I?? -+ N,?(P) clearly compatible with the canonical 
homomorphisms 7.4.2 (recall that P c Ker(Q’)); consequently, restriction 
through the corresponding 1 *-group homomorphism I$’ + P 0 @ maps 
dX( Y) E d$(Po@‘) on res$(d,( Y)) E k$(‘I?) and therefore, rdd;( Y) E 
LJL&~~(Po B?) on rd$(d,( Y)) (cf. 5.20). Now, 8.4.1 follows from 8.4.2 and the 
lemma below. 
LEMMA 8.10. With the notation above, if y EYE” is not local then 
r&i&(Y) = 0. 
Proof Choosing jE y, we may assume that A, =jAj and that y? is the 
exomorphism determined by the inclusion jAj c A. Let v: P o if? -+ (jAj)* be 
a /*-group homomorphism which induces a group homomorphism 
P 0 k + NA,( P) compatible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2 and 
consider jAj endowed with v as an interior P 0 k-algebra. On one hand, we 
may assume that Y is the isomorphism class of an A-module M and then 
d&(Y) is the isomorphism class of the O.JPo I@)-module Res,(j. M) (cf. 
7.7.1). On the other hand, by Lemma 8.9 applied to PO K and jAj con- 
sidered as a P 0 K-algebra, there is a maximal P-stable B-semisimple com- 
mutative subalgebra T of jAj which is P 0 K-stable and therefore, denoting 
by F the set of primitive idempotents of T, we have the following P 0 k’- 
stable decomposition of j . M, 
j.Mr @ f.M, 
.fs F 
moreover, P acts transitively on F (since j is primitive in AP) and if y is not 
local then IFI # 1 (cf. 2.9.3); in this case, Res,( j.M) is an O*(Po @)- 
module induced from a proper k *-subgroup, namely the stabilizer of fE F 
in Poti. 
9. THE SIMPLE ALGEBRA CASE: 
ON THE STRUCTURE OF RESIDUAL GREEN RINGS 
9.1. Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G with a normal Sylow 
p-subgroup P, R the quotient H/P, and K the image of R in Aut(P). 
Applying Theorem 8.4. when A is the full Co-endomorphism algebra of an 
indecomposable @G-module, we get the following characterization of 
vertices. 
9.3. y 
with ~~~~atib~e J&(R)- and ~~~(~)~a~~eb~a structures (a 
with compatible A&(K)- and %&k&(K)-algebra str~etures); o
pose now is to show that LJL$‘&(H) is a free 
~~~~~~~~~Qsab~e OH-module, set A = End,( 
denote by X the isomorphism class of M; s 
pAcpj A(P,))” (cf. 2.83) and therefore, the unity being ~r~rn~t~ve 
is transitive on PA(P); ~o~se~~~~t~~, either Y&{P)= 
S?&(P) = PA(F) and rdH(X) 20 implies i5?*PA(P)l = 1 by ~b~or~rn 8.
denote by JJm&%(H) the set of X~~~~~(~) §U 
by ~~~(~) t&e ~-s~~bmodu~e of k&(H) 
9.X8, if XE Ad,(H) - ~~~~(~) aeon ads = 8 
and that A&,*(P) is just the set of isornor~~i~ classes of i~de~om~osa 
~~~rn5~~les with vertex P. Moreover, Aut(P) acts on $&L,(P) 
“~~~~(~~) and as usual we denote by ~&.d$(pS)~ the set of K-f& 
of ~~~~(F). Finally, if XE$&!,*(H) we have by ~e~~~t~o~ jA?PA(P)( = 
liPA(P)j = I, which is equivalent to 
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9.4. Let Y be an element of JGM!,*(P)~ and N an (indecomposable) OP- 
module in Y; setting B = End,(N) as interior P-algebra, P has a unique 
local point on B that we still denote by Y, and by 2.16.2 we have 
KcF,(P.). Then, as in 7.1, we denote by k”, I!?‘, I?‘, and PO&’ the 
corresponding k*-groups associated with P,, and as in 7.7.1 we denote by 
9.4.1 d,y: A(B) + A?‘~(Po it’) 
the Z-linear map induced by restriction through the ,&*-group 
exomorphism S:: PO i? -+ B* (cf. 7.4.1); in particular, still denoting by Y 
the isomorphism class of N as a B-module, di( Y) is an element of 
A$(Po k”) and we denote by rddi( Y) its residue. Note that, by 7.2 and 
Proposition 7.4, N can be extended to an OH-module if and only if 
fi’r R* x H (recall that HE PO I? by Proposition 4.4), or equivalently 
I?‘z’R* x R (cf. Lemma 5.5); that is, Y belongs to Au!~(P)~ if and only 
if the set Hom,,(kY, R*) is not empty; in that case, for any 
p E Hom,,(gY, R*) we respectively denote by 2, and Z; the canonical 
images of p in J&,(Z?‘) and ~O(Z?yo) (cf. 5.19). 
9.5. Since Z%” and P 0 I?’ are respectively isomorphic to quotients of 
fiY” and tiY, we get as in 8.3 a commutative diagram of Z-bilinear maps 
9.5.1 
(cf. 5.9.2, 5.13.1, 5.14.2, 5.14.3, and 5.17) and we still denote by Z@&(Y) 
and rd(Z) @ rddg( Y) the images of (Z, di( Y)) and (rd(Z), rddjJ( Y)) where 
ZE A&(I?‘“) and rd(Z) is the residue of Z; in particular, if YE h~d,*(P)~ 
and p E Hom,*(kY, R*) we set 
9.5.2 rddg( Y) = rd( Zp” )@ rddi( Y). 
Similarly, we get from 5.9.2, 5.13.1, 5.14.2, and 5.14.3 a commutative 
diagram of Z-bilinear maps 
which endows respectively AO(ky”) and !?&A%‘~(~‘) with compatible 
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J&,(R)- and B?AIC(I?)-module structures; note t 
modules are free of rank one (cf. 5.19). 
THEOREM 9.6. With the notation aboe;e 
(i) For any YE JGzdg(P)” the correspondence 
Z E A&,(~‘“) on Z @ di( Y) is a bijection between 
of XE.&A~(H) such that res:(X)=iazY for sOme m> 
J&‘;(H) is an A8(R)-submodule of .JZ&(H) and there is 
module isomorphism 
9.6.1 0 Ao(fi’) z A;(H) 
Y t .YdC*(P)K 
mapping ZEJ&,(I?~~) on Z@djI(Y) for any Y~9Ga;rd,$(P)~. 
(ii) The ,@A$(d;i)-algebra 2A$(H) is afree ~~~~(~)-rnod~~e and any 
Sami4 irddP,(Y)) YE.lxdF(P);2 where for any YEAMZ!~(P)~ we choose 
om,.(8”, 4*), is an B&CC(A)-basis of~JIC~( 
Remark 9.7. We have (cf. 5.14.4, 5.19, and 9.52) 
9.7.1 i!4?.Aco( R) . rddP,( Y) = %A&( I?““) 0 rdd;( Y) 
for any YEA&~(P); and any p E Hom,*(fi’, d*), 
.6RA$(R)-submodule LJL&‘~(R) . rdd$( Y) does not d 
of p. 
emark 9.8. Note that by Theorem 8.4 we have 
9.8.1 R&(H) = c &?AI’~( 
YE Ydp*(P)K 
if M is an OH-module, it follows from thi;s theorem apphe 
interior H-algebra A = End,(M) that 
rd&V = 1 rdp(Z y) @ rddi( Y), 
YE Yd,*(P)K 
where X is the isomorphism class of M an we identify ,rPPA(P) with its 
canonical image in A&X(P), setting Z,= 0 for any 
LFPA( P). That is, as RAG!JI+‘“) # (0) implies 
Corollary 5.18) which is equivalent to YE J&&$( I”, (cf. 9.4), we know 
already from 9.7.1 and 9.8.1 that any family (rdd$( Y) > YEyndbCPj;, where 
for any YEAz~$(P)$ we choose p ~Horn,*(fi~, I*), 
RA$(~)-module ?K..A&(H). But this argument is useless in 
Theorem 9.6. 
To prove the theorem above we need, in t e G-module case, the 
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following general fact on interior G-algebras concerning source algebras (cf. 
2.14) and multiplicity modules (cf. 6.4). If A is an interior G-algebra and y a 
point of P on A, recall that by 8.2 the multiplicity algebra A(P,) has a 
canonical structure of interior @‘“-algebra where W= N,(P,)/P. 
LEMMA 9.9. Let B be an interior P-algebra such that YcY~(P) = 
.!Y’(P) = (y } and m, = 1, and V an indecomposable projective R, @‘-module 
where y still denotes the point of P on Ind,G(B) containing 10 1 Q 1 
and R = N,(P,)/P. There are an interior G-algebra A and an embedding 
g: B --+ Resg(A), unique up to a unique exoisomorphism, such that 
PA(G)= {a}, m, = 1, P, is a defect pointed group of G,, and A(P,) z 
End,(V) as interior @“-algebras where y still denotes the point of P on A 
containing g( 1). 
Remark 9.10. Note that by 2.15.5 the group Iz7 is just the inverse image 
of FB(Py) in N,(P) = N,(P)/P, which supplies definitions of ?V and k’ 
independent of Indz( B). 
Remark 9.11. Let A be an interior G-algebra and y a point of P on A; 
assume that Y’(G) = (cI>, m, = 1, and P,, is a defect pointed group of G,, 
and set m= N,(P)/P and A(P,) g End,( V,); then the interior P-algebra A, 
and the A,%‘“-module V, fulfill the hypothesis of Lemma 9.9, whereas A 
and the embeddingT+ A, -+ Resg(A) fulfill the conclusion. Indeed, by 2.14.4 
and Proposition 6.18 we may identify y with the point of P on Indg(A,) 
containing 10 10 1, and by 6.4 the 1,@-module VY is indecomposable 
and projective. 
ProoJ: We prove first the uniqueness part. Let A and A’ be interior 
G-algebras and g: B -+ ResF(A) and 2’: B -+ Resz(A’) embeddings uch that 
both pairs (A, 2) and (A’, g’) fulfill the conclusion of Lemma 9.9. Set 
PA(G)= (a} and Y;(G)= {a’}, and still denote by y the points of P on A 
and A’ respectively containing g( 1) and g’( 1) (there is no confusion by 
Proposition 6.18 and Remark 9.10 above). Since P, is a defect pointed 
group of G, and G,., there are embeddings 3 A + Indg(B) and 
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commutes (cf. 2.14.4); now, still denoting by L? and 01’ t
Indz(B) containing respectively f (1) and f'(I), (A, 7 
embedded algebras respectively associated with G, 
hypothesis, there are interior &O-algebra 
End,( I’) z A’(P,) and therefore 01 = N’ by 2.12.3 and 6~4; co~sequent~y~ b 
213.1 there is a unique exoisomorphism z: A’ --+ A such that 7’ =70 h BPB 
therefore; by 9.9.1 above we have 
9.92 Wets.;(y) 0 Res$!(X) 0s’ = Resz(“) ~2’ = fess ~g; 
so, we get from 2.3.3, 2.12.2, and 9.9.2 above that es@) 0 ,ij’ = 8 and, as 
19(A)] = IP( = IiF’(A’)l by 9.9.1 above, the uniqueness of h follows from 
2.3.4 and 2.12.2. 
Set (Indz(B))(P,) zz End,( IV,) and consider IVY as a .&,&0-module. 
Similarly; to prove the existence part it sufhces to prove the existence of a 
point a of G on Ind$?(B) such that P, is a defect pointed group of 6, and 
the bijection induced by sY (cf. 6.4) maps a on the isomor~~ism class of 
ct summands of W, containing I’; indeed, by Re 
--f IndF(B) associated with such a po 
the conclusion of the lemma. But the existence of s 
2.4.2, 6.4, and the following lemma (since B(P,) g R and we have the 
interior @/‘-algebra isomorphism Ind$?“(A) z En 
LEMMA 9.12. Let B he an interior P-algebra and y a local point of P on 
. Assume that for any y’~ 3YB(B)- (yl we have FB(Pg, P,,)n 
E,(P, P) = @ (i.e., there is no element in Fs(P,, P,‘) comi~g~rom the action 
of N&P) on P). Still denote by y the point of P on Ind~(B) cont~~~~~g 
1 @y 0 1 and set IV= N,(P,)JP. Then there is an interior f&“-algebra 
isomorphism 
(Indz(B))(P,) z Ind$‘(B(P,)j 
mapping sy( 10 b 0 1) on 10 s,(b) 0 1 for any b E 
ProoJ: Since y is local, it is easily checked that we 
s,(Tr~(l@ 10 l))=Trp(P)(s,(l 0 10 1)) 
in (Ind$!(B))(P,); but, for any XE ) and any y’E 
sy(x 0 y ’ 0 x - ’ ) # 0 implies y’ = y” where y denotes the point o 
IndF(B) containing 10 $0 1; hence y’ is local and the image of x- t 
&t(P) belongs to E,(P,, P,.); so, it follows from 2.155, 216.1, a 
hypothesis that x E NG(Py). Consequently, TrFr l(Sy(f @ 10 1)) is the unity 
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in (IndF(B))(P,) and by 2.14.2 it suffices to prove that the correspondence 
mapping b E BP on sy( 1 @b @ 1) induces a I-algebra isomorphism 
B(P,)zs,(lO 10 l)(Indz(B))(P,) s,(l@ 1 Q 1); 
but it is clear that the canonical embedding a:(B): B -+ Res: Indz(B) (cf. 
2.14.1) induces such an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 9.6. (i) Let N be an (indecomposable) OP-module 
in YE~~,$(P)~ and set B= End,(N) as interior P-algebra; since 
Kc FB(Py) (cf. 2.16.2), there is a 4 *-group homomorphism (cf. 
Proposition 7.4) v: P o k-’ --+ B* which induces a group homomorphism 
P 0 Z?’ + N,(P) compatible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2 and 
in particular, v extends the interior P-algebra structure; from now on, we 
consider B endowed with v as an interior PO KY-algebra and then N 
becomes an 0.+( P 0 gY)-module with isomorphism class equal to dz( Y) (cf. 
7.7.1). 
Let V be an (indecomposable) 0.+ fiY”-module in ZE A&,(fiYo) and set 
S = End,( I’) as interior fi ‘O-algebra. Since P 0 g’ and By0 are respectively 
isomorphic to quotients of A’ and Ai”‘, we may respectively consider B 
and S as interior a’- and @Y”-algebras. Then S Q0 B becomes an interior 
H-algebra (cf. 5.9.2 and 5.10) and V@, N an OH-module (since 
End,( V@, N) g SO0 B), and it is easily checked that, for any subgroup Q 
of P, we have 
(SO, B)Q = So0 BQ and (SO, B)(Q) z So0 B(Q); 
in particular P has a unique point on SO0 B, still denoted by Y, which is 
local, and (SO0 B)(P y) z End,(R 0, V) as interior fiyO-algebras. So, since 
for any XE %‘soc, .W) we have P,c H, and therefore P, is a defect poin- 
ted group of H,, it follows that VOO N is an indecomposable OH-module 
(cf. 6.4) and its isomorphism class 20 d:(Y) belongs to Au!;(H). 
Conversely, let X be an element of 9&!,*(H) such that resF(X) = mY 
and M an (indecomposable) OH-module in X, set A = End,(M) as interior 
H-algebra and A( P y) E End,( v,), and consider P, as a R, fiYo-module; 
then 8, is an indecomposable projective A,&“‘-module (cf. 6.4), hence a 
simple one, and assuming that F,z 100 V as A,3F-modules, we have 
X= Z@ di( Y) by Lemma 9.9 applied to the canonical embeddings from B 
to ResF(A) and ResF(S@, B) (since A yz Res$““Y(B) 2 (SOa B) y as 
interior P-algebras and A(P y) g End,(R@, V) z (SO, B)(P,) as interior 
fi ‘“-algebras over R). 
(ii) By 5.13.4 the k’,,(i7)- mo u e d 1 iso~or~~~~rn 9.6.8 induces an . 
rnap~i~~ rd(Z) E &L&!&?yO) on rd(Z)@ rddi( Y) br any YE At 
which is surjective since A,“(H) maps onto .@U!~T(%i’) by 9. 
hand, by Corollary 5.18 we have SLS&(I?~“) z (O} only if 
~q~~va~e~tl~ PE &zd,h(P)$ (cf. 9.4); moreover, if 
~~mQdule .~~~(~~,*~ is free of rank one an 
.~~~(~~-basis for any p E ~orn~*(~‘, .J*) (cf. 5.19), So, it 
that the .~~~~?(~)-module homomorphism 9.62 is inj 
this is eq~~~a~ent to proving the inclusion 
96.3 
where rd, and rdayo are respectively the canonical maps 
ping XES%zd,(H) on X or 0 according as 
statement (i) above); clearly d,*(N) n ~er(~~~~ c 71& 
will prove that ~~(Ker(r~~)~ is container in the right-h 
9.63. Let N’ be a proper subgroup of EB, x’ an element of 
1%’ an (~~de~omposab~e~ ~~‘-module in X’; set A’ = ~~d~(~~ as ~~t~r~or 
~-a~~eb~a and A = ~nd~,(~‘~ (i.e., A r ~~d~(~~~~,(~~~~. 
Assume first that iS?YA(P)\ = 1; then we have PC P-p’ and LX?~~.(hzp) = 
9$(P) (cf. 214.3); consequently, x’ belongs to ~G~d,*(bd’) and tberefQr~ 
re$‘(X’j = mY where YE&-2dm*(P)” (cf. 9.32); Inerkce, by state 
have Y = Z’ 0 _d$( Y) where Z’ E &d,(fi “1, 
image sf ’ in Aut(P); so, by 5.13.4 and 7.7.3 we get 
indg(X’) = indz,z(Z’) @ biji( Y) 
and in ~art~c~~ar, ind$(X’) E &$(U) (since J&(I!?~‘)@ 8;(Y) c &,$( 
9.61); hence, ~~(ind~,(~)~ belongs to Ker(vtlgro) @ 
~j~a~~y, assume that 1 LYYA(P)J # 1; if Up,(P) = @ it is dear 
~*(~~d~,(~‘~~ =O; if LT@~(P) f 0 we have PC H’ (cf. 214.3) 
acts transitively on ~~~(P~ (cf. 2.102 and 214.3); hence, for any 
) either YY&(P)= 0 or S?~+(P)= L+‘&(P) and t~~~efor~~ 
~~(i~~~,(~~) = 0 in both cases. 
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COROLLARY 9.13. (i) If f;i is a non-cyclic elementary group, 9?AO(H) 
is a non-trivial torsion Z-module. 
(ii) Zf R is a cyclic group, 9&~2’~(H) is a non-trivial free Z-module. 
ProoJ: Clearly 9&,d$(P)~ # @ since it contains the isomorphism class 
of trivial Lop-modules of rank one. Moreover, if H is a non-cyclic elemen- 
tary group, S%‘JZO(H) is a non-trivial torsion Z-module by Proposition 3.5 
and [S]; if H is a cyclic group, S&A&(H) is a non-trivial free Z-module by 
Proposition 3.13. Now the corollary follows from Theorem 9.6. 
9.14. If Kis cyclic we have &‘=A* x Kfor any YEA&$(P)~ (cf. 5.19) 
and therefore, Azd,*(P)$= Azd$(P)” (cf. 9.4) and for any 
YE A&,“(P)” the A&(H)-module &‘&(H”) is free of rank one (cf. 5.19). 
Moreover, note that all the results on H apply to PO K, and it is clear that 
restriction maps J%‘~(Po K) into k!,*(H) and induces an &L+&(K)-algebra 
homomorphism from &?J~‘~(P~ K) to LR&‘~(H) (cf. 3.11.1). 
COROLLARY 9.15. Zf K is cyclic, restriction induces an A&(A)-module 
isomorphism 
9.15.1 J&lm @MO(K) ~;(PoK)~A$(H) 
and an .9kA’O(8)-algebra isomorphism 
9.15.2 ~JGlm R%&(K) WAo( P 0 K) z L&A$( H). 
ProoJ: By Theorem 9.6 the J&(A)-module A&(H) @AOkio(K) A~(Po K) 
and the %A?O(H)-module .&Q&,(H) OyeADcK) WA$(PO K) are both free, and 
the homomorphisms induced by restriction from the first to &g*(H) and 
from the second to &kO(H) (cf. 9.14 above) both induce bijective maps 
between the canonical bases exhibited in Theorem 9.6. 
9.16. In the general case, to discuss a result analogous to isomorphism 
9.15.2 (which will naturally imply this isomorphism), we need some 
notation and comments. First of all recall that when W is elementary 
restriction induces an isomorphism &A&‘~( H/[ H, O,,(H)] ) E ,%k&,( H) (cf. 
Proposition 3.12); consequently, set A= H/[H, O,,(H)] and consider 
A = @i? as an interior H-algebra; since A(P) g /CR(P) (cf. 2.9.2) and 
C,(P) = Z(P) . Z(H) where we identify P with its image in it, by 2.10.1 we 
have L?9’A(P)K=2’9A(P) and we may identify 2’pA(P) with the set U of 
K-fixed elements of Hom(O,(H), A*); then, it follows from Theorem 8.4 
applied to the interior H-algebra A that, for any XE A&(H), we have 
9.16.1 rdH(X) = c rd..+(Z,) 0 rddg(X). 
WEU 
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ut by 3.11.1, 5.9.2, and 5.14.2 we have Z-bilinear maps 
~~~(K)x~~~(Po~~)--,~~~(Po~~), 
which respectively endow B~O(i?@) and BAD 
BY&(K)-module structures for any cp E U (cf. 
and 8.3.2 we get an B?ACq(R)-module homomo 
~onsequeutly, equalities 9.16.1 mean that the’ ~~~~~)-rnodule homo- 
morphism 9.16.2 is surjective. Now, on one wili exhibit a 
U-graded &MO(R)-algebra structure on the le ember of 9.862 
such that the map 9.16.2 becomes an &%&(R)-a 
the other hand we will describe how to co 
U-graded %&(I?)-algebra. 
9.17. Let us be more explicit in defining the J*-gro 
as A(P,) g 1 (cf. 2.9.2 and 2.10.1), it follows from 6.2, 
7.1 that the &*-group homomorphism i,(P,+,): .@,(I’, 
and 6.14) induces a &*-group isomorphism 
9.17.1 leg.* x H/~((PWL> 41..P,z~Op~(Hj 
(since (k* xH/{(~(z),uz)})"~k* xH/((cp(z)-",uz)}); now it is easii 
checked that the /*-group isomorphism 9.17.1 induces A*-grou 
homomorphisms 
9.17.2 f&pxfii and ~,:PxH+Pd?; 
the first one and the /*-group homomorphism A* x 
(A, X) E d* x H on A determine a /*-group bomomorph 
the second one defines by restriction an ~~~,(~)~rnod~~ 
(cf. 5.12.2 and 5.17.1) 
9.17.3 ~J%(m 09ulc,(K) 9Ltft?~(PO Rq -+ BAG(H). 
at the surjective P&A&(R)-module homomor~b~s 
through 9.17.2 
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9,18. Let us define a U-graded W&‘O(K)-algebra structure on 
@jpE ,, cS?J&,(FO I@‘); it is easily checked that, for any cp, cp’ E U, there is a 
unique 4 *-group isomorphism 
mapping ??,((A, x)) 0 ??,((A’, x)) on iz,,((U’, x)) where x E H and 
A, A/E&*; then, by 514.1, 9.17.2, and 9.18.1 we get an %X$,(K)-bilinear 
map 
9.18.2 
Clearly the family of these ~~~(~)-bilinear maps, where 9 and $ run 
over U, endows @ 9~ U ,T?&&‘~(P 0 I?) with a U-graded ~~~~K)-algebra 
structure, and since the diagram 
(pop) * (P”~‘“‘) 2 poR’P’P’ 
Iz,@ e,$ 
I I *VW 
(R*xH)*(R*xH) E A*xH 
commutes, the map 9.17.4 becomes an ~A&?)-algebra homomorphism. 
9.19. Denote by V the image by restriction of Hom(H, k*) in 
Hom(O,(H), A*); clearly Y is a subgroup of U and therefore 
6, yl E y BL&,(P 0 I?+‘) is a unitary subalgebra of $ ‘p E U ~~~(P o gq). Now 
note that, for any 9 E V, the map 72 a~ &* x IF--+ P 0 I? induces a I&*-group 
isomorphism 
9.19.1 ft,z: zJ* x (H/U,,(H)) z PO& 
mapping (A, 2) on Z,(A$(x))‘, X) where x is an element of H, 1 the image 
of x in H/O,,(H), and cp’: H--t d * a group homomorphism extending cp; 
then, identifying H/O,,(H) with PO K (cf. Proposition 4.4 or 9.19.1 applied 
to the trivial group homomorphism), there is a unique B&&,,(A)-module 
isomorphism 
mapping 1 @rd( Y) on r&Z,,) @rd(reskm,( Y)) where Y is an element of 
&&PO I?), ~$5~ thegroup homomorphism from R to A* induced by @, 2, 
the image of 9’ in A&(R)~ and rd( Y), rd(Z,‘), and ~~(res~~,(Y~) the
corresponding residues; it is easily checked that this isomorphism does not 
depend on the choice of CCP’, and the foflowing diagram, obtained from 
9.17.3 and 9.192, commutes (since (i?,,)-” 0 TT~P: k* x H-, ?e* x (~/~~,( 
is the canonical map). 
~~~a~~y, it follows from 9.182 that the family of ~~om~r~b~sms 9.192 when 
cp runs over V defines an ?&A&(R)-algebra homQmor~h~sm 
then, since the diagram 9.19.3 commutes for any cp E V, the f~~~ow~~~ 
diagrams obtained from 9.17.4, 9.19.4, and the ~~~c~~s~o~ k/c hi, commutes 
km. 
9.19.5 
ROPOSITION 9.20. Assume that R is ekmentary. With the ~~~t~t~~~ 
above 
(i) For any q E: U the map 9.17.3 is injective. 
(ii) The ~~~gra~ 9.19.5 is a path-0~~. 
I-%x$ (i) By Lemma 5.5 there is a finite s~bgro~ 
that &* . N6 = P 0 I?9 and such that the set Zb of z 
image of an element AZ of R” is contained in D( 
usual we set i;i6 = H’,/P; as in Proposition 5.1 
idempotent (l/lZ:,~)~,E,;~,z-’ of LoRIb, by E,: 
~dempotent map induced by multipIicatio~ by 
-+ S&UO(Prw) the idempotent map induced by Eq; then, by this prQ~~s~t~~~~ 
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we have BJZ&,(POI?+‘) E Im(R&); but, by Theorem 9.6 and Remark 9.7 
applied to H6, we have 
consequently, 
9.20.1 Im(N$)= C REq(WAq&yo) Q rdd,Y( Y)). 
YE &d$(P)$ 
Denote by A&,*(P)t_the set of YE Az~,*(P)~ such that there is a 
A*-group isomorphism Kq * RY” r R* x K. We claim that JJ&L$JP)~ c 
Ad,*(P)~, and that for any YE $;zd,*(P)~, either K!$,(L?L&~(~~‘“)@ 
rddL( Y)) =“O or YE Az~,*(P)~ and RE~(B’AO(k~yO) @ rddz( Y)) maps 
onto %?A$‘~( K) . vd&( Y) c BAo(P 0 &@) through the isomorphism (cf. 
Proposition 5.15) Im(RE6) z SLk’o(P~f?), where p E Hom,.(@‘*RY”,R*), 
2, is the image of p in A&(&’ * RY”), rd(Z,) is the residue of Z,, and we 
set 
rddp,( Y) = rd(Z,) Q rdg( Y). 
Indeed, the inclusion H6 c @ induces surjective group and A*-group 
homomorphisms 8:, -+ K and A* x pV -+ l@‘, and for any YG&u!,*(P)~~, 
the first induces a surjective /*-group homomorphism fiky -+ gy which 
together with the second induces a surjective A*-group homomorphism 
(cf. 5.9.2) 
9.20.2 kyo -+ R9 * 2'. 
Consequently, on one hand, if YEA&~(P)~ we have Hom,*(@’ * gFm, 
R*) # Qr and therefore, Hom,,(&bF, &*) # 0, so that Y belongs to 
Ad,*(P)$ (cf. 9.4). On the other hand, the composition of the &*-group 
homomor;hisms (cf. 5.9.2) 
induces an Lo-algebra homomorphism OH6 3 0* fibyO Q cO,(P o I?‘) map- 
ping e> on Fb@ 1 where eb= (l/lZ~l) CzeZ, A.,(l, z-‘) in 0*&P (cf. 5.7); 
then it is clear that 9.20.2 induces a surje&ve Co-algebra homomorphism 
cl* I+;yo --f 0*(@’ * k’“) and it is easily checked that this homomorphism 
maps “6 on the unity, so that restriction induces an O-algebra isomorphism 
2; o* Iqyo !z f9.+(I@ * ICY’) (since rank,(.F&0*&,‘) = I&Z61 = IKI = 
rank,(0.+(@ * R’“))). In particular, if S is a d,E7J+,Y”-module simple, either 
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2;. S= (0) or 2;. S= S and S has an evident &A*(k” * kYo)-module struc- 1 
ture; hence, denoting by E6: ~&(E;i6~‘) -+ k?JRbY”) the i 
induced by multiplication by PL and by FL: A&(!? * kyo) 
induced by restriction through 9.20.2, it is clear that Im(EV) = Im(Fbj 
that 
for any .ZE&(&,~“) (cf. 514.3). Now, as in ro~ositio~ 5.15, again 
denoting by F6: J&,(Po @) + J&(N~) the map induced by restriction and 
by RF;: BWc(P~I?+‘)-+BAo(NW) the map induced by F$, we get (cf. 
5.14.3) 
9.20.3 
lar, RI&( .%?A$( i?hyo) @ rddjJ Y)) # ( 
therefore, we have YE SGM!~(P 
E6(LK&~(~~yo) @rddi( Y)) maps 
through the isomorphism Im(REL) z 
So, we obtain from 9.20.1 and 9.20.3 
where for any YE Azd,*(P)~ we choose p E Hom,,(kV * 
rddp,( Y) = rd(Z,) 0 rddi( Y), rd(Z,) being the residue of t 
in ,A$,(@ * k’“); hence the family (10 rdd$( Y)> 
C&A&(W)-module &L&(Z?) OWAPCK) .C%Ao(Po &‘)~ 
x,dzCpj~ generates the 
ut we ket from 5.92 
and 9.17.2 a surjective R*-group homomorphism 
and therefore restriction induces an injective ma frcm 
ra(i@ * kYo, d*) to Hom,,(k”, &*); so, we have 
%(P)z (cf. 9.4) and the !%AO(~)-module homomorphism 9.17.3 ma 
1 @ rdd$( Y) on rdd@ Y) (cf. 9.5.2) where p E Homxg.(~Yo, R*) is the restric- 
tion of p through 9.205 (since Z, E A$,(@ * k’“) maps on Z, E .A?“( 
Consequently, the B.&&(R)-module homomorphism 9.17.3 induces an 
injective map from a generator set of BA0(i7)‘@o,,,,,, L%&(P 0 k?) i 
basis of .%X0(H) (cf. Theorem 9.6) and so, is injective. 
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(ii) Let R be the push-out corresponding to diagram 9.19.5 (i.e., the 
tensor product of S&A&(P) @WAOo(K) &A!‘O(Po K) and S?J&(R) @aAOc,(K) 
(0 ..u~~oo(p~~~)) over ~~d~)O,,,,,, (0..v~4(p~@7)), so 
that there is a unique &U&(B)-algebra homomorphism from R to 
S&A&(H) compatible with the diagram; now it suffices to prove that this 
homomorphism induces a bijection between a generator set of R and a 
basis of FE,&“(H) as .%?A$(if)-modules (cf. Theorem 9.6). 
But, for any cp E U and cp’ E V, the &Q&,(K)-bilinear map 9.18.2 is surjec- 
tive; indeed, by 9.19.1 there is p’~Hom~.(Po@‘, n*) and denoting by Z,, 
the image of p’ in J&,(P~&“), the residue rd(Z,,) is an invertible element 
of the &?A$,(K)-algebra @ ic y ~%U&,(Pofi) (since fi-‘zZ??’ by 9.17.1 
and Z;, @ Z,. is the unity by 5.19). Hence, if W is a set of representatives in
U for U/V, the image in R of the family (10 r&$( Y)} y where Y runs over 
the union IJ ‘Pt w~a!d,*(P)t generates R (cf. 9.20.4); moreover, the 
S!AO(H)-algebra homomorphism R -+ S&A&(H) clearly maps the image of 
10 rddp,( Y) in R on rd& Y) where p E Hom,,(&YO, A*) is the restriction of 
p through 9.20.5. Consequently, by Theorem 9.6 it suffices to prove that 
AM!,*(P); is the disjoint union of the family {JJPZ~,$(P)~},, W, which is a 
consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9.21. With the notation above, let Z? be a X*-group of 
&*-quotient K. Zf Res,(K) EX* x i7 there is cp E U such that Z?’ * Z?q E 
1*xKandforanycp’EUwehave~‘“*IZ’P’~~~xK~andonlyifcp’~cpV. 
ProoJ: It is well known (cf. [3, pp. 145, 1711) that the sequence 
1 --+ Hom(K, &*) --+ Hom(P, d*) - Hom(OJH), &*)K 
A HZ(K, R*) - H’(R, &*) 
defined by restriction and by the so-called connecting homomorphism 6 
mapping cp E Hom(O,(H), &*)K on the element of H2(K, R*) determined 
by I@ (cf. Remark 5.4 and 9.17.1) is exact, and the lemma follows from the 
exactness applied to Im(6) and Ker(G). 
Remark 9.22. If A is an interior G-algebra and y a K-fixed local point 
of P on A, it follows from 5.14.4 that the map 8.3.2 is actually an WAO(K)- 
bilinear map, where the S&A&(K)-module structure comes from 5.9.2, 
5.14.2, and 5.14.4 (see also 9.16.2); similarly, by 5.9.2, 5.14.2, and 5.14.4, 
.A$(&“) becomes an ,%&&JET)-module (see also 9.5.3). So, the map 8.3.2 
induces an S!A?J i7)-module homomorphism 
9.22.1 
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and we claim that this map is injective; indee bvisusly we may ass~rn~ 
that &Lf&(i?)# (O), which forces I@z4* x (cf. CorQ~~ary 5.18), 
then lemma 9.21 implies that &? * @’ z 6” x for some v, E U; in 
case 922.1 becomes up to isomorphjsm 9.17.3 and ~~ject~v~ty f ~~~ws from 
proposition 9.20. Note that this injectivity justices a ~os~@~~~~~ the rotation 
racy) @ rdf Y) in 8.3. 
Remark 9.23. Corollary 9.15 and Theorem 8.4 allow us to 
description of all the homomorphisms from the Green ring 
field of complex numbers (or to any algebraically closed field of 
teristic zero). Indeed, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that the t-in 
ovg 
Q~~~~~), where H’ runs over the set of s~~~~o~~s of G, is integr 
~~~~(~) (by the usual Artin argument)~ c~~s~~~~~t~y~ an  rrng 
homomorphism 
extends to a ring homomorphism x’: & ~~~~~(~~) -+ and tberef~re, x
lactorizes through some non-trivial residual Green sing. Assume that x 
factorizes through 
which forces r7 to be cyclic (cf. Proposition 3.5). 
On one hand, by Corollary 9.15 we have ~~~~(~~ ES ~~~~(~) @)adKcni,c,i-a 
.RA&(P c K) and therefore, a ring homomorphism &: ~~~~(~) --P 
that x = & 0 vd, is defined by a pair of ring ~Orn~~Qr~~isrns 
0: cibh$(R) -+ c and 
such that the following diagram, obtained by restriction, commutes. 
Moreover, it is well known that there is a unique generator s of 
that, denoting by IT,: L?&A’~(R) --) C the ri bomomor~bism 
r~~~)~~~~~(~) on qz(s) where 40~ is the ratter) 6~aracte~ and rd(Z) 
the residue of .Z, we have o = B,. 
On the other hand, setting A = 8G as interior G-algebra, for any 
Ys A&(G) we have (cf. Theorem 8.4) 
9.23.1 rdH( Y) = C rd&o(Z,) @ rddk( Y); 
y E aid’ 
but K being cyclic, for any y ~JifiZf~(Pj” we have Hom,*(fiY, A’*)# 0 (cf. 
5.19) and so, we may choose p E HomJ&‘, A*); then, denoting by 2, and 
Z; the images of p in J&,(&) and A,,(@), we know that Z, @ Z; is the 
unity in A&(K) (cf. 5.19) and therefore, applying 513.2 repeatedly after we 
have respectively ident~~ed ~~(~) and A&PO&), A&‘~(@) and ~~(~), 
and M@(K), A&(@, and A&(PQK) with their images in ~~(~), A&(p), 
and .A$(I7), we get 
9.23.2 n%g,~(Z,f 0 d&(Y) = (Z, 0 resjtjY$z,)) 0 (2,” 0 dg Y)), 
where Z, @ res&Z,) E A&(8) and 2; @ &k(Y) E J&,(Po K); now, it follows 
from 9.23.1 and 9.23.2 that 
which describes the image of rdH( Y) in ~~~~(~)~~~~~~~ (Po~) by 
9.152. 
Consequently, we get the formula 
where, for any YE A?z?~(P)~, ‘py denotes the Brauer character of j?&‘,) 
(i.e., defined over the set of elements of 8&P,) of finite order prime to p) 
corresponding to any simple A(P,)-module (cf. 6.4), we choose a A*-group 
homomorphism p: RY + k *, S, is the element of k&P?) lifting s such that 
p(S,f = 1 where $? is the image of sy in xy” (cf. 6.6 and 7.2.1), and consider- 
ing C endowed with I as an S?L#&,(PO Qmodule, A?: ~~~(Po I?) -+ C is 
the unique ~~~~(P~ )-module homomorphism mapping the residue of Zp 
on 1 (cf. 5.19). 
Note that, if b is a block of G (i.e.? a primitive idempotent of ZOG) and 
Y is the restriction of an element of ,X(OGb), we have d;( Y) = 0 for any 
YE ~%,(I -b)( 1 P K and therefore x(Y) can be computed from the interior 
G-algebra OGb. 
Finally, it is not difficult to see that the formula 9.23.4 defines a bijection 
between Hom(&(G), C) and the set of G-conjugacy classes of all the 
triples (P’, s’, A’) where P’ is a p-subgroup of G, s’ a $-element of R,(P) 
f =N,(P)/P), and A’ an ~~~~(~}-algebra h~momo~hism from 
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.@A&(%” 0 K’) to C, K’ being the subgroup of &n(P) generate 
image d’ of s’ and considering C endowe with cr?: ~~~(~) 
WA& (K’)-algebra. 
10. ON THE A?**-GROUP FbXXIATED WITH A 
PAIR OF POINTED ~-GROUPS 
10.1. Let C be a finite group, A an interior ~-algebra, P, and 
pointed p-groups on A such that Q6 c P,, and K a finite group endowed 
with two group homomorphisms 
10.1.1 and PS: 
such that, denoting by F the group exomorphism etermi~ed by the 
inclusion Q c P, 
10.1.2. for any XE K we have p,(x) 0 r= cops(x). 
In this section we will essentially d.iscuss questions co~ccr~i~g the 
&*-group (cf. 5.9 and 7.1) 
(remember that the elements of kdoy are the (a”) -’ 0 Z? where 9’ E I?? and 
1’ E I?’ have the same image in K). As usual, we identify 6 with 
corresponding point of Q on A, (cf. 212.3 and 2.13.2) an 
sg: A; + A,(Qs) the canonical homomorphism (cf. 2.10). 
2. Let x be an element of K and choose representatives q E ht(P) of 
p.,,(x) and $ E Aut(Q) of pa(x) such that 
10.2.1. for any VE Q we have q(v) = $(v) 
(such a choice being possible by 10.1.2). Then, by the de~~iti~~ of 
A-fusions (cf. 2.15), there are unique exoisomorphisms (cf. 2.15.4) 
TV: A, -+ ResJA,) and &: A6 -+ 
such that (cf. 2.12.2 and 2.15.2) 
182.2 Resp(yq) = 1’1,, and 
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in particular, since Resti Res$(A,) = Resg Res,(A,) (cf. 10.2.1), it follows 
from 2.13.2 and 10.2.2 that the diagram 
10.2.3 
commutes. But, by 2.15.3 the homomorphisms f, and fti are just con- 
jugation by suitable elements UE A; and b E AZ, and the commutative 
diagram 10.2.3 implies that we can make related choices of a and b; our 
first statement summarizes this fact. 
PROPOSITION 10.3. With the notation above 
(i) Let a be an element of A: such that f,(a’)=aa’a-’ for any 
a’ E A,. Then we have a. u = q(u) . a for any u E P and 6” = 6. In particular a 
acts on A,(Q,) mapping sJu’) on ~~(a’~) for any a’ E A:, and denoting by ii 
the image of a in N,JP)/P . (1 + J(A,P)), (ti, x) is un element of I??‘. 
(ii) Let c be an element of (AQ)* such that sg(dc) = sb(dU) for any 
U.‘E A:, and b the element of A, suchYthat f:(b) = f’,(l) acplf~(l). Then we 
have b . v = $(v) . b for any v E Q, and b E A,*. In particular, denoting by 6 the 
image of b in NA,(Q)/Q . (1 + J(Af)), (6, x) is an element of I? and 6 does 
not depend on the choice off 3 in pB. 
ProoJ: (i) For any UE P, we have q(u) .a= f,(u .a) = a .u; in par- 
ticular, a and x have the same image in N,JP)/P . (A,P)* and therefore 
(G, x) is an element of fi (cf. 7.1). Moreover, since q(Q) = Q, a normalizes 
A: and the commutative diagram 10.2.3 shows that f b(l) E f,(S) = a&z-‘; 
it follows that 6” = 6 and therefore, that a acts on A,(Qs). 
(ii) Set j= f $( 1); by Lemma 6.3 we may assume that jucP ‘j = 
jac-‘= UC- ‘j; hence b belongs to A,* since 
(jut-’ )(~a-7) = j= (ca-‘j)(jac-‘). 
Moreover, for any v E (2, 
f;(b.v)=ac+j-v=a+c-‘j=$(v)ac-‘j=fJ(t/(v).b); 
in particular, b and x have the same image in NA,(Q)/Q . (Af)* and 
therefore, (6, x) is an element of I? (cf. 7.1). 
Finally, iff’ is a representative ofpB, there is de (A,P)* such thatf’(b’) = 
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f6(b’)” for any &‘E A,; then, if b’ is the element of A, sue at 
f’(b’) =f’(l) ac-‘f’(l), we have 
f$(b’)= j&c-'&lj= jac-'da~-'&lj=f$(b) jd"'-'d-~ 
and therefore, b’ = bb” where f $(b”) = jd”‘-‘d-7; but sd(da) = sg(dc) a 
therefore, b’ = 6. 
OPOSITION 10.4. With the notation above, assum that Q, is ck d@ct 
ed group ofPy and that our choice of c is such that det(s,(c)) = 1. Then, 
(6, x) E I?’ only depends on (a, x) E I@‘. 
Proof: Let q’ and $I’ be representatives of ,(x) and p&x) such tkat 
for any v’ E Q; then, there is v E such that l/‘(d) = l/l(d)” 
; moreover, setting cp’(u’) = q(u) for any u’ E P, it is clear 
that 40” is still a representative of p,(x) and therefore, there is M E C,( 
that q’(u’) = (p(u’)“’ for any u’ El? Let f bz ble a representative of 
a’ an element of AC such that f~s(u”)=a’a”a’+l for any a” EA;. 
(cf. 2.15.3); by Proposition 10.3, for any ~‘0, a’ .u’= q’(u’) .a’ OF 
equivalently, uu .a’ . u’ = ~~(24’) vu.a’, and, as a. u’ = q(d). a, we gel 
consequently, vu . a’apl is an element of (A;)*. 
Assume that E = 6’; in this case vu . a’a- 1 belongs to 1 + J(A 
therefore, det(s,(vu .a’a~‘)) = 1 since 1 i-J(A%) maps onto a u 
subgroup of A,(Qs)*; but, as u E C,(Q), u .I belongs to (A?)* a 
det(s,(u . 1)) = 1; consequently, v. a’a--” belaags bee (A?)* and 
et(s,(v a’a -I)) = 1. Moreover, assume that our choice of c is sue 
et(s,(c)) = 1 and let c’ be an element of (A:)* suck that sJa”“) = s 
br any a” E A& and det(s,(c’))= 1; now, it is clear t 
) have the same image in but we have 
s))= lNp(Qs)/Q12 since Qs is a 
2.10.4); consequently, s,(c’c ~ ‘) = sg(v . a’a- 1 ) and therefore, we get 
10.4.1 SJV . aY’ca-1) = 1 
(since sd(c) = So and ss(c’) = s~(c’“‘)). 
Now, set j = f 3( 1) and let b’ be the element of ia8 
ja’c’-y; by Lemma 6.3 we may assume again that j co 
and a’~‘-l (since we possibly modify the choices of c an 
modifying sa(c) and sJc’)); then, by 10.4.1 we have 
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consequently, zi .&b-l belongs to 1 + J(Af) (cf. 2.12.3) and therefore, we 
have 6’=6. 
Remark 10.5. The proof of Proposition 10.4 only depends on the fact 
that dim,(A,(Q,)) is a power of p, but we only need the conclusion when 
Q, is a defect pointed group of P,. 
Remark 10.6. If Q, is a defect pointed group of P,, Proposition 10.4 
allows us to prove below that the /*-group @Oy is canonically isomorphic 
to /* x K or equivalently, that there is a canonical I*-group isomorphism 
between fi and @ lifting id,. But there is more than one way to proceed 
which does not necessarily lead to the same isomorphism. With the 
notation above, the easiest procedure would be to map (a, x) E I? on 
(b, x) E @ provided our choice of c was such that det(s,(c)) = 1. However, 
we need in Section 12 a slightly different map involving the group 
homomorphism oy: N,?(P)/P . (A;)* --f d* defined below. 
10.7. Let T be a maximal P-stable Lo-semisimple commutative sub- 
algebra of A,, i a primitive idempotent of T, and R the stabilizer of i in P. 
Clearly P acts transitively on the set of primitive idempotents of T and, by 
2.9.3 and 2.10.3, i is contained in a local point E of R on A, such that R, is 
a defect pointed group of P, ; moreover, again by 2.9.3, the group P. (A;)* 
acts transitively on the set of quadruples (T, i, R. 1, E) as above. In par- 
ticular, denoting by N the subgroup of a E NAY(P) such that T” = T and 
i” = i (which implies R . a = a. R and E“ = E), we have N,?(P) = N. P . (A:)* 
and therefore the inclusion N c NAY(P) induces an isomorphism 
10.7.1 N,JP)/P.(A,P)* s’N/Nn (P.(A,P)*); 
moreover, since N normalizes R,, N acts on the A-vector space s,(TR) 
stabilizing a basis (namely the set of primitive idempotents of s,(TR)), and 
therefore the determinant induces a group homomorphism det: N + R* 
which has a kernel containing N n (P . (A;)*) (since the image of Nn 
(P.(A,P)*)=Nn(P.O*-(l+J(Ac))) in the linear group of s,(TR) is 
unipotent). Now, we denote by 
10.7.2 w,: N,JP)/P . (A;)* + A* 
the group homomorphism mapping ii E N,+(P)/P . (AC)* on det(a) where 
a EN and Z is the image of a in NAy(P)/P . (A:)*. It is clear that o, does 
not depend on the choices of T and i. Note that Im(o,) c { 1, - l}. 
10.8. Assume that Q, is a defect pointed group of P,. With the notation 
of Proposition 10.3, we denote by 
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the correspondence mapping (8, x) E I? on (o,@,(x)). 6, x), 
choice of CE (A$)* is such that det(sJc)) = 1, where p”,(x) is 
~,(x)EFJP.~) on N,?(P)/P.(A,P)* (cf. 2.159) a 
homomorphism 10.7.2 above (i.e., where o,(lj;,(x)) = 
oose Q E N which is always possible). This corresp 
efined over each element of I? and it is a map by Pr 
$RQPOSITION 10.9. If Qs is a defect pointed group of P,, the TPXQJY 
ay,S: I?? --b I? is a &“-group isomorphism lkfing id,. 
Proo$ With the notation above, if A E A* it is clear 
;1. (~2~ x) on A.. (o,(p,(x)) .6, x) (i.e., a is replaced by Xa an 
by Xb with the same choice of c); moreover, CJ;’ c 
therefore this map is bijective. Now, it suffices to Prove 
~ornorn~r~h~srn. 
Let x’ be an element of K and choose re resentatives q’ E Aut(P) of 
P,W) d $’ E Aut(Q) of p6(x’) fulfillin 10.2.1; then there are 
exoiso phisms 
y,,: A, -+ Res,,(A,) and &,: A, -+ 
fulfilling 10.2.2 and by 2.15.3 there is a’ E AT such t 
any a”eAy; moreover, by Proposition 10.3 there 
“‘) = s,(a’la’) for any a” E A$, and we may assume that det(s,(c)) = P = 
(s,(c’)) and by Lemma 6.3, thatj commutes with ac-’ and a’~‘-‘; let b’ 
the element. of A, such that f;(b’) = ja’c’-ti where j =fb( I ); then o;~ 
s (ii, x) on (0&7,(x)) . b, x) and (a’, x’) on (w,(p,(x’)) .5’, x’ 
n the other hand, it is clear that cpcq’ and 
representatives of py(xx’) and pJxx’), and that we 
s,(TV) 07~~ and Res,.(&) oyti, fulfill 10.2.2 
= aa’a”(aa’) - ’ for any a” E A, ; moreover, cc’ 
s~(Q”‘~‘) = sg(a”“‘) and det(s,(cc’)) = 1; finahy, 
where b” is the element of A, such thatf;(b”) =j~~‘~‘~‘c-t(. Consequently, 
CT>’ maps (Z, xx’) on (wB(pY(xx’)) .66’b”, xx’); but since sS(cn’) = s 
we have s~(c~‘~‘~~c-~ ) = 1 and therefore, 6” = 1 (cf~ 2.12.3); hence, ~2~ 
(5, x)(5’, x’) on the product (w@,(x)) . b, x)(cLQ(~~(x’)) .R’, x’). 
10.1 Hn the sequel of this section we as e that ur 
PurPQ now is to exhibit a canonical R*-gr W.0ll-l to 
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A,(Q,)* (cf. Remark 5.3). By Proposition 4.4 there is a group 
homomorphism 
10.10.1 Tj:QoK-+PoK 
compatible with the inclusion Q c P and with id, (since 10.1.2 implies 
4.4.1). Now, considering the composition of group homomorphisms 
PO K -+’ K _spg FA(Pg) where rc is the canonical map, q determines a 
k *-group homomorphism (cf. 7.3) 
10.10.2 
which is still compatible with the inclusion Q cz P and with id&. By 
Proposition 7.4, considering the group homomorphism pr: K + F,(P,), 
there is a &*-group homomorphism 
10.10.3 v:P&?+Ay* 
which induces a group homomorphism P 0 & -+ N,?(P) compatible with 
the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2. 
PROPOSITION 10.11. Assume that K is a p’-group. With the notation 
above, let 9 be an element of I@ lifting XE K and 9’ an element of Q ok? 
lifting gy, and set a = v(~‘(j’)). 
(i) We have a. Q = Q . a and 6” = 6. In purt~~~~ar, a acts on A,(Qs) 
mupping s&(a’) on sb(ata) for any a’ E A?. 
(ii) Let c be an element of (A$* such that sg(afc) = s6fa21a) for any 
alEAf, and b the element ofAs such that f~(b)=f~(l)ac-‘f~(l); then, b 
belongs to N+(Q) and denoting by b the image of b in NA,(Q)/Q - 
(1 +J~-@)h (6 1 x is an element ofk’ and 6 does not depend on the choice of 
f$ ina. 
(iii) Setring 2* = (b, x), the element s6(c) E A,(Qs)* only depends on 
(@)-I @JpEpoY. 
Proof: Set iy = ty(jy) and respectively denote by cp’ and I,V the 
automorphisms of P and Q mapping UE P on &y~(iy)-” and UE Q on 
gvv( 9’) -r (as in 7.3 we identify P and Q with their images in Pa fi and 
Qo&‘); it is clear that q’ and il/’ are respectively representatives of p,(x) 
and pa(x) frilling 10.2.1; then there are exoisomorphisms 
7,‘: A, --, Res,@,) and 
fulfilling 10.2.2 and it is easily checked that a representative of Tqz maps 
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a’EAy on aa’a -‘. Consequently, statements (i) and (ii) foilow from 
Proposition 10.3. 
To prove statement (iii), we must modify the choices of $2 and 3’; t 
Paew choices being necessarily A . .P and 2.. vjjr far some I E d * and some 
8 E Q, set al = v($‘frl _ a;jq); then, we get d = z1_ 3a and in ~artic~ar~ a and 
a’ have the same image in Aut(~~(~~))~ C~Rseq~e~t~y, if d is an elemeRt of 
(Af)* lifting this image, we have s6(c) = R's,ff') where ;1’ E A*. Wow, Jet b’ 
be the element of A6 such that f g(b’) = ja’c’-jj w re j=f$(l); as usual, we 
may assume by Lemma 6.3 that j commutes wi OC.~" (and a'~'-~); then, 
we get 
10.12. Assume that X is a @-group. With the ~5tat~o~ of 
Proposition 10.11, we denote by 
10.13. The map IO. 12.1 is a R ~“~~~~~ ~~~~5~~~~~~. 
&oaf: If i E 4” it is clear that ,LL maps (3, . P)-’ Q 2’ on Lzlss( 
therefore, it suffices to prove that p is a group ~orn~~~r~~~sm. Let x 
~~~~e~~ of K, P an element of $2 lifting x’ and 9” an element of 
miffing 2”; set a’ = Y(~~(~‘~)) and let c’ be an elemenrt of (sljf)* su 
s6(aNC’) =~~(a’~‘)~ b’ the element of A, such that f$(b’) = ja’c’+j where 
,j=f$(l)T arid P the element (6’,xf) of I?* (cf. 
maps (P)-’ @T’ on s%(c) and (a’&)-” 02’ 0x1 sg 
is clear that 2y.P’ E i? lifts XK’ EK and that 
~oreover~ we have ad = ~(ff’(~~j’~)), and cc’ F (,4$)* lifts the image of ~a’ 
in Aut(A,(Q,)); as usual, we may assume by Lem.ma 6.3 that j commutes 
with nc -’ and a’&-‘; then, we have 
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and therefore, we get 6” = 1 (cf. 2.12.3). Consequently, as ?R’” = (%‘, XX’), 
p maps (?R”)-I @ (ay.V) on s6(cc’). 
10.14. With the notation above, we denote by 
10.14.1 jq: Py -+ A,(&)* 
the R*-group exomorph~sm containing the map 10.12.1. 
E'ROPOSITION 10.15. Assume that K is a p’-group. The t&*-group 
exomorphism ,C@: @Or 3 Ay(Q6)* only depends on P,, Q,, and K (endowed 
with py and p6 fulfilling 10.1.2). 
ProoJ: Let u]‘: Q 0 K -+ PO K be a group homomorphism compatible 
with the inclusion Q t P and with id,; by Proposition 4.4, there is z E P o K 
such that q’(y) = y(y)” for any y E Q 0 K and in particuIar, z centralizes Q. 
As in 10.10, $ determines a &*-group homomorphism Q’? Q cI@ + PO k?’ 
compatible with the inclusion Q c P and with id&, and by uniqueness we 
have $“‘( j?) = qy( $7)” where iy E P D fi lifts z. Finally, let v’: P o I? + A; be 
a &*-group homomorphism which induces a group homomorphism 
PO I? + NAY(P) compatible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2; by 
Proposition 7.4, there is d E A; such that v’(T) = ~(9”)~ for any f’Y E P o I$‘; 
in particular, d belongs to (A,P)* and we have v’(T) = ~(2~)~. 
Set a’= v’(fl”‘(pY)) and e = v(?) d; then, we have a’=~(fi~(PY)~)~=:a~ 
and e belongs to (A?)* (since 2’ centralizes Q); hence, setting c’ = ce, c’ is 
an element of (A$)* such that Sd(anc’) = Sg(ana’) for any a” E A?. Let b’ be 
the element of A, such that fg(b’) = ja’c’-) where j=f$(l); as usual, we 
may lassume by Lemma 6.3 that j commutes with ac-’ (note that here 
’ e an a’;‘ha;(ac- ) d we cannot guarantee thatj commutes with a’c’-I); then 
f $(b') = je-'eca->ac-Ij 
and therefore, b’ = b”b where b” is the element of A8 such that fg(b”) = 
je-‘eeff-k but, as Ed (A:)* and sg(en) = sg(ec), we have 6” = 1 (cf. 2.12.3) 
and therefore, 6’ = ti or eq~v~ently, (f;‘, X) = 2’. As in 10.12, denote by 
p’: I?Oy + A,(Qd)* the correspondence mapping (a”)-’ 0 9 on s,(c); we 
already know that ,u’ is a ,&*-group homomorphism (cf. Proposition 10.13) 
and, as c’ = ce, we get 
p’( (26) - 1 @ gy) = p( ($6) - 18 pyy 
consequently, since e does not depend on the choice of 9 and zZzs, we have 
p’=p 
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.14. A last remark. If we modify the choices of the embedded a~~c~~~s 
associated with P, and Q,, we know that the 1 *-grou 
aced by isomorphic ones with unique canonical 
position 6.8, 6.14, and 7.1). It is easily checked that, if we 
new &“-groups with & and i? through these canonical iso 
does not depend on those choices and the new g*-group e~~rnor~~isrn 
.14.1 is the composition of fi k6 with h(Q,)* (cf. 2.3 and 212.3) where z is 
unique exoisomorphism from (A,,T?) to the new em 
associated with P, (cf. 2.13.1). 
11. ~~OMPATIBILITY RELATIONS BETWEEN 
11.1. Let G be a finite group, A an interior G-alg 
p-group on A, K a finite PI-group endowed with a gro 
+ F,(P,), and I a subgroup of P 0 K; ” identifying P with its image in 
cf. 4.5), set Q = In P and I= 1/Q; denote by k the 
by iFA( the set of 6 EP~(Q) such that L c .FA 
L the intersection 9PA(Q) n.?PAa(Q)“. In this set 
-module Y, we will compute the residue ~dp(&( Y)) 
7.1) of the decomposition virtual module d&(Y) (cf. 7.7.1) in terms of the 
residues rddd,( Y) (cf. 7.7.2) of the decompositon 
where 6 runs over the set ZLZ?~(Q)~ (actuahy it ces to consider t 
points 6 E myQ)L such that Q6 c Py). That is, 
relations fulfilled by the family of decomposition vii-t 
tual A-module, and the main result in Section 13 will 
‘“complete nough.” 
emwrk 11.2. If K is the image in F,(P,) of a subgrou 
taining as a normal Sylow p-subgroup and p is the inclus 
on 9g and the set L?$,(Q)~ above is just the set of points 
by L. Indeed, if E fixes 6 E yA(Q) then L c E&Q&) c F, 
conversely, if k c FA(Q6) and @ is an element of 
have @ E E,(Q,, Q8,) c F,,,(Qd, Qd,) (cf. 2.155) a 
belongs to F,(Qs, Q6,), which implies Q6 c 
6 = 6’. 
11.3. Let 6 be an element of PA(QJL such that Q6 c P,; it is clear that 
the compositions of group homomorphism 
14.3.1 ~,:~czI~P/PcK--%F,(P,) and a,:&--+LcF,f 
” In most of the applications, K is a $-subgroup of FA(P,,) ami p is just the inclusion map, 
which justifies our notation. 
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fulfill 10.1.2; then, by Proposition 10.15 we have a canonical &*-group 
exomorphism 
11.3.2 ,L$: ?Oy -+ Ay(Qd)*, 
where we identify S with the corresponding point of Q on A, (cf. 2.1.3 and 
2.13.2), and therefore we get the Z-linear maps (cf. 5.20.1) 
11.3.3 
resfao:,: k!(A,(Q&)) --f JJ?‘J~““) and rdpy: Af(A,(Qs)) + ,CKA$‘~(?“~). 
But on one hand, Ay(Qs) is a simple I-algebra and therefore 
~~4Ay(Qd) = Vi> and J!(A,(Q,))= Z .Zg (cf. 2.4.1); on the other 
hand, I being a @-group, the functor IO0 ( ) induces a Z-module 
isomorphism (cf. Proposition 5.15) 
11.3.4 J&(POY) ?i AfO(?“y) 
and we identify each with the other through this isomorphism. So, we get a 
particular element of ?&I&‘~(?~~), namely the residue rd;aa7(Zg) (cf. 5.20.1); 
note that rdy+(Zg) #O only if ?Oy z k* x I and f is elementary (cf. 
Corollary 5.18). 
11.4. As ?Oy and Q 0 ts are respectively isomorphic to quotients of isov 
and 1’ (since Qo L rZ/O,,(Z) by Proposition 4.4), composing the map 
J&&(?“~) x J.&&(Q 0 is) -+ J&‘~(~“‘~) x k&(P) induced by restriction (cf. 5.17) 
with the Z-bilinear map JZ&,(?~“~) x I&, --f ~~~~~~~ * 1’) induced by ten- 
sor product (cf. 5.13.1), and identifying isor * 1” with iy (cf. 5.9.3 and 
10.1.3), we get a Z-bilinear map 
11.4.1 ~2’~(~~~) x A$,(Q 0 L”) + A$(fy) 
and we still denote by Z@ Y the image of (Z, Y) where ZE J&(?‘~) and 
YE &&(QnL”); similarly, it follows from 5.9.3, 5.14.2, 5.17, and 10.1.3 that 
11.4.1 induces a Z-bilinear map 
11.4.2 9U2’o(~oy) x L?&A~$,(Q 0 2”) -+ m?&/i4&(f’) 
and we again denote by rd(Z) 0 rd( Y) the image of (rd(Z), rd( Y)), so that 
11.4.3 rd(Z @ Y) = rd(Z) @ rd( Y), 
where rd( Y), rd(Z), and rd(Z@ Y) are respectively the residues of Y, Z, 
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and Z@ Y. In particular, for any YE &(A), rdp,(Zg) @ rddij 
element of .9L&C(jy). 
We may state now the main result of this section. 
TUTORED 11.5. For any YE dtl(A) we hme 
11.5.1 rdp(dh( Y)) = c YdfPy(z;) @ rdd;(Y), 
where 6 runs over the set of elements of 5!9’( )” such that Q6 c P,. 
Remark 11.6. This theorem could be proved as a conse 
natural generalization of Theorem 8.4 to a 
&lgebra (cf. Remark 8.6). 
,&*-grou 
Pro~$ Let c?? be the image of R* in fY; by mma 5.5 there is rite 
subgroup J of iy such that i? = c. J and ‘OY 
Proposition 5.15 the inclusion Jc fy induces i 
16: Jifco(fy) -+ c&‘&J) and F: L?u& -+ L&t&,(J) 
compatible with taking residues. On the other nd, by ~ro~osit~o~ 7.4 
there is a 4 *-group homomorphism v: P 0 l8 -+ 
homomorphism P 0 IC -+ NAy( P) 
which induces a group 
compati 
homomorphisms 7.4.2; then, A, endowed w 
becomes an interior J-algebra and setting Y? = ress( Y) E ,&(A,), it is easily 
checked that 
11.52 RF(rdp,(d&( Y))) = rd,( Yy”,). 
Now, we will apply Theorem 8.4 to the interior J-algebra A,. Ht is clear 
(identified with its canonical lifting in fY) is the unique Sylow 
oup of J. As usual we set J= J/Q 
Aut(Q), and Y, is a virtual A,-module; so, 
11.5.3 rd,( Y,) = 1 m;P(zg) @ rddil; Yy), 
where 6 runs over the set of local points of 
may dentify 6 with the corresponding point of Q on 
Resz@,) on (cf. 2.13.2), we get di( Y,) = di( Y); moreover, fixes if an 
only if L c FAj,(Qs) = F,(&) (cf. 2.16.1 and Remark 81.2). ~onse~~e~t~~~ as 
RF is injective, by 11.5.2 and 11.5.3 it suffices to prove that, for any 
6 E 2’9”,( Q)L, we have 
113.4 RF(rdpy(Zg) 0 rdd‘j( Y)) = rdjao(Z;) @ rddi( Y). 
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Let 6 be an element of UYA(Q)L. On one hand, we know by 8.2 that the 
residue rdj-JO(Z;) comes from the interior ?-algebra structure of A,(&) 
mapping (6,.??‘) - ’ E 3’ on s,(a) where 9’ is an element of .J, 2)’ the image 
of Py in j, a an element of (Af)* such that ~~(a”) = ~,(a”‘) = ~~(a”@)) for 
any a’ E A$, b the element of A, such that 
and i; the image of b in NJQ)/Q . (I+ J(Ag)) (cf. 6.4 and 7.2). On the 
other hand, by 11.3 and 10.12 the residue rdf~~(Z$) comes from the interior 
?OY-algebra structure of A,(Qd) mapping, with the notation above, 
(Es)-’ Q2y~ f@“’ on s&(a) where x is the image of 9Y in I, ?= (5, x), and 
2’ is the image of j?-” in .? (i.e., we have .I? = (6,z) where 2 is the image of 
x in I). But, with the notation above, there is a surjective R*-group 
homomorphism 
mapping (6, ?‘)-‘~j@’ on (A?)-’ @ay; indeed, clearly there are /*-group 
homomorphisms ?“” --) 1’” and .? + iy mapping (6, ay) -- ’ E 3”” respectively 
on (6, x))’ = (A?“))’ and 9. Moreover, it is clear that v, induces a surjec- 
tive /*-group homomorphism @I from ? to ?“? (mapping (6,9--l on 
@)-’ 0;“) and that ~es~(~~(Q~~~ = Ay(QS) as interior ?-algebras (since 
both (b, +?‘-I and (~6)-‘S~y map on ~~(a)). Consequently, we get (cf. 
5.27 and 5.20) 
11.5.5 res,(res~a9(Z;)) = res:so(Zg). 
Finally, always with the same notation, denote by I+!K I’-+ fb the 
,&*-group homomorphism mapping (b, 9) E 3’ on (6, X)=X?. On one 
hand, by Proposition 4.4 there are unique group exoisomorphisms between 
Q* L, I/U,(I), and J/O,(J) having representatives compatible with the 
canonical homomo~hisms from Q to them and from these to L; moreover, 
t+G lifts the canonical map from J to I which induces such a group 
isomorphism J/O,(J) z 1/Q,(I); it follows easily that, identifying 
A$(QoL”) with its canonical images in A&(1’) and A$(ja) (cf. 5.17), 
resti: A&(P) --f JZ%‘&~‘) induces the identity map on J&(Qo~~). On the 
other hand, the evident k&*-group homomorphism 
maps (6, T?‘)-’ 0 (b, ay) G 3’” * .?’ on ((a”))’ @ ay) Ox”* and therefore, iden- 
tifying J with its canonical image in &* x J, the diagram 
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commutes (cf. 5.9); hence, we get from 5.9.2 (applied to JE), 5.9.3, 
10.1.3 (applied to fy and f&O), and 5.13.1 (applied to the 4*-g 
(-id’, Ja) and (fbo7, f’)) the following commutative diagram of 
maps, 
JHc~(f~o~) x Agi6) - A&(fY) 




J6Yc(jdo) x dz&(P) - J44J) 
Gonseqjuently the following diagram, obtained from the 
L 1.4.1 and 8.3.1 (applied to J, Ay as interior J-algebra, and Q6), commutes. 
A$py) x J&&Q 0 L”) - J&p 
rq x id 
c6o I 1 
F 
utf&(J )x d&db) - J&(J) 
Therefore, we get from 11.5.5 that 
11.5.6 F(resj60;(zZ;) 0 dt( Y)) = resja0jZi;) @dS,( Y); 
w, 11.5.4 follows from 11.5.6 by taking residues (a~~~yi~g 5.14.3 an 
12. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MULTI~LKIT‘II 
12.1. Let G be a finite group, A an interior G-algebra, 
6 with a normal Sylow p-subgroup P, I a subgroup of 
Sylow p-subgroup of Z (i.e., Q = In P), and 6 a point of 
Set I= I/Q and denote by PA(P)’ the set of y E PA(P) fix 
tion we discuss two technical results which are the key steps in the proof of 
the criterion for the construction of virtual modules in Section 83. 
12.2. As in 8.2 we set Ac&(A(Q~)) = (Z,] and identifying AA(p) with 
A&(?“), we denote by rdp(Zg) the element of &?A@~(~‘“) deter 
similarly, for any y~9f~(P)‘, we set JGmi(A(P,))= (Z,> a 
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rd&Z,) the element of ~J&,(?) determined by Z,. For any y Ebb’ 
such that Qa c P,, identifying 6 with the corresponding point of Q on A, 
(cf. 2.12.3 and 2.13.2), as in 11.3 we set Azd(Ay(Qs))= (Zi) and denote 
by rdf,~+(Z;) the element of .%!A$(?“) (cf. 10.1.3 and 11.3.4) determined by 
Zg ; moreover, by 5.9.3 there is a &*-group isomorphism 3’ z iyo * pay 
mapping (.?)’ E ? on (iy)- ’ @ ((i’) PI 0 fY), where is and iy E fy have 
the same image in 6 and identifying F0 with ? * ?Oy through this 
isomorphism, we have the Z-bilinear map 5.14.2 applied to the R*-groups 
fY” and $J’Y 
BAo(fYO) x BAo(EOY) -+ Bdo(30); 
in particular, rd~+(Z,) Q ~dfao~(Z$) is an element of %A$(?“). 
PROPOSITION 12.3. With the notation above, we have 
12.3.1 rdfP(z6) = c rdp(Z,) 0 Yd+?(z;), 
where y runs over the set of elements of PA(P)’ such that Qb c P,. 
ProoJ: By 6.4 and 7.2, A(Qs) has a canonical interior ?-algebra struc- 
ture mapping (6, X)-l E ?’ on s&(a) where x is an element of I, X the image 
of x in I, a an element of (Ae)* such that sg(aln) = sg(alx) for any a’ E Ae, b 
the element of A, such thatf,(b)=f,(l).x.a-‘f,(l), and 6 the image of b 
in NA,(Q)/Q . (1 + J(Af)). By Lemma 8.8 (applied to I and AP considered 
as an I-algebra) there is a maximal O-semisimple subalgebra S of AP which 
is I-stable, and in particular, s,(S) is an J-stable semisimple unitary sub- 
algebra of A(Q,). So the triple ?‘, A(Qs), and s,(S) fulfills the hypothesis 
of Proposition 5.22 and therefore, with the notation of this proposition 
(replacing C? by ?‘), that we will freely use in the sequel of this proof, we 
have 
12.3.2 rdp(Z,) = 1 rdfC(Z,)@ rd;(d,(Z,)). 
FeEI 
But the canonical homomorphism A’ + n, E pA’a(pI A(P,) induces an 
I-algebra isomorphism 10, S g JJrEqA;a(PI A(P,) and therefore, sg induces 
an s-algebra isomorphism ss(S) E n, A(P,) where y runs over the set of 
elements of PA(P) such that Qs c P y; in particular, sg induces a bijection 
between the set E of primitive idempotents of Z(s&(S)) and the set of points 
y E 2fA(P) such that Qs c P,, which maps E’ onto PA(P)‘; moreover, for 
any e E Ei, it follows from 2.5.4 applied to eA(Q,) e, sb(S) e, i,, and Ce that 
12.3.3 eA(Q,) ers,(S) e@& Ce and e . I/r s,(S) i, OL i, . V, 
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where V is a simple A(&)-module; hence, Ce is a si 
setting &zd(Ce) = (,Z>, it is clear that d,(Z,) = .Z. C 
maps on y E PA(P)‘, it suffices to exhibit a IP*-grou 
such that, denoting by eq: ‘r’~?‘y the &*-group isomorp 
(f”)-‘o(it’)-‘E’i on (f”)-‘@qf(~‘)-’ (cf. 14).11.3), restr 
rp’ and ‘cp maps respectively rdp(Z,) on rdfr(Z,) and rdp+(Zg) on raf(,Z). 
We may assume that 0 = R; then there is an I-algebra b~~~rnor~b~s~ 
fg: sd(S) -+ S such that Sr Im(t,) x (S n Ker(s,)) and t,(s,(s)) = s for 
SE Im(t,). Now, if e E E’ maps on y E P,,(P)?, s., induces an I-alg 
isomorphism St,(e) g A(P,) and therefore, an F-algebra isomor~bism 
sd(S) e z A(P,); by 5.7 this isomorphism induces a A*-group ~sornor~b~s~ 
12.3.4 Res,-( sJS) e)*) z Resi(A( 
and therefore a &*-group homomorphism 
mapping (sJs), X)E~ on (d, X)-’ where x is an element of 4, X the image 
of x in I, s an element of (St,(e))* such that 3” = s/x for any s’ E St,(e), $ 
the element of A, such that f,(d) = f,( 1) . x . s ~ rj,( 1) and d the image of d 
)/P. (1 + J(A,P)) (cf. 5.7, 6.4, and 7.2). y 12.3~4 restriction t 
y rdp(Z,) on rd+(Z,). 
r hand, we may assume that f,(I) = ts(ie) and t6(ip)x.nm’ = 
td(ir); indeed ts(i,) is a primitive idempotent of AP sue 
which justifies the first assumption; moreover, as t&(i,) 
St,Je), there is t E (St,(e))* such that t6(ie)X-‘-1 = ts(i,) a 
t&y; as (t + (I - ts(e))) u-r E (AQ)*, 
CZE (AQ)* in such a way that Sg,(ts(ie)x’ami 
(i.e., we choose UEAQ 
6s A(&,) where S’ runs over the set 
mma 6.3 applied to x . a- I, t6(ie), and 
td(ie)-x.a-’ = ta(i,). Then f, ind 
12.3.3) 
and therefore, a &*-group isomorphism $: (Ce)* z A?( 
since s,g(s”) = sb(dx) = sg(s”) for any s’ E St,(e), ~~(a-~) belongs to (C’e)* 
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and $ maps s,Jus-r) on sg(c) where c is the element of A$ such that 
f,(c)=f,(l) as-lfy(l); note that 
t&y = t,(jJ(~4(~4 = ts(j) 
and in particular, f,(c)=f,(l)us-‘=as~‘fy(l) and CE(@)*. Now, 
denoting by 
the k*-group homomorphism mapping (6, X) @ (So, X) E ‘I’ on (6, X) @ 
(d, x)-l, it suffices to prove that the composition of d*-group 
homomorphisms 
which maps (6,X))’ Q (a, X) on sg(c) (since ‘z” maps (6,x))’ 0 (So, 2))’ 
on s,(as-‘)), is a representative of the canonical /*-group exomorphism 
(cf. 10.14) 
First of all, the correspondence v: a t A,* mapping (a, UX) E P? on 
u. d, where u E P, is a A*-group homomorphism which induces a group 
n 
homomorphism P. Iy -+ N,?(P) compatible with the canonical 
homomorphisms 7.4.2 (note that fiY r PO fY by Proposition 4.4 and 7.3); 
indeed, setting y = td 0 z^’ 0(cp’) ~ r, it is easily checked that ~((a, 2)) =s-’ 
and therefore, 
so, v is a map which is clearly compatible with the canonical 
homomorphisms 7.4.2; moreover, with evident notation, we get 
(since U’ and x’ .s’-’ centralize St,(Q), which implies v((d, UX)) 
~((2, u’x’)) = v((dd’, UXU’X’)); finally, it is clear that v maps (A. a, ux) on 
u.Xdfor any AEA*. 
Now, we claim that ~,(a”) =.~~(a’~) for any u’GA~; indeed, since f,(l) 
commutes with us-’ and x -s-l, we have 
s,(fy(u’c)) = s6(fy(uy’) = sa(fy(u~)xq = s,(f,(u’q). 
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12.4. Assume that Qs is local and let y be an B-fixed point of P on A 
ch that Q, c P,. For any I-stable defect pointe 
c R,, the k*-group is~mor~hi~m (cf. 10.8.1) 
induces the d*-group iso~or~hism 
where R,: rms over the set of I-stable defect pointed groups of P, such that 
c, and %,(R,)’ denotes the su~~ro~~ of f-fixed e~e~~ents of Wp( 
$rot$ Let v: i?Y + A.: be a ,&*-group hornorn~~~~i~~ beech i~d~6e~ a 
group bomomorphi~m IsIy -+ N,?(P) compatible with the ca~o~~ca~ 
~~rno~~r~h~$rns 7.4.2 (cf. Proposition 7.4). Clearly v induces an interior 
A?-algebra structure on A,, which extends the interior P-algebra one, an 
in particular A, becomes an H-algebra; then by Lemma 8.9 there is 
maximal P-stable O-semisianple commutative subailge 
H-stable. Let ~1 FY 
(&2)-I @$Qe- 
-+Ay(Q6)* be a &*-group ho 
on s*(c) where 9 is an element 
in fi, ;3 the image of 3 in 1, c an element of ( 
48f/li6/1-7 
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~~(a”(‘;‘)) (cf. 7.3) for any a~:Af and sg(c) E ZAy(Qar) for any 
8’~@~~,((2)- (6}, b the element of A6 such that 
12.5.2 fS(b)=f6(1)~(~~-Y)~-tfX(l), 
and 6 the image of b in ~~~(~)/~ ‘(1 tJ(.4g)) (cf. 10.12 and 
Proposition 10.13). Now A,(Q,) endowed with p becomes an interior ??‘- 
algebra and, as Q6 is local, it is easily checked that the inclusion Tc A, 
induces an I-algebra surjective homomorphism (cf. 2.10.1) 
12.5.3 
in particular, sa(TQ) is an &table semisimple commutative unitary sub- 
algebra of A,(&). So, the triple @‘, A&?,), and ss(FQ) fulfills the 
hypothesis of Proposition 5.22 and therefore, with the notation of this 
proposition (replacing e by f@), that we will freely use in the sequel of this 
proof, we have 
12.5.4 rdpy(Z$) = c r&(2,) 0 ?df(d,(Z$)). 
peEi 
But on one hand, for any e f E’, we have ~~(7’~) e E & as &algebras, 
hence, ie = b* x 1 and identifying A?&(F) with A$(~ (cf. 5.12.2), ~df~(Z,) is 
the unity of the Green ring A&)); then we identify ‘f with ?Oy through 
5.9.2, which identifies %$O(ei) with ~~~~~) through the bijection map- 
ping r&(Z) E WA(e) on rdft(Z,) @ r&j(Z). Moreover, Ce = eA,( Q6) e and 
setting Azd(Ce) = {J>, it is clear that dJZ1) = 2; so, with the iden- 
tification above, the &*-group homomorphism “z^. ?Oy 3 (Ce)* 
(6,X)-‘@kY on s&(c)e (since z^‘(X)=e and ((b,n)“OBy).e=s,(~~a~~ 
and we can replace the e-term in the right-hand member of 12.5.4 by 
rdpy( J). 
On the other hand, we may assume that 0 = R and then, there is an 
I-algebra homomorphism t,: s&(p) + T such that Tz ImftJ x T’ as 
I-algebras and ~~(~~(~~(~))) = .s8(t) for any t E F; indeed, if F denotes the 
set of primitive idempotents of T, by 2.X.4 the set {tt’r$(f))fSpoag.is a 
basis of T(Q); hence, by 12.5.3 the set {s&+))~,~~.,+.~.~~P is a basrs of 
ss(TQ) (since JEA&.~.A~ is equivalent to ss(,f) PO for any feF); 
consequently, t, is the linear map mapping ~~(,f’) on f for any f E Fn 
Af.d.AQ, and T’=Gf,., f i& where F’ = F- A?. 6 . AyP. Now, if e E E’ and 
R is the stabilizer of t,(e) in P, by 2.9.3 and 2.10.3 the idempotent ta(e) is 
contained in a local point E of R such that R, is an I-stable defect pointed 
group of P, containing Qs (since TrP,(t,(e)) = 1 in A,, and s,(t,(e)) = e # 0); 
conversely, for any f-stable defect pointed group R, of P, containing Q,, 
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the intersection E n F is non-empty (cf. 2.102) an 
is the stabilizer in P of any SEE n P (since 
mP(R,) acts regularly on E n F and therefore, we get 
125.5 167,(RJrl = IF n F/i = /So n E’j 
(since 1 is a $-group and t6(sg(&) n E’) = E n F’“). Consequently, by 12.5. 
125.5, and the identifications above, it suffices to prove that, for any e E E”, 
we have 
With the notations above, we may assume t at A, = la(e) A, ta(e) a 
that 7; is the exomorphism defined by the inclus 
Inclusion induces an isomorphism eA,(Qs) e E A,( 
order to show 12.56, it suffices to prove that the ~orn~os~t~on of &*-group 
~omomor~hisms 
12.5.7 
which maps (b, X))‘@ (c~)-‘(.!$‘)E~‘~ on SJC) e (cf. 124.1 and the 
tifications above), is a representative of the canonical I&*- 
exomorphism ,i$“: 3” --f A,(Q,)* (cf. 10.14). Let us ident 
que rifting in I?? (cf. 5.5): then, as I?$ contains iY and 
have RCYF = R . Py. Actually it suffices to prove that t 
’ + A,* mapping (o~~.,)~‘(uT’) on v(S) ta(e) 
(recall that R .I fixes ta(e)) is a d*-group h 
a group homomorphism R?’ -+ iVAt atible with the 
canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2 (note that &? 3 P 
eed, in this case, 
a#) for any 6’ E PA( (d), we have ss(t6(e)‘) =ss(fa(e)) for 
any 6’ E P,(Q) and by Lemma 6.3, we may assume that c ~e~t~a~izes t8(e); 
then, cl,(e) belongs to (A:)* and it is still true that s~(cP(@)) =s6(aycc’)) 
any QE As; consequently, by 10.12 the 
canonical R *-group exomorphism ji>“: 
maps (h’, 2jp’@ (ok)-’ on s&(c) e, where b’ is t 
that 
12.58 f#f) =fi(l) v(2-y) c-y;(l) 
(since f”,( 1) E A, = ts(e) A, t*(e)); but we may assume that fg = f; (i.e., t 
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fg is the composition off; with the inclusion A, c A,); then, by 12.5.2 ad 
12.58 we get 
and therefore, b’ = b; so, ji’ = j.l, (cf. 12.5.7). 
It is clear that v, is a &*-group homomorphism; moreover, as there is a 
unique lifting of R in R?’ (cf. Lemma 5.5), ve is compatible with the 
canonical homomorphism R -+ R f (t,(e) + J(AP)) mapping u E R on 
U. t&(e). Finally, if a is an element of (JyR)* such that det(s,(a)) = 1 and 
se(P) = s,(u”(~)) for any a’ E “y”, and d the image of t&(e) ~(3’) a-‘t,(e) 
in NAe(R)/R. (ts(e) +J(A,R)), by Lemma 5.5 and 10.8 the 4*-group 
isomorphism cryd&. , maps ufY E R. p on (w,(V”(R~)) . d, ux) where u E R, x is 
the image of iy in I, and V”(.Y?~) is the image of ~(3’) in N,JP)/P I (A,‘)*; so, 
v, induces a A*-group homomorphism 
12.5.9 i’ -+ TvQR)/R . (t,(e) f J(BIAf)) 
mapping (o,(+(,?~)) .d, X) on the image of v(iy) t,(e) in the quotient 
NAE(R)IR. (la(e) + J(A,R)). 
But, on the other hand, as R, is local and R is the stabilizer in P of any 
f E F” ( = Fn TR), S,(E n F) is both an orthogonal primitive decomposition 
of the unity in A,(R,) and the set of primitive idempotents of s,(TR); 
moreover, as we have proved above, flp(R,) acts regularly on E A 16, so on 
s,(E~ F); consequently, if p: N,(R,) + A,(R,)* is the unique group 
homomorphism lifting the action of N,(R,) in A,(R,) (cf. Lemma 5.5 
applied to Res,(A,(R,)*)), V a simple A,(R,)-module and z, a non-zero 
element ofs,(t,(e)). V, then the set (p(y) .zI),,.,.,,~~~~) is a basis of V; in par- 
ticular, as I acts on N,(R,) and A,(R,) stabilizing p, and s,(a) lifts the 
image of v(fY) in Aut(A,(R,)), there is 1~4” such that 
12.5.10 for any y E N,(R,), s,(a) * (p(y). v) = Ip(xyx-1) .u. 
Now, it is easily computed from 10.7.2 and 12.510 that det(s,(a)) = 
,IP”~,(F(ZY)) where p” = jmp(R,)I (since Z’s,(a) acts on V just permuting 
the basis mJ4 +&vp(Rc)7 similarly v(P) acts on s,(TR) just permuting 
the basis S,(E n F) and the two permutations coincide); hence, as 
det(s,(a)) = 1 and c.+,(v”(P)) E (1, - 11, we get I, = ~0,(v”(P)); consequently, 
by 12.5.10 we have w,(v”(i?)) s,(ats(e)) = s,(t,(e)) and therefore the 
elements ~,,(v”(f~)). ta(e) v(P) a-‘t,(e) and v(S) t&(e) ( = t,(e) ~(2~)) have 
the same image in the quotient N,&(R)/R. (fs(e) + J(AP)). Finally, as d is 
the image of t,(e) ~(2~) a-Its(e) in NAz(R)/R . (ts(e) + J(A,R)), the &*-group 
homomorphism 12.5.9 maps (w,(v”(.?‘)) .a, X) on o,,(v”(S’)) -d. 
~e~a~~ 12.6. With the notation above, by 125.5 the ~~ua~it~ 12.5.1 
can also be written as 
126.8 
where f runs over the set of B-fixed elements of 4;‘ s 
and for such an f, z(f) denates the point aE t 
co~ta~~i~~ f (cf. 2.93). In Se&m 13 we ap 
13.1. Let G be a finite group and A an interior G-algebra. 
gA the set of pairs (Py3 K), named ~eco~z~os~tio~ pairs of A, 
local pointed group 6x3 A and R an ~~~~~~ta~~ ~ -§~~gr~ 
(cf. 2.15). Then we consider the direct ~r~~~c~ f 
43.2. Bf Y f A!(A) it is clear that (L$( Y))ip~,K~E g3A (cf. 4.7.1) is a G-stable 
decom~~~~tion family and by Theorem 11.5 each me bes of this fami9v 
the corres~~~d~~~ ~~~a~itie§ 11.51, So, it is reaso 
~osit~~~ families ( Y&)CP7,K)E BA ~~~~~~~~~g the 
named compatibility condition. 
where 6 runs over the set of elements ~$9 
such a 6, rd(J-‘t) deEotes the ~e~~d~e of Y 
he rna~~ purpose of this section is to prove that 13.2.1 is a §~~~ci~~~ 
cQndit~Q~ to construct virtual OG-modules from G-stable deco 
families on A (but we are unable to discuss whether or not they 
virtual ~“rn~d~~e§). 
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THEQREM 13.3. t/f- t W(f$,K)e $@A is a G-stable deco~~position famiIy 
fu~Iling the compat~b~~~ty condition 13.2.1, there is a unique YE A@(G) such 
that for any subgroup H of G having the quotient H/O,(H) cyclic, with the 
notatiotz of 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3, we have 
13.3.1 rdH( Y) = c rdg&J 0 rd( Y&), 
y E “%Y,&+ 
where rd( Y;) denotes the residue of YJJ on P 0 & for any y E LYE&( P)K. 
Remark 13.4. Let us denote by g.FSBz the Z-module of G-stable 
decomposition families fulfilling condition 13.2.1, by dA: A(A) -+ (eF$Sz 
the Z-module homomorphism mapping YE A’(A) on (d&( Y))CPy,KjE BL 
(cf. 7.7.1) by cA: %‘flgz -+ (nw, S BA’JH))G the Z-module homo- 
morphism mapping ( ?&p,,K)E oA f g*% on Ers iepA(p)~ rdgp(&,) 0 
W%h x (cf. 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3) where S? is the set of subgroups H of G 
having the quotient H/O,(H) cyclic, and finally by 
i 
G 
r>: J&‘~(G)-+ n R/t&,(H) and resG: A’(A) -+ A&(G) 
HEA- 
the evident Z-module homomorphisms (cf. 3.3 and 5.20). Then, by 
Theorem 8.4 the following diagram commutes 
and Theorem 13.3 above states that Im(c,) c Im(r$). In particular, when 
A = 6G we have Im(c,,) = Im(rC$) and by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, dmG is 
injective {since rs is injective); but in Theorem 14.10 below we show that 
cLoG is injective too; consequently, dmc is an isomorphism. 
13.5. In order to prove Theorem 13.3 above, we must consider first the 
following construction. Let ( Y$$S)Cp:,,,K,, SA be a G-stable decomposition 
family on A, H a subgroup of G having a normal Sylow p-subgroup P and 
the quotient i7= H/P elementary, K the image of B in Aut(P), y a K-fixed 
A7 point of P on A, and v: H -+ A,* a I*-group homomorphism which 
induces a group homomorphism & -+ N,?(P) compatible with the 
canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2 (cf. Proposition 7.4), and consider A,, 
endowed with v as an interior @‘-algebra. In particular, A, becomes an 
H-algebra and by Lemma 8.9, there is a maximal P-stable ~-semisimple 
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commutative subalgebra T of A, which is H-stable; let e be a primitive 
idempotent of T, J the stabilizer of e in H, R the intersection Jn P, an 
e image of 9 in &t(R). We know that e is co 
on A., and that R, is a defect pointed group 
212.3); in particular, (R,, M) is a decomposition pair of A (cf. 212.3 an 
13.1) and we have the canonical k*-group is 
~r0position h0.9) OF&: p Fz F; moreover, by 
group Romomorphism 40: J -+ R 0 h4 compatible with i 
homomorpb~sm from J/R onto M, and 9 induces a A*-group 
homomorphism 4”: P + Rc @ (cf. 7.3); then we dlen~te by ressY( YeM) the 
restriction of Y& through the F-group @” 0 ay; 
position 4.4 again, resj,,( FL) does not de on the choice of q. 
interested kr the following element of J& 
13.5.L Y& = ind$‘(res,i,( Yh)). 
at, if y is local, we just get FL = res,( Y’i); so, in some sense, 13.5.1 
extends the decomposition family to the non-%ocal points. 
~~~~~ 13.6. With the notation above, msume that (Y$)Cpr,,K.jE 9A 
g‘uljilbs the compatibility condition 13.2.1 and let I be a s~bg~o~~ qf H such 
that I/P n I is cyclic. Then, with the notation of 11.1, 11.3, and 11.4, we ./me 
where 6 mm oc’er the set of elements of 9 
such a 6, rd(Yi) denotes the residue of Yi 
As 1 is here a subgroup of G, 
on A fixed by I (cf. Remark 11.2). 
Remark 13.8. Again, if y is local, 13.6% coinci es with 33.21 
restriction; so, roughly speaking 13.6% exten 
points. 
Remark 13.9. Proposition 5.26 and 13.6.1 above shsw that the exten- 
ded family ( Y&> d oes not depend on the choices sf v, TY and e. 
PPOOJ: Denote by E’ the set of I-fixed primitive idem~ote~ts of T and 
by F a set of representatives for the orbits of I on the set E of . . . 
idempotents of T, so, E’ c F. For any e E E cons 
), and q(e): J(e) + R(e) 0 M(e) as in 13.5 above, se 
resf(,y( Y&$;b)) = res$;{J(resjC,)i( Y&$&)) (cf. 5.%3.3), a 
rdfCpY( I’$&) the residue of resf(,,,( Y&$&,) f(e)? (cf. 5.20); as P acts 
transitively on E, there is a natural biject between F and the set of 
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double cosets Z\ZZ/.Z(e) for any e E E; hence, as ( Y’;;,)cp;,,K,, 9A is G-stable, 
by the Mackey formula we get 
re#( YL) = c ind&,,,(resf(,,,( Y$&,)) 
ecF 
and therefore rdfdi,( YL) = C,, E~ vdi,( Y$$,); consequently, by condition 
13.2.1 applied for any e E E’ to the decomposition pair (R(e),(,), M(e)) and 
to the subgroup q(e)(Z) of R(e) 0 M(e), we get (cf. 5.17.1) 
rdi,( Yl;i) = 1 1 rdpl(Z$e)) 0 rd( Yt), 
etEl S 
where, for any e E E’, 6 runs over the set of elements of 9’pA(Q)” such that 
SJ.s(e)) # {0} and for such a 6, rdfaOy(Z$e)) denotes the image of 
rdp.(e)(Zi’)) (cf. 11.3) in &?A$(?‘) by restriction through the &*-group 
isomorphism zP@) (cf. 12.4.1) (since 5.14.2 and 10.8.1 are compatible with 
restriction); hence, 
13.6.2 rdp( YL) = sE~~(p)i (~r~~~o~(Za(e)))~‘d(Y~), 
A e 
where, for any 6 E J?~~(Q)~, e runs over the set of elements of E’ such that 
S&(&(e)) # (0); now, equality 13.6.1 follows from 12.6.1 and 13.6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 13.3. By Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 there is a unique 
element Y of oA&(G) such that, for any subgroup Z of G having the 
quotient Z/O,(Z) cyclic, we have 
where Q = O,(Z), Z=Z/Q, L is the image of f in &t(Q), and, for any 
6 E 9.!?A(Q)L, rd( Y”,) is the residue of Y”, on Q 0 t” (cf. 5.20). So, it suffices 
to prove that Y belongs to 1 @J&,(G) and by Corollary 3.10 it is 
equivalent to prove that, for any subgroup H of G such that H/O,(H) is an 
elementary group, Qresg(H) belongs to 10 J&$(H). 
Let H be such a subgroup and set (cf. 5.9.2, Remark 5.23, 5.14.2, and 
6.4.1) 
13.3.2 
where P = O,(H), R is a system of representatives for the orbits of H on 
PA(P), and for any YES?,(P), m,(P,)= N,(P,)/P and YhH(p,j is the 
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element of ~#~(fi~(P~)~) defined in 13.51 (recall that igH(P7)” 2 I?=7 
y 6.6 and 7.2.1, and we identify each with other). Now it suffices to 
prove that %esg( Y) = 10 Y, and again by pO§itiO~S 
equivalent to show that, for any subgroup I o such that 
we have %d,( Y) = Qrd,(l 0 Y,). 
ut as rd,( Y,) = vd(resF(Y,)), it is easily c ackey 
formula applied to 13.3.2 that 
therefme, by 5.14.3 
rd,( Y,) = rdfi+Z,) 0 rdfi( Y;&,cF.,J; 
ce, Lemma 13.6, setting Q = In P and f= I/ 
am of I in Aut(Q) and by rd(Y6,) the res 
(cf. 5.20), we have 
rd,( Y,) = c rd&Z,) 0 c rdjrj$TYg) 0 vd( Y;;\ 
Y~Upa(P)’ ( 6 /’ 
for any y E yA(P)‘, 6 runs over the set of ekments of L?P,,( 
6 c P,; finally, by 5.14.4 
rd,( YIf) = 
i 
1 rdp+Z,) @ rdp.,(Z$) @ rd( I’;<), 
~E..F’~~(Q)~ y 1 
where, fcx any 6 E L?~“(Q)~, y runs over the set of eleme :s of PA(P)” such 
c P,, and therefore, by Proposition 12.3, we get 
= %d,( Y). 
14. TKE GROUP ALGEBRA CASE 
14.1. Let G be a finite group and set A = 
the notation of Remark 13.4, the main pur of this section i 
orphism d,: A(A) z %?99: (see eorern 14.10 
so some properties of the 
algebras associated with maximal loca& 
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on A) which depend on the terminology introduced in this paper (see 
Propositions 14.6 and 14.9 below). By the way, we exhibit an alternative 
decomposition of the Green ring over Q which is especially adapted to the 
block decomposition (see Remark 14.17 at the end). 
14.2. If P, is a local pointed group on A and K a $-subgroup of <o(Py ) 
(note that by 2.163 we have here Eo(Py) = I;k(P,)), consider @*(PO I?‘) (cf. 
5.12 and 7.3) as interior P-algebra and denote by 
fiy,: S*(PoI?) +A, 
the unique interior P-algebra exomorphism defined by any /*-group 
homomorphism v: P 0 I? + A: which induces a group homomorphism 
PO @’ -+ N,?(P) compatible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2 
(cf. 7.4). 
PROPOSITION 14.3, ,With the notation above, if n is a representative of 1 
ii;: 0.+.(P~Ky) --f A,, we have Ker(n) = (0) and Im(n) is a direct summand of 
A,, as (OP, OP)-bimodule. 
Proof By [ 12, 3.41 the interior P-algebra A, has an O-basis W contain- 
ing the unity and fulfilling P* W.P= Wand IP.wl = IPI = Iw.PI for any 
w E W; in particular, n(0P) is an indecomposable direct summand of 
O-rank /PI of A, as (OP, OP)-bimodule (cf. 2.8.5); hence for any 2 E P 0 &?, 
n(OP$) is also an indecomposable direct summand of O-rank IPI of A, 
since n(2) E Ay*; but, for any & j E PO &, the (COP, OP)-bimodules @Pi and 
OPj2 are isomorphic if and only if there are U, v E P such that u”~= u’“~ 
for any U’E P (since cOP2% Indf;;T,UijlUEP(0) for any &E PO&‘) and 
therefore, as Kc Aut(P), we have LOP,? z 0Py if and only if QP2 = LOP?; 
consequently, considering A, as (OP, Lop)-bimodule with the direct sum 
decomposition A, = C, BP. w . BP (notice that each summand is a cyclic 
(@P, OP)-bimodule), where w runs over a set of representatives for the 
orbits of P x P in W, the family { n(8P2) lXS K, where 2 E P 0 & lifts x E K, 
fulfills the hypothesis of Lemma 14.4 below and therefore, the proposition 
follows easily from this lemma. 
LEMMA 14.4. Let B be an Lo-algebra, M a B-module, and M= CiEl Ni a 
direct sum decomposition of M. Assume that N,/J(N,) is a simple R@, B- 
module for any i E I. Then, tf ( Nj}j,J is a family of pairwise non-isomorphic 
direct summands of minimal Q-rank of M, there is an injective map o: J-+ I 
such that Nj z NgC j) for any j E J and 
M=xN,+ c Ni 
je.f ie1--o(J) 
is a direct sum decomposition of M. 
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e argue by induction on / Jl and we may assume that 9 f (21; 
nd J’ = J- (j>, there is an injective ma d: J’ + I such that 
NY 2 N,S,Y, for any j’ E J’ and 
1 .I M= 2 NY+ Ni 
jlEJ iSI-o’(Y) 
is a direct sum decomposition of M. But, as N, is a direct s~rnma~d of
we have N, CL J(M) and therefore, there is an element E of the disjomt 
union of J’ and I- o’(J) such that rr,(N,) & J(N,) where n,: 
on map defined by 14.4.1. Consequently, as NJJ( 
-module, we get n;,(Nj) = N, and therefore, N, z NI by the 
of rank,(N,); in particular, I$ J’ and it is easily checked t 
CT: J + I extending a’ by a(j) = I fulfills the stated condition, 
et us consider now the case where P,. is maximal. First of all, we 
the local pointed group P, is maximal if and only if EG(Py) is a 
1245.1. The map Br$ A; --f A,(P) induces odn ipzteriov ~(~)-~~~e~~~ 
~~orn~~~~~~rn A,(P) Z kZ(P). 
Notice that this statement is just a modified version of 
Theorem (i.e., we replace the classical pairs (P, e) em P is a defect group 
and e a rest of a block of G by the maximal lo pointed groups P, on 
nd the classical condition stating that Z(P) is a defect group of e 
ivalent condition 14.5.1); however, we will out 
=M,(P,)/P, by 2.10.3 the local pointed grou 
if A(P,);Y contains the unity (since AG==ZA); but, as 
) induces both an X-algebra an an interior ~~(~)-a~gc~~a 
A(P) z /C,(P) (cf. 2.9.2), we ave A(P,)“z,l where c= 
P. C,(P)/P (cf. 2.10.1) and Brady: A% aces an interior Z(P)- 
algebra isomorphism 
14.52 A,(P) z ikC&P)i, 
where i is the image in /C,(P) of an element of 
one hand A(P,)f contains the unity if and only if 
g’-group; on the other hand, as )&C,(P) is a projecti 
4.5.2 the isomorphism in 14.51 is e 
im,(A,(P)) = jZ(P)l and it is easily checked 
14.5.3 dim,(i/C,(P)i) = lZ(P)l Ciim,(i~@, 
where i is the image of i in RC. 
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Finally, we claim that dim,(idCi) = 1 is equivalent to A(PX)f r R; indeed, 
note that ZCiz End,&XCi)O and that A(P,) is an interior C-algebra (since 
ZEZ(P) maps on 1 eA(P,)*); so, if A(P,)f’gd the restriction to RZi of 
any simple A(P,)-module V is both simple and projective (cf. 2.10.1 and 
2.10.3) and therefore, we have Vr R& as &C-modules; conversely, if 
dim,(ikCi) = 1, any non-zero endomorphism of the projective RC-module 
R& is an automorphism and therefore, RCiE is simple too (cf. [14, 
Sect. 14.5]), so that A(P,) z End,(RCi) as interior C-algebras. 
In particular, if P, is maximal, we can consider K= E,(P,) in 14.2 and 
A 
identifying ,!?,(P,)” with JT,(P,)~ through 7.2.1, we get the interior 
P-algebra exomorphism (cf. 14.2.1) 
14.5.4 n”&(P$ ~*W&(PyY7 + A,. 
Recall that rank,(0.+.(Po~‘,(P,)“)) = IPl IEG(PB)I (cf. 5.12). 
PROPOSITION 14.6. With the notation above, if P, is maximal and n is a 
representative of$&,,,,,: 0*7,(Po~!?‘,(P,)~) --f A,, we have Ker(n) = {0}, Im(n) 
is a direct summand ‘of A, as (i!JP, OP)-bimodule, and for any indecom- 
posable direct summand M of Coker(n) as (LOP, OP)-bimodule, there is 
y E G - N,(P) such that M z OPyOP as (OP, OP)-bimodules. In particular, 
rank,(AJ 3 &(P,)I 
IPI 
mod p 
and if P is nokmal in G, A, z O*(Po g&Py)O) as interior P-algebras. 
As we prove below, this proposition is a consequence of 
Proposition 14.3, 14.5, and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 14.7. Let P, be a pointed p-group on A, x an element of G such 
that OPx-‘COP is isomorphic to a direct summand of A, as (COP, COP)- 
bimodule, and Q the intersection Pn Px. There is PE~~(Q.C,(Q)) such 
that, for any 8~ 2’YA(Q), either Q6 c P, or Qd c (P,)” implies Q, c 
(Q. C,(QHp. 
ProojI We may assume that A, = iAi where iE y, and that yy the 
exomorphism induced by the inclusion iAic A. Choose an isomorphism 
from BPx-‘COP to some direct summand M of A, and denote by a the 
image of x-i; as ua = axux- ’ for any u E Q, Q centralizes ax; moreover, as 
a belongs to a (P, P)-stable Co-basis of M (i.e., the image of Px-“P), Q 
stabilizes by conjugation an Lo-basis of Mx containing ax and so, an 
O-basis of A still containing ax (i.e., the union of Q-stable Co-bases of Mx 
and M’x where M’ is a complement of M in A as (OP, koP)-bimodule) 
which implies Br$(ax) #O (cf. 2.8.4); but we have iax= ax= axi”; 
CQ~se~~e~tIy~ as 
14.7.1 Br’4,($) = Br$( i) and 
where jE 0; now for any 6 E A?PA(Q), if 
therefore, sa(j) # 0 by 2.10.1 and 14.7. 
similarly, if Q, c (P,)” we have Q, c (Q . 
rooJ of Proposition 14.6. By Proposition 14.3, we ave Ker(n) = {cl> 
a 
14.61 A, Es urn 0 ~~ker(n) 
as (&‘P? ~~)-b~modu~es; so, as A, is is~m~rpb~c to a direct s~~~a~ 
as (&‘P5 ~~)-b~rn~d~Ie, M is also ~sorno~b~c to a direct ~~rnrna~~ of 
A is clearly a ~-pe~utation (OP, ~~)~bjrn~dn~e (cf. 2.8); hence: there is 
XE G such that Mr OPx-“cs16” as (OP, ~~)-b~rn~d~les (cf. 28.5). Ar 
by contradiction, assume that x E N,(P); then, by Lemma 14.7 there 
PA(P. C,(P)) such that (P . C,(P)), contains both y and (P,)x and 
therefore, by 210.2 we get B, = (P,)“; so, there is 2 E PO ZG(Py) such that 
OPx-‘OP=OPx-‘2 0.P~~I’” as (OP, ~~)-b~rn~d~~es~ now, it is easily 
checked that right multiplication by n(2) in k 
of Gokerjn) isomorphic to OP as (OF, BP)-bi 
On the other hand, denoting by N and N’ the 
from the (OP, BP)-bimodules Inn(n) and Coker(~l) by restriction through 
the group ~~rn~rnor~~~s~ rna~~~~~ 24EP on ‘li, u-‘)~ we get ~~~~ 28.1 
and 146.1 the J-linear ~s~rn~r~~~srns 
consequently, dim,(A,(B)) = IZ(P)l = d~rn~(~(~)) (since O*(P 0 &(P,)O) z 
N as OP-modules) and ~~rn~(~(~)) 3 IZ(P)I (since 0%” is isomorphic to a 
direct s~mrna~d of N’ as OFmodules), which contradicts 14.62. 
14.8. Let P, be a local pointed group on A; by Remark 6.9 the action o 
) on FA(P,) (cf. 6.14) i uces a group ~Qrn~rn~~~~~srn from Am 
m(FAP,), k*); but, y 2.16.3 and Ph 
here F,(P,) = E&P,) an ?) z B,(P,)“; so, 
j~duc~~~ a group ~~rn~rnQrpb~srn 
PROPOSITION 14.9. With the notation above, if P, is maximal, the group 
homomorphism 8,: &t(A,) i Hom(E,(P,), R*) is injective. 
ProoJ: Let CI be the point of G on A such that P, c G,; if h”: A, -+ A, is 
an exomorphism such that pz = 2 (cf. Proposition 6.8), the interior r&,i@“- 
algebra structures of A .( Py ) ( = A (P,)) coming from the embedded algebras 
(A,, f,) and (A,, yy& (cf. 8.2) coincide and therefore, it follows from 
Lemma 9.9 and Remark 9.11 that there is a unique exomorphism 
f A, -+ A, such that the diagram 
commutes; but, as the image of G generates A,, we have y= idud; con- 
sequently, we get x = 2 (cf. 2.3.3). 
After the above side results, we now come to the main purpose of this 
section. 
THEOREM 14.10. rf ( Y;)(p,,K)EBA is a G-stable decomposition family 
fuEfilling the compatibility condition 13.2.1, there is a unique YE d(A) such 
that, with the notation of 7.7, we have 
14.10.1 for any (P,, K) E gA, d&( Y) = Y&. 
Remark 14.11. Note that equalities 14.10.1 imply equalities 13.3.1 by 
Theorem 8.4 and so, when A = BG Theorem 14.10 implies Theorem 13.3. 
14.12. In order to prove this theorem, we must consider first the 
following construction. Let P be a p-subgroup of G; for any cyclic 
p’-subgroup K of the image of N,(P) in Aut(P) denote by K,(P) (the 
K-izer of P) the inverse image of K in N,(P), set &(P) = &(P)/P and 
kg(P) = Res KGCPj(p) for any y E @‘(P)K, and consider the quotients 
where L runs over the set of proper subgroups of K, and y E PA(P)? r2 Note 
that, as P acts trivially on simple AK,(P)-modules, restriction induces 
an is0 rphism A?JR$(B))z L&(&(P)) and we i ach 
other. or~over, identifying L&(M) with J&(K) the 
~somor~hism, restriction induces a ring homomorphism 
14.122 
and ~~~~~~~~~)) becomes an ~~~~(~)-aIgebr~~ 
14.13. On the other hand, K being cyclic, om(K, A*) acts regularly on 
the God-empty set ~orn~*(~~, kg”) for any ‘/EPOXY and if 
P orn~~~~~, 16”) we denote by Z, and Z; its ea~~~~~~~ i 
a ko(P) (cf. 5.19); moreover, as in 8.3 we get evident 
JG@+‘“) x ~(~~~~)) * ~(K~~~))~ 
14.13.1 ~~(~“)X~~(P.~~),,~~(P.K), 
where I? is a p’-subgroup of &(P) mapping onto KY, and 
%@ Y, X@Z, and X@Z’ the images of (X, Y), (X, LQ an 
E .dq&fY-p), YE Ag(PQ I?), ZE 2#i$P)), and z” e d&g 
~rn,,(.k?‘~ &*) we have isomorphisms 
rna~~~ng respectively 2 on Z, 0 Z, z’ on Z, 0 Z$ and Y op1 Z; @ Y (since 
.Z, @Z; is the unity of .&&,(K)), which are clearly ~Qrn~~~~b~~ with taking 
residues (cf. 5.14.3). Now, with evident notation, we set (cf. 5.20 and 8.2) 
res$(Z,) = Z, @ resort), 
14.14. For any cyclic p’-subgroup IT of 
tion induces a ring homomorphism (cf. 5.1 
14.l4.1 
) becomes an ~~~(~)-algebra too. 
i2 As in Section 3, we consider the residual c~~str~c~~~ but here it is relative to t&e 
correspondences mapping K on L?4(KG(P)) and ~~(~~(~)), where y E PA(P)q for any cydic 
$-subgroup K of the image of N,(P) in .&t(P). 
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Y&(D) with J&(W) through the evident homomorphism, restriction 
induces an SL&O(K)-algebra homomorphism 
14.14.2 RRes’$(? BTKTd(K,(P)) + LJL&‘O(~). 
Finally, it is clear that K,(P) acts on the direct product of all the residual 
Green rings BA$,(p;i) above, and the family of residual maps RRes$ip) 
defines a WdO(K)-algebra homomorphism 
14.14.3 
where E7 runs over the set of cyclic @-subgroups of K,(P) mapping onto K. 
LEMMA 14.15. With the notation above 
(i) The BL62&(K)-algebra 92’,L?J(KG(P)) is a free L2L4?G(K)-module 
and any family {Rd&,,(Z,)},, 99a(Pj~, where for any y E 99$(P)” we 
choose p E Hom,*(@‘, /*), is an 9LA$(K)-basis of 92K~L(KG(P)). 
(ii) We have Ker(Rg) = (0) and Coker(Rg) is a finite PI-group. 
Remark 14.16. Note that, with evident notation (cf. 513.4 and 14.13.1) 
(Z,) = cc%L4$(&) @ Rd,q&,) 
and in particular, the BLA&(K)-submodule &L&(K) . Rd&,(Z,) does not 
depend on the choice of p E Horn,@, X*). 
ProoJ: For any YJ~~(P) denote by K(y) the stabilizer of y in K, and 
for any p E Hom,*(K(y)‘Y, R*) set 
since A(P) gkC,(P) (cf. 2.9.2), the restriction to &C,(P) of any simple 
A( P,)-module is simple too (cf. 2.10.1) and therefore, it is an easy exercise 
to prove that the family (X,), where p runs over the disjoint union 
of the family {Hom,*(K&Y, &*)}YtSTAa(P), is the canonical Z-basis of 
Yl(KG(P)). Hence, on one hand we have (cf. Remark 14.16) 
where for any y E TL??,(P)~ we choose p E Hom,.(&, )&*); in particular, 
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olds if and only if statement (i) is true. 
n the other hand, denoting by q, the aracter of x, [cf. 
elf known that det(qo,(s)) E 0” where s runs over a set S of 
re~r~se~tativ~s for the conjugacy classes of p’-elements of K,(P) and p runs 
e disjoint union of the family ~~orn~*~~~~~ L 
instance, [b4, Sect. lS.2]9 where it follows from the 
det(qn,cs)) in 4 is not zero, and it suffices to assume 
e enough”). Hn particular, we have /$I 
devoting by S, the set of s G S such th 
there is a subset V, of the u, Qf t&e family 
om,*(l@‘, P))rEy9AA(pjK such that 
14.45.3 I VKI = ISKI and WqAdds,Sx.pE VK~ 0’” 
(since qOfs) = 8 if s E S, and Q 4 U,). Moreover, as 
K(Y)1 = c 
Y E A(P) )‘EYPA(P) xeK(y) 
where L runs over the set of subgr we get easily, arguing by 
i~du~t~o~ on ILI, that 
IS,/ =(P(lKlI l=?4VI”!. 
Finally, consider the B-linear ma 
is the set of cyclic @-subgroups of 
FK((10 ~4Gd)R,&?K”K) = (t~N‘&~)s,SK’ 
where for any s E S,, denoting by A the image of (s) 
le, ZR the isomorphism class of NR, rd(.Z,) t 
NR(~) the trace of the automorph 
easily checked that F, is an injective O-alg 
(cf. 14.13.3) 
481,116/l-8 
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for any y E .JZ~‘(P)” and any p E HomJ&‘, /*). Consequently, by 14.15.3 
and 14.15.5 the map FK is an isomorphism and we have 
rank,(Im(Rg)) = IS,/ and 0 Oz Coker(Rg) = (0); 
then, by 14.15.4 the equality holds in 14.15.2 and we have Ker(Rg)= (0). 
Proof of Theorem 14.10. By Theorem 13.3 there is a unique YEA(A) 
such that, for any subgroup I of G having the quotient I/O,(I) cyclic, we 
have 
14.10.2 4(Y) = 1 rdp(Z,) 0 rd( Yi), 
6 E Z??A(Q)L 
where Q = O,(I), I= I/Q, L denotes the image of fin &t(Q), and rd( Yi) is 
the residue of Yi on Q oL”; moreover, with the same notation, by 
Theorem 8.4 this virtual A-module fulfills 
14.10.3 rd,(Y) = c rdp(Z,) 0 rddf( Y). 
~ELMA(Q)~ 
So, it suffices to prove that d;( Y) = Yi for any (P,, K) E gA. But, if 
(P,, K) E gA, it follows from Corollary 5.18 and Proposition 5.16 that the 
equality dT;( Y) = Y; is equivalent to the equalities rdjy(dk( Y)) = rdp,( Yk) 
for any subgroup J of PO K such that J/Jn P is cyclic. Now, applying 
respectively Theorem 11.5 and Condition 13.2.1 to each member of these 
equalities, it follows that it suffices to prove that rddi( Y) = rd( Y”,) for any 
(Q6, L) E gA such that L is cyclic. 
Let Q be a p-subgroup of G and L a cyclic p’-subgroup of the image of 
N&Q) in Aut(Q). From 14.10.2 and 14.10.3 we get 
14.10.4 o= c rdfao(Z,) 0 rd( Yt - df( Y)) 
6~Lk?,dQ)~ 
for any subgroup I of N&Q) such that Q c I and 1=1/Q is a cyclic 
$-group mapping onto L (i.e., L is the image of lin Aut(Q)). But, for any 
6 E -S?pA(Q)L and any rr E Hom,,(L6, A*), it is easily checked (as in 9.23.2) 
that 
14.10.5 rdp(Zg)@rd(Yi-df(Y))=rd,“(Z,)Ord”(Yf,-d:(Y)), 
where rd”( Yi - di( Y)) E g&,(Q 0 L) is the image of rd( Yi - df( Y)) by the 
isomorphism S&&&Q 0 L-“) r &?J&(Q o L) induced by CJ (cf. 14.13.2) (i.e., we 
set rd”( Yi - dt( Y)) = rd(Z,“) Q rd( Yt - de(Y)). ~~~se~~ent~y, by 14.10.4, 
14.18.5, and Corollary 9.15 (see also Remark 9.22), we have for any SU& r” 
in the tensor product (nlEsL &QZC(f))LG~Q!@B,/K 
Theorem 9.6, W.&(Q 0 L) is a free BAfo(L)-mo 
Lemma 14.15 the %A’&( L)-module homornQr~b~sm 
injective (actually it is a BJ&(L)-algebra bomorno~~~i§ 
by 14.1Q.8 we have 
in the tensor product .BKZd(LG(Q)) @l~~NECLj %A&~( 
again by Lemma 14.15 we get rd”( Yi - df( Y)) = 0, 
(cf. 14.132) for any 6 E .YPA(Q)L. 
k 14.17. If P is a ~-subgroup of G and K a cyclic ~f-s~bgro~~ of
th e of N&P) in Z&t(P), note that by Lemma 14.15 we have a ~~~~~~ 
~~~~(~)-alg~bra isomorphism (as in Section 3, “( ) denotes the functor 
Qz( 1) 
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any p E Hom,,(KY, R*), where q,,,) is the set of subgroups H of N,(P) 
such that P c H and H/P is a cyclic PI-group mapping onto K. 
Now, denoting by 92 the set of pairs (P, K) where P is a p-subgroup of 
G and K a cyclic p’-subgroup of the image of N,(P) in ,&ut(P), we claim 
that there is a unique Q-algebra isomorphism 
14.17.2 Q~&) z 
( 
n Q%%(K~(f?) @QUAY Qg&(P°K) G 
(P,K)EaJ 1 
mapping 1 0 Y E Q~o(G) on (CyE~~A4q(P)~ 1 @I Rd&,,(Z,)) 0 (1 0 
rd4A Y)))(P,K)EBA* where for any (P, K) EB; and any y E ~c!J”(P)~ we 
choose p E HomLr(&, &*) and set rddp,( Y) = rd(Z,“) @I rddi( Y) (cf. 14.13). 
Indeed, by 14.17.1 the right-hand member of 14.17.2 is isomorphic to 
hence, isomorphic to 
14.17.3 
where ST is the set of subgroups H of G having the quotient H/Q,,(H) 
cyclic. Now, as 
- 
QB~W) @Q.up(~) Q~-43(P4~ “(~49(m3,,,(,) -@A”(POK)) 
for any (P, K)E~; and any HE~~,~), the isomorphism 14.17.2 follows 
from 14.17.3, Propositions 3,4 and 3.5, and Corollary 9.15 (the image of 
10 Y being easily computed). 
In particular, the isomorphism 14.17.2 induces a bijective Q-linear map 
(cf. Remark 14.16) 
where 92 denotes the set of decomposition pairs (P,, K) of A such that K 
is cyclic. Hence, denoting by E,(P,), the normalizer of K in E,(P,), it 
follows easily from 14.17.4 that there is a unique bijective Q-linear map 
14.17.5 QA’o(G)r Q (QWk’o(P&i?))EC@)K 
(Py,K) 
mapping 10 Y on Z(Py,K) 1 Q rdd&( Y) where (P,, K) runs over a set of 
representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of 92. 
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Now, if b is a block of G (i.e., a primitive idem dent of ZA), it is clear 
r any YE &(Ab) and any (P,, .K)E~~(~~.~), i 
with the corresponding elements of J&‘(A) 
= 0 (cf. 7.7); so, it follows easily from 14.17.5 that 
-linear ma 
“cM(Ab@ @ (%?ck”( 
(J$,W 
where (P,, ) runs over a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes 
of ~242~ (with the obvious definition of 9sb). N 
al pointed group on Ab (i.e., a defect poise 
ose all the representatives (P?) K) in such a VI 
EG(Py)=F,,(P,) by 216.3; moreover, if (P,, K) and ( 
ch that P, c Q, and R, c P,, it foHo:vs easi 
) = F~#‘y, R,) (cf. 216.3) that there is x 
if and only if there is I@ E F,,(Pp, R,) 
/; consequently, the right-hand member 
nterior Q-algebra Ab (i.e., from the s 
85.1. Let G be a finite group, set A = OG as interior G-algebra, an 
denote by $3; the set of ~co~~osit~o~ pairs (BD,, M) of A (cf. 13.1) 
at K is cyclic. In proposition 3.15 we state a fo~~~~~ to compute t 
bilinear form (cf. 2.4.4) 
noted idly as hom,(Y, Y)=(Y, Y), fo any I', YEA(A) (cf. 3.14), ia 
teB991S the residue families of Y and Y. urpose here is to 60 
an explicit translation of this formula in terms of the deco 
residual families { rddjl( Y) > cP9,Kj E a; and {n&Q Y’) > cPr, Kj E s; 
ossible by 1417.5). For us, the most ~~te~~st~~g feat 
a is that; whenever Y and Y elong to a. block b of 
I” E AY(Ab) where b is a primitive ide~~ote~t of ZA), all t 
occurring there can be computed from a smrce algebra of b, 
e Qb is a maximaj. I.06 
~ So, as (Y”> Y’),=ho 
the new formu supplies a relation ~~tw~e~ the 
structure and the interior Q-algebra structure of A,, which can be seen as a 
necessary condition on interior Q-algebras in order for them to 
source algebras. 
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15.2. Let P be a p-subgroup of G and K a cyclic p’-subgroup of the 
image of N,(P) in Aut(P), denote by K,(P) the inverse image of K in 
N,(P), and set R,(P) = K,(P)/P and kg(P) = Res,,(,,(I?) if y esa(P)” 
(cf. 14.12). For any y E 2’.5fA(P)” and any p E Hom,,(@‘, k*) (cf. 5.19), we 
have canonical isomorphisms (cf. 14.13.2) 
15.2.1 2’&(P)) r 2’&-(P)) and J&(P&)zA~(P.K) 
(as in 14.12, we identify 9J&(P)) with Y&(K,(P))), and we denote by 
Res$G(p)(Zy) the image of Resg;“(pI (Z,) (cf. 14.13.3) by the first one and by 
dg: A!(A) -+ A$(Po K) the composition of d; (cf. 7.7) with the second one; 
moreover, rddg: J&‘(A) --f BJ&(Po K) denotes the composition of d$ with 
the canonical map J&(Po K) + 9kk’o(P~ K), and q,“K the Brauer character 
of Re%G,p,( Z J Note that, as A(P) g &C,(P) (cf. 2.9.2), the restriction to 
&C,(P) of any simple A([?)-module is simple too (cf. 2.10.1) and therefore, 
the restriction of q$ to L,(P) is an irreducible Brauer character for any 
subgroup L of K, actually, it is an easy exercise to prove that, for any sub- 
group L of K, the set of all irreducible Brauer characters of E,(P) is the set 
W@&&Gc,J > h w ere CT runs over the disjoint union of the family 
$f;;P;i,y;gy > 6 E 29A’A(P) and for any JEYSQP), L(6) denotes the 
15.3. Now, for any (y, y’)~ ~.TY~(P)~x YgA(P)” and any (p, P’)E 
Hom,,(fi, n*) x Hom,,(lfY’, k*), we set 
153.1 
where s runs over the set of p’-elements of K;,(P) mapping on a generator 
of K. Note that rp$ = (p”,’ implies y = y’ and p = p’; indeed, y # y’ implies that 
the restrictions to AC,(P) of a simple A(P,)-module and a simple A(P,,)- 
module are non-isomorphic (cf. 2.9.2 and 2.10.1), and if y = y’, Hom(K, k*) 
acts regularly on Hom,,(I@, n*) (cf. 5.19). 
15.4. On the other hand, as in 3.14.2, we consider on B&o(Po K) the 
Q-valued bilinear form 
15.4.1 9b&,(P~ K) x WAo(Po K) + Q 
induced by the canonical isomorphism (cf. Proposition 3.4) 
QB’“~o(Po K)~Q9t~o(P~ K) and by the Z-bilinear form hom,(,.,, (cf. 
2.4.4) restricted to B”~&P 0 K) (recall that i2?Ao(P 0 K) is torsion-free by 
Corollary 9.13); that is, we set 
15.4.2 (rd(Y), rd(Y’))..,=hom,(,.,,(Y, Y’), 
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where Y, Y’ E &YAo(Po K) and rd( Y), rd( Y’) denote the residues of IY, Y; 
on POM (cf. 3.1). 
??HEoaEM 15.5. With the notation above, for any I’, Y’ E .M(A) we have 
15.5.1 (Y, r,,=C 1 T, c a&, ~‘1 
p (y,;,,) K (p,p,) 1E,(P,) n E,( 
rum over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of 
s of G, (y, y’) over a set of representatives for the ~-~(~~-orb~ts in 
-Y%(P) x 9.YA(P), K over the set of cyclic p 
E,(P,.), and (p, p’) over the set Hom,,(&‘, n*) x 
ema& 15.6. As we say in Remark 3.16, it is possible to 
a~alogou§ formula for the other bilinear form on the Green ring c 
in [I] when @=A. 
2.7.21 
be a subgroup of G with a normal Syl 
= IT/P is cyclic, and denote by K th 
tion and tensor product induce evr 
and, as usual, we still denote by Z@ Y the ’ f (Z, Y) where 
I’E&(PoK) and either .ZE&(R) or ZE&(M) at we denote by 
Z, E J&(K) the image of q ~Horn(K, /*) throug and by “; the 
dual virtual module (i.e., Z; = Z,-I); moreover, we identify q with its image 
En Hom(R, d*). As we say above, we know by Proposition 3.15 that, for 
any Fy YE A(A), in order to compute (F, I”), it suffices to compute 
(rd~(~~, rd,( I”)), (cf. 3.14.2) for any such 
(rd,( Y), ‘d,(Y)), can be computed from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 15.8. With the notation above, for any Z, Z’ E A&( 
I” E A$(P 0 K) we have 
where qz and ‘pzr are respectively the charact 
0mBK /*I, we set (cpz, WP~)R = (l/l@) 
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Proof: We may assume that Z and 2’ are respectively the isomorphism 
ciasses of 6R-modules S and s’, and similarly Y and Y’ the isomorphism 
classes of O(P 0 K)-modules N and N’; as P acts trivially on S and s’, it is 
clear that there is an OR-module isomorphism 
15.8.1 Hom,,(SOO N, SO0 N’) F Hom,(S, S’)@, Hom,,(N, N’). 
On the other hand, for any q E Hom(& R*) consider e, = (l/jR() CxeB 
q(x) x-l in c?IR (i.e., the primitive idempotent of Si;i associated with r); 
then, it is easily computed from character orthogonality formulae (cf. [14, 
Sect. 2.51) that we have 
15.8.2 
in &iii@, OR, but {e,~~@e,,),,.~~~~~,~*~ is a family of pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents of SD@, OR, consequently, as (cf. 2.8) 
(20 Y, 2’0 Y’),= rank,(Hom,,(S@, N, s’ O0 N’)E) 
and 
Hom,,(S@, N, S’@mN’)R= & c x0x -Hom,,(S@, iV, S’OO N’) 
xeR 
(cf. 2.8.3), it follows from 15.8.1 and 15.8.2 that 
where, for any q E Hom(R, &*), we set 
s, = rank,(e, . Hom,(S, s’)) and tzV = rank&e,. Hom,,(N, N’)). 
Finally, it is clear that, for any OR-module M, there are O-module 
isomorphisms 
e,-M20Re,Qofj ME HomO&OfJeq-L, M) 
and therefore, as B is a p’-group, we get s, = (q(pz, CJIJ~)~ for any q E 
Hom(R, k*) and n,= (Z,O Y, Y’)PDK or 0 according as q E Hom(K, R*) or 
not. 
Proof of Theorem 15.5. With the notation above, it is easily checked 
from Theorem 8.4 (as in 9.23.3) that for any YE A(A) we have 
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where (y, y’) runs over LL?P~(P)~~ .LFC?A(P)K and (p2 p’) over the ser 
om,,(&, 4”) x Hom,*(k?‘, F). 
Now, in order to apply Lemma 15.8 to each term In the right-ha 
member of 15.5.2 we must consider the followings facts. Let “y’ be an elem 
an element of Hom,,(@‘, R*); first of ail 
proper subg:oup of y maps on a. proper su 
hence, if Z, and Y, are res~cctive~~ th 
Q&?‘“&(P 0 K) lifting 10 rdh(Z,) a d 1 Q r&g Yj (Cf~ 
the element gp@ Yp belongs ts oW”A$(H) (since 5.13.1 
IS compatible with restriction) and clearly lifts 1 
5.14.3). Second, it follows from 3.15.1 
(cf. 14.13.3) vanishes over any generator of 
coincides with fp; over any generator of E a 
Finally, recall that om(K, k*) acts 0 , Pj (cf. 5.19); hence, it 
ws 5.19 and 14.13.3 that for any 
2,Q Pp= 8,., (since $0 
P) we have qqg=- qzq” 
= 92°dfd(#CK)). so, ii 
c 
q G Hom(K,.t*) s 
where s runs over the set of all generators of 
Consequently, as Hom(K, P) acts regularly on om,*(4%-i, L*) for arcay 
y E ZPA(P)” (cf. 5.19), we get from 15.52 and 15.5.3 
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Horn&&“, R*), and s over the set of all generators of r;i Hence, by 
Proposition 3.15 we have 
where P runs over the set of ~-subgroups of G, (y, y’) over YY~(P) x 
=Cf&(P), s over the set of @-elements of (NG(Pp) n ~~(P~,))/~, and (p, p’) 
over Homg*(kY, R*) x Hom,*(@‘, k*), K denoting the subgroup of aut(P) 
generated by the image of s. As the terms in the right-hand member of 
15.54 are invariant by G-conjugation, it suffices to consider the sum over a 
set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of triples (P, y, y’) 
provided we multiply the corresponding term by j G///NJ Py ) n NJ Pys)j ;
so, the theorem follows now from 15.3.1, 155.4, and the equalities 
15.9. With the notation of 15.2, for any YE UpA( and any PE 
Hom,,(@‘, k*), denote by 7~2 the Brauer character of a projective cover FF’: 
of a i&&(P)-module V$ belonging to Re$&,,(Z,). Recall that, for any sub- 
group L of K, the restriction of V$ to L,(P) is a simple b&(P)-module 
and actually, there is a RI,(P)-module isomorphism (cf. 14.133) 
15.9.1 Resf$( Yg) z Vp, 
where pL denotes the restriction of p to fi (cf. 7.3); similarly, we claim that 
there is a L&(P)-module isomorphism 
15.9.2 ResFiF; Wg) z Wp; G ( 
indeed, by 15.9.1 we know that the module fV$ is isomo~hic to a direct 
summand of RespFi( fV%); but, again by 15.9.1, K/L stabilizes the 
isomorphism class o W;L and therefore, setting B= End,( I%‘$) as interior 3 
&(P)-algebra, K/L fixes the point /I of z,(P) on B determined by W~L; 
consequently, as B’GG(P) maps onto (B~GG’P’/J(B~~‘P’))K/L (cf. 2.9.4), we have 
@~(&(P)) = (fi>; finally, mp = 1 since K/L is cyclic and therefore, fixes a 
primitive idempotent in B(E,(P),). In the proof of Proposition 15.12 
below, we give more explicit descriptions of Vit, and FV$. 
15.10. Now, for any (y, Y’)EZ’CF~(P)~X A?c?~(P)~ and any (p, $)E 
Hom,*(&, &*) x HomI*(16”, n*), we set 
15.10.1 
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where s runs over the set of p’-elements of 
18.31, c,(p, p’) is the Cartan integer of R,(P) 
s&~,(Z,) and Res&,,(Z,,) of the canonical 
r-pose now is to show that the rational 
(cf. 15.3.1) can be computed from the positive integers c,fp, p’). 
15.1 I. enote respectively by aK and cK the square atrices (a&a, p’)) 
where p and p’ run over the disjoint union U, of ily 
ttini subgroup of K and that 
for any YE 6wPA(P)K (cf. 5.1 
ius and Euler functions. 
KY 4”) acts regular 
enote respectively 
OPQSITEQN 15.12. With the notation above, we have b,(p, p’) ZO l$ 
and only $ y = y’ and I&K) c Ker(q), where q: K+ A” in the ~~i~~e group 
~~~o~~rp~is~ uch that p’ = q . p, and then 
PYOOJ y definition, for any p, p’ E U, we 
where s runs over the set S, of p’-elements of I&(P) mapping on a 
generator of F, but, for any s E S, we have (cf. [14, Sect. 18.33) 
since any irreducible Brauer character cp of &-(P) su 
belongs to (&‘}pSSt UK (cf. 15.2); consequently, from 15.12 
get 
15.123 
NOW, applying character orthogonality formulae (cf. 
the sum of equalities 15.12.3 for the triples (L, pL, p 
the set of subgroups of K and for any L, pL, and p; 
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UL obtained by restriction fri-om p and p’ (cf. 7.3), we get from 159.1 and 
159.2 
15.12.4 c 14 bL(P,, Pi,) = I4 &,p’; 
L 
hence, it is easily checked that 
15.125 
where L runs over the set of subgroups of K. 
Consequently, b,(p, p’) # 0 implies y = y’ (since there is a subgroup L of 
K such that pL =pL) and in particular, there is a unique group 
homomorphism q: K + A’* such that p’ = q . p (cf. 5.19). Assume now that 
y = y’ and p’ = q s p where q E Mom(K, R*); then, by 15.12.5 we have 
15.12.6 
where L runs over the set of subgroups of K containing d(K) (since 
b(K) & L impiies p((K/L()=Q) andf or any L, rL denotes the restriction of 
q to L; in particular, b,(p, p’) # 0 implies qS(K) c Ker(q). Conversely, if 
d(K) c Ker(q) we get from 15.12.6 
where L runs over the set of subgroups of Ker(q) containing 4(K), and 
therefore 
(since, as J. Thtvenaz pointed out to us, Cd (p(d)/d) = cp(n)/n where d runs 
over the set of divisors of n). 
15.13. With the notation of 15.10, our purpose is to estabhsb an alter- 
native definition of the positive integers c,(p, p’). By Proposition 7.4 there 
are I*-group homomorphisms 
15.13.1 vy,:P.IbAAy* and V$ P&bAy* 
which induce group homomorphisms P 0 I$’ -+ NAY(P) and P o ii?' + N,?,(P) 
compatible with the canonical homomorphisms 7.4.2; on the other hand, 
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er(p) and Ker(p’) are canonically isomor 
and Pa -+Bo.@’ 
mapping x E P 0 K on the unique elements of P c I@ an ’ lifting x an 
~elo~gi~g to the inverse images of Ker(p) an Ker(p’); then, we denote by 
15.13.3 v~:P~K-‘A~ and ?Jg: P0K+A$ 
ions of 1513.1 with 1513.2. 
aa, we set A(P) = A O1zcpj A( 
I; algebra ~orn~rnor~bi~rn ma --- 
that A(P) z E,(P) where C,(P) = G,(P 
e notation of 15.10, choose i E: y and t’ E f, and assume 
that A, = iAi and A,. = i’Ai’, and that 
ined by the inclusions iAi 
the d-vector space BP(i) 
where R EK and x is an element of POX lifting E; so, ,A(P),, becomes a 
de and it is easily checked that its isomorphism cla 
choice of i, i’, v$., and v$; as us 
fixed elements (cf. 2.8). 
ROPQSITION t 5.15. th the notation above, we have 
Pro05 Set c,(P) = C,(P)/Z(P); by 2.9.2 and 
A(P,) s,(i) is a simple &C,(P)-module be~o~g~n~ to -- 
24.2, it is clear that A(P) Brp(i) is a projective co 
both kc,(P)-modules can be extended to &R,( 
15.15.P for any a E APi, 2. s,(a) = s,(xav~(X) - I) 
and x .&,(a) = Br,(xav&(.W’) 
where X E K&P), x is an element of K,(P) ~~fti~~ 2, and X is an element of 
P 0 K lifting the image 1 of x in AM(P); in 
BrP(Z(P)) = ( I>, the right-hand members in 
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choices of x and 2:. It is clear that these d&(P)-modules are respectively 
simple and projective indecomposable too, the second again being a projec- -- 
tive cover of the lirst (since the canonical map A(P) BYE --+ A(P,) s,(i) is 
a ~~G(P)-module homomorphism too). 
Moreover, we claim that the simple d&(P)-module A(P,) s,(i) belongs 
to Rese KG(P)(Zy); indeed, as Res&,,(Z,) = Z, 0 Resgg&Z,) (cf. 14.13.3) 
and the A(P,)-module A(P,) s,(i) belongs to 2, (cf. 8.2), we certainly get a 
~~~~~)-module b longing to Res&,)(.Z,) by rest~cting the ~(~~)-module 
A(P,) s,(i) through the &-algebra homomorphism J&(P) -+ A(P,) 
mapping X E a,(P) on p(i) s,(a) where x is an element of K,(P) lifting X, a 
an element of (A ‘)* such that i” = i” and S&C’) = sy(cx) for any c E AP, b 
the element &a-’ of N,?(P), 5 the image of b in NAI(P)/P. (i+J(A,P)), 1 
the image of x in K, and A! the element (!?,a) of & (cf. Lemma 6.3 and 7.2); 
but for any c E A”i we have 
1515.2 p(2) s,(m) = p(2) q,(xcx-‘a) = p(2) s,(xcb-‘), 
where b-’ is the inverse of b in A:; moreover, denoting by 2 an element of 
P 0 K lifting z? and by v$(z?) the image of $2) in N,,(P)jP . (i + J(Af)), the 
element (v”,(X), a?) of PO& is the image of 1 by 15.13.2 (since the group 
homomorphism PO& + NAY(P) induced by vyK is compatible with the 
canonical homomorphism J? -+ N,JP)/P . (i + J(A,P))); consequentlfie 
element (VP,(%), X) of I@ belongs to Ker(p) and therefore, 6 = p(2). v;(z); 
hence, we have p(.~?)i sy(bv$(2)-1) = 1 and finally (cf. 15.15.1 and 15.15.2) 
p(i) s,(m) = ~~(xcv~(~)-‘) =B * sp(c). 
-- 
Similarly, A(P) BrP(i’) becomes a projective cover of a simple RR,(P)- 
module belonging to Res&,(,)(Z,,). 
Consequently, we have (cf. 15.10.1 and [14, Sects. 15.1, 18.31) 
- - - - 
15.15.3 c,(p, p’) = dirn~(Horn~~~~~~(~(~~ BIP(i), A(P) Bp(i’)). 
On the other hand, it is easily checked (and well known) that right mul- 
tiplication induces an isomorphism 
- - -- 
15.15.4 
-- 
$ BrP(i) A(P) Br,(i’)zHomm(A(P) BP(i), A(P) Brp(i’)). 
So, it suffices to prove that f is a RJL-module isomorphism (with respect o 
the ,&K-module structures induced by 15.14.1 and 15.15.1); indeed, then f 
induces a R-linear isomorphism 
and the proposition follows from 15.153. 
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Let a be an element of iAPir, X an element of E,(P), x an element of 
,-JP) lifting 2, 1 the image of x in K, and R an element of 
by 15.141, f(&,(a)“) is the A(P)-module homomo -- 
A(P) Brp(i’) mapping BP(c) on ~~~(c~~(~)-~ a,$(, 
it is easily checked from I5.15.l that 
~r~(cv~(~)-i OVA) = (x)-l ~f(~rp(~))(~ f Brp(c)); 
~~~s~q~e~t~~, f is compatible with the actions of K in both members of 
85.15.4. 
emark 15.16. Let tl be a point of G on A e., a = (b) where 
ock of G), P, a defect pointed group of G,, an Y, Y’ virtual A.-mo 
entify Y and 3J’ with the ~orres~Q~di~g elem ts sdf d&q-4 ); as f; induces 
an eq~~va~en~~ between the categories of A,- A~-mQ~~les (cf. 2.1&s), 
we have (cf. 2.44) 
15.161 (K l-7, = hom~~(res~.( V, res;j Y)B 
scuss here how to compute the -hand member of 
ior P-algebra A, (i.e., from the ce algebra of b); t 
the end, Theorem 15.5 can be seen as a necessary co 
algebras in order to he source algebra 
p-subgroup of G, 6 and 6’ focal point 
re,g l-J 1”;AaY) (=$AQ,, n 25 
,*(L , 4’“) x ~orn~*(~~‘, k*). By 
F) # 0 imply that 6, cottages 
In order to discuss the eomp~tation of 
~~rn~~ti~g the positive integers cL(~, G’) fro 
cL(c9 cr’) z 0 implies that ni and 7~: are associ 
) and therefore, that the simple JC 
Lc,p,(Z,) and Res,,,QI(Zs.) are associate 
Q) too (note that f is still a block 
f 0 implies that there is a (unique) 
) (cf. 2.92) swh that 
15.16.2 fern = Bf$l& and ~~~~(~‘) = 
For any E-fixed primitive idempotent f of 
the set of 6” E LZ’SY”(Q)~ such that fBrp(6n) = 
cl the respective square matrices (~~(5, z’) 
run over the disjoint u 
over the set 
6C, t 9pAkce~; then, as det(c,) = 
of L-fixed primrtive idempotents of Z 
and therefore, by 15.11 we get a{ = b{ . (c;il) - ’ 
158 1 and proposition 15.12, the inequality a,(~, D’ 
is a ~~~~q~e) L-fixed primitive ~dempote~t f of ZA ( 
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Let f be the L-fixed primitive idempotent of ZA(Q) such that 
fBrQ(6) = BrQ(8; 
as Br,(AQCG”Q)) = ZA(Q) (cf. 2.9.2), there is a unique E E gA(Q. C,(Q)) 
Such that BrQ(&)= {f) (cf. 2.5.1); then, for any dn~$PgA(Q)$ we have 
Qp c (Q . C,(Q)), (cf. 2.10) and therefore, Qs,, is contained in any defect 
pointed group of (Q . C,(Q)), (cf. 2.10.2); moreover, Q, c G, implies 
(Q . C,(Q)), c 6, (since E is the unique point of Q . C,(Q) on A such that 
Q, c (Q. C,(Q)),) and therefore, if Q, c G, there is XEG such that 
Q6.c (P,)” for any 6” ~2?&(Q)f (by 2.10.2 applied to a defect pointed 
group of 6, containing a defect pointed group of (Q . C,(Q)),). 
From now on we assume that Q,,, c P, for any 8” E zyA(Q),” and that 6, 
6’ E UpA(Q then, as di( Y) = &resJ,( Y)) and df( Y’) = df(resfy( Y’)) 
(where we identify 6 and 6’ with the corresponding local points of Q 
on A,), the number (rdd;( Y), rdd;‘( Y’))QOL can be computed from A,. 
Moreover, it is quite clear that for any r, r’ E U{ there is a IL-module 
isomorphism 
- - 
AQL, = ,QQ),, 
with the evident definition of J,(Q),, (note that the definition of +4(Q),, in 
15.14 makes sense in any interior Q-algebra provided that L is a cyclic 
@-subgroup of FA(Qs) n FA(QB,)); now, by Proposition 15.15 the square 
matrix cl can be computed from A, and therefore, as u{ = b{. (c{)-‘, by 
Proposition 15.12 the square matrix af,, and in particular a,(o, u’), can be 
computed from A, too. 
Let us say that R,,,,, is a local bipointed group on A (or that (E, E’) is a 
local bipoint of R oy1 A) if E, E’ E 2YA(R) and there is a primitive idem- 
potent g of ZA(R) fulfilling 15.16.2 (mutatis mutandis); denote by 9g,(R) 
the set of local bipoints of R on A (note that this definition makes sense in 
any (interior) R-algebra). So Q,,,,,, is a local bipointed group on A (and 
on A,); let R,E,,r, be another local bipointed group on A; we claim that 
there is x E G such that R,,,,, = (Qca,s,,)” if and only if 
15.163 IQ1 = WI and EG(QB, R,) n EG(Qsf, Red Z 0. 
Indeed, it is clear that the existence of such an element x of G implies 
1516.3; conversely, if @ E E,(Qb, R,) n E,(QgC, R,.) and IQ] = IRI, there 
are x, x’ E G such that R, = (Q,)*, R,, = (Q,,)x’, and uX = q(u) = uX’ for any 
u E Q, and therefore x’ = zx where z E C,(Q), which implies R,, = (Q,8)x. 
Now assume that P, contains R, and R,, (i.e., that RCE,EIj is a local bipoin- 
ted group on A,); as (cf. 2.16.3) 
&(Qs> &I = h,(Qs, R,) and &(QF, 4,) = LjQs,, &I, 
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the equivalent relation defined by 15.163 in the set of local bi~o~~ted 
groups on A,, named fusion relation below, can be compute 
Finally, it is clear that we can rewrite 15.5.1 for k: Y E A!(A,) as 
15.16.4 
where Q,,.,,, runs over a set of representatives for the fusion relation classes 
of local bipointed groups on A,, L over the set of cyclic @-subgroups 
c4,&?b) n &,JQsA and (0, a’) over the set om,*(P, P) x 
mga(Ld’, &*). 
We end this remark by discussing how 15.16.1 and 15.16.4 supply on a 
necessary condition an interior P-algebra B in order that tbere exist a 
block of a finite group having a source algebra isomorphic to 
we may assume that ( 1> is a local point of P on B. For any local pointed 
oup Q6 on B, any cyclic p’subgroup L of .FB(Qs), 
om,,(L6, J*), we still denote by d;: A(B) 3 .A$(Q 0 L) t 
: .&Z(B) -+ &,(Q 0 Lb) (cf. 7.6) with the isomorphism MO 
oL) induced by (T (note that the first ~$orn~rpbism in 1 
ds on the fact that L is cyclic). Moreover, denote also by f the 
primitive idempotent of ZB( Q) such that fBrQ(h)=BrQ(6), by 5?PB( 
e set of points 6’ E 9PB(Q)” fulfilling fBr,(G’) = Br,(&‘), alss by Vi 
sjoint union of the family { Hom,*(L”, A*)),,, u9Bp;,(Qj; and by cf the 
square matrix (dim,((,B(Q),S)L),,,,E U{ (cf. 15.14). 
Assume that, for any choice of Q, and L, we have det(c,‘) Z 8 (of course, 
this is already a necessary condition on 
(adz, 7’)) T,Tlt Ui the product b{. cc{)-’ where bfL = (b=(q 
square matrix fulfilling (mutatis muta~d~s) the 
Proposition 15.12. 
Finally, let us say that two local bipointe 
fulfill the fusion relation if we have 
15.16.5 IQ = I4 and 
clearly, the fusion relation is an equivalence relation. 
Now, for any A’, X’EA(B), we may compute in 
hom,(,k; X’) (cf. 2.4.4) and the sum 
where Qf6 a’) runs over a set of representatives for the fusion relation classes 
of local &pointed groups on B, L over the set of cyclic $-sub 
451;116;1-9 
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of FB(Qg)nF,(Q,.), and (a, 0’) over the set Hom,&L’, R*) x 
Hom,,(L”‘, R*). Then, by 1516.1 and 15.16.4, B is isomorphic to a block 
source algebra only if both numbers coincide, for any X, A” E &k’(B). 
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